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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT
The Utah Court of Appeals has appellate jurisdiction pursuant to Utah Code Ann. §
78A-4-103(2)0).
STATEMENT OF ISSUES
A comprehensive statement of the issues on appeal is set forth in the Brief of
Defendants/Appellees Utah Association of Realtors and Christopher Kyler, which
statement Defendant/Appellees Salt Lake Board of Realtors ("SLBR") and Bryan Kohler
("Kohler") hereby join in and adopt by reference.
SLBR and Kohler note that Appellant's Statement of the Issues does not include
citation to the record showing that the issues were preserved for appeal in the trial court,
as required by Rule ofAppellate Procedure 24(a)(5)(A). {See Brief ofAppellant at pgs 12). Appellant's Statement of the Issues also does not provide a statement of grounds for
seeking review of an issue not preserved in the trial court under Rule ofAppellate
Procedure 24(a)(5)(B), as is required when no citation to the record is included.
Appellant's failure to preserve issues for appeal is addressed more throughly in the
Argument section, below.
Pursuant to Rule ofAppellate Procedure 24(a)(5)(B), Appellees SLBR and Kohler
intend to seek affirmation of Judge Paul Kennedy's Memorandum Decision and Order of
December 29, 2011, on the alternative grounds that Appellant's claims against SLBR are
barred by Utah Code Ann. § 16-6a-609, which creates a one-year statute of limitations for
any proceeding challenging an expulsion or termination from a non-profit corporation.
1
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SLBR and Kohler further seek affirmation of the lower court's holdings on the grounds
that Bates fails to state a claim for which relief may be granted under Utah's Unfair
Business Practices Act. As described in Dipoma v. McPhie, 2001 UT 61, 29 P.3d 1225
(Utah 2001), "an appellate court may affirm the judgment appealed from if it is
sustainable on any legal ground or theory apparent on the record, even though such
ground or theory differs from that stated by the trial court to be the basis of its ruling or
action, and this is true even though such ground or theory is not urged or argued on
appeal by appellee, was not raised in the lower court, and was not considered or passed on
by the lower court."
STATEMENT OF DETERMINATIVE PROVISIONS AND AUTHORITY
The following constitutional provisions, statutes, ordinances, rules and regulations
are determinative of the appeal or of central importance:
- The First Amendment to the United States Constitution states:
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise there of or abridging the freedom of speech or of the press; or the right of
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of
grievances.
- Utah Code Ann. § 78B-2-302 states:
An action may be brought within one year:
(1) for liability created by the statutes of a foreign state;
(2) upon a statute for a penalty or forfeiture where the action is given to an individual,
or to an individual and the state, except when the statute imposing it prescribes a different
limitation;

2
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(3) upon a statute, or upon an undertaking in a criminal action, for a forfeiture or
penalty to the state;
(4) for libel, slander, false imprisonment, or seduction;
(5) against a sheriff or other officer for the escape of a prisoner arrested or imprisoned
upon either civil or criminal process;
(6) against a municipal corporation for damages or injuries to property caused by a mob
or riot;
(7) except as otherwise expressly provided by statute, against a county legislative body
or a county executive to challenge a decision of the county legislative body or county
executive, respectively; or
(8) on a claim for relief or a cause of action under Title 63L, Chapter 5, Utah Religious
Land Use Act.
- Utah Code Ann. § 16-6a-609 states:
(1) Unless otherwise provided by the bylaws, except pursuant to a procedure that is fair
and reasonable:
(a) a member of a nonprofit corporation may not be expelled or suspended; and
(b) membership in a nonprofit corporation may not be terminated or suspended.
(2) For purposes of this section, a procedure is fair and reasonable when either:
(a) the bylaws or a written policy of the board of directors set forth a procedure
that provides:
(i) not less than 15 days prior written notice of:
(A) the expulsion, suspension, or termination; and
(B) the reasons for the expulsion, suspension, or termination; and
(ii) an opportunity for the member to be heard:
(A) orally or in writing;
3
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(B) not less than five days before the effective date of the expulsion,
suspension, or termination; and
(C) by one or more persons authorized to decide that the proposed
expulsion, termination, or suspension not take place; or
(b) it is fair and reasonable taking into consideration all of the relevant facts and
circumstances.
(3) For purposes of this section, any written notice given by mail shall be given by firstclass or certified mail sent to the last address of the member shown on the nonprofit
corporation's records.
(4) Unless otherwise provided by the bylaws, any proceeding challenging an expulsion,
suspension, or termination, including a proceeding in which defective notice is alleged,
shall be commenced within one year after the effective date of the expulsion, suspension,
or termination.
(5) Unless otherwise provided by the bylaws, a member who has been expelled or
suspended may be liable to the nonprofit corporation for dues, assessments, or fees as a
result of an obligation incurred or commitment made prior to the effective date of the
expulsion or suspension.
(6) A mutual benefit corporation that complies with Section 70A-8-409.1 is considered to
have followed a fair and reasonable procedure for purposes of this section without the
existence of a written policy or bylaw otherwise required by this section.
- Utah Code Ann. § 13-5-3 states in relevant part:
(1) (a) It is unlawful for any person engaged in commerce, in the course of such
commerce, either directly or indirectly, to discriminate in price between different
purchasers of commodities of like grade and quality, where either or any of the
purchasers involved in such discrimination are in commerce, where such commodities are
sold for use, consumption, or resale within the state and where the effect of such
discrimination may be substantially to lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly in
any line of commerce, or to injure, destroy, or prevent competition with any person who
either grants or knowingly receives the benefit of such discrimination, or with customers
of either of them.
(3) It is unlawful for any person engaged in commerce in the course of such commerce,
to pay or grant, or to receive or accept, anything of value as a commission, brokerage, or
4
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other compensation, or any allowance or discount in lieu thereof, except for and not
exceeding the actual cost of such services rendered in connection with the sale or
purchase of goods, wares, or merchandise.
(4) It is unlawful for any person engaged in commerce to pay or contract for the payment
of anything of value to or for the benefit of a customer of such person in the course of
such commerce as compensation or in consideration for any services or facilities
furnished by or through such customer in connection with the processing, handling, sale,
or offering for sale of any products, or commodities manufactured, sold, or offered for
sale by such person, unless such payment or consideration is available on proportionally
equal terms to all other customers competing in the distribution of such products or
commodities.
(5) It is unlawful for any person to discriminate in favor of one purchaser against another
purchaser or purchasers of a commodity bought for resale with or without processing, by
contracting to furnish or furnishing, or by contributing to the furnishing of, any services
or facilities connected with the processing, handling, sale, or offering for sale of such
commodity so purchased upon terms not accorded to all purchasers on proportionally
equal terms.
(6) It is unlawful for any person engaged in commerce, in the course of such commerce,
knowingly to induce or receive a discrimination in price which is prohibited by this
section.
- Utah Code Ann. § 13-5-14 states:
Any person or the state of Utah may maintain an action to enjoin a continuance of any
act in violation of this chapter, and, if injured by the act, for the recovery of damages. If,
in such action, the court finds that the defendant is violating or has violated any of the
provisions of this chapter, it shall enjoin the defendant from a continuance of the
violation. It is not necessary that actual damages to the plaintiff be alleged or proved. In
addition to such injunctive relief, the plaintiff is entitled to recover from the defendant
three times the amount of the actual damages sustained or $ 2,000, whichever is greater,
plus court costs.
Any defendant in an action brought under this section may be required to testify. The
books and records of such defendant may be brought into court and introduced, by
reference, into evidence. No information so obtained may be used against the defendant
as a basis for a misdemeanor prosecution under this chapter.

5
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE
I.

Nature of the case, Course of Proceedings, and Disposition in the Court
Below.

A comprehensive statement of the nature of the case, the course of proceedings,
and the disposition in the court below is set forth in the Brief of Appellees Utah
Association of Realtors and Cliristopher Kyler, which statement SLBR and Kohler hereby
join in and adopt by reference. Facts particularly associated with SLBR and Kohler are
set forth in the following section.
BE.

Statement of Relevant Facts and Issues.

Bates's appeal challenges the dismissal of causes of action five through nine of the
Second Amended Complaint. {See Brief ofAppellant at 1). Respectively, these claims are
for Unfair Business Practices (R.305), Improper Use of Legal Proceedings (R.314),
Tortious Interference With Contractual Relations (R.319), Tortious Interference With
Economic Relations (R.322), and Unlawful Conspiracy to Destroy Trade (R.325). Bates's
appeal does not challenge the dismissal of causes of action one through four, which dealt
with Defamation, Defamation Per Se, Conspiracy to Defame, and False Light,
respectively.
Bates's Second Amended Complaint (R.261) is a rambling document that makes
little or no effort to distinguish between actors and claims. (See R.1524 for lower court's
holding that "the Second Amended Complaint alleges these claims with little effort to
distinguish between individual actors or facts[.]") Hence, creating a concise statement of
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alleged facts as they relate to SLBR and Bryan Kohler is difficult Relying on Bates's
Brief ofAppellant for some clarification, the essential facts as they relate to SLBR and
Kohler are as follows.
In 1995, Bates founded AllPro Realty Group, Inc., and eventually oversaw some
1,160 Realtor Members. {See Brief ofAppellant at 4; see also R.265 and R.1517). Bates
was the President and Principal Broker of AllPro. {See R.1517; see also R.1560 at pgs 6869 (where Bates explains to court during oral argument that he was Principal Broker and
President)).
In 2004, Bates founded UtahMLS.com, which provided access to "to all
properties listed for sale" without requiring any membership fees. {See Brief of Appellant
at 4; see also R.266 and R.1517). In early 2006, WFRMLS changed its "Policy and
Procedure's Manual." {See Brief ofAppellant at 4; see also R.269 and R.1518). Bates
alleges the new policies targeted the UtahMLS.com business model and were enforced
discriminatorily against him in an effort to squeeze him out of the Utah real estate
industry. {See Brief ofAppellant at 4; see also R.269 and R. 1518).
On October 22, 2008, AllPro announced it was going out of business due to a
substantial decline in home sales and an alleged campaign against Bates {see e.g. Brief of
Appellants at 10 (describing "campaign" against Bates and Allpro);^^ also R.276; see
also R.104 (letter from Bates's attorney stating that "AllPro had been in business for
approximately thirteen years prior to the winding down and closing of its business in Fall
2008."))). After AllPro's announcement, Bates alleges that a director of the UDRE, and
7
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other unnamed persons, stated "that any dispute over nonpayment of commissions does
not warrant disciplinary action by the UDRE." (R. 1518; R.276). On October 27, 2008,
Defendant/Appellee Charles Smalley allegedly told Bates that "members of the UDRE
were trying to find a way around current law to punish Bates," and "threatened to fine
Bates $100,000 because of the dispute betv/een Bates and former Allpro agents" (R.1518;
R.276). Bates confirmed during oral argument that AllPro was not paying agents'
commissions. (See R. 1560 at pgs 68-69).
On November 1, 2008 and again on November 3, 2008, Bates alleges that Johnson
and "at least forty other unknown Defendants" held secret meetings at which they
discussed Bates removal from the Utah real estate industry, signed a petition for UDRE to
revoke Bates's real estate broker's licence, and for the realtor boards to expel Bates from
membership. (R.1518;R.276). Bates further alleges that Defendant/Appellee Brady Long
dba Equity Real Estate "began a campaign to interfere with [] Bates." (R.278). The
alleged "campaign" included sending a letter to agents of AllPro. (See Brief ofAppellant
at 10; R.279). Bates also alleges that Defendant/Appellee Thomas Johnson made a
comment that "a group of individuals identified as 'we' were going to see that Bates
would never practice real estate in Utah or anywhere again." (Brief of Appellant at 11;
R.282).
On November 4, 2008, Defendant/Appellee Charles Smalley filed a Notice of
Complaint against Bates. (R.277;R. 104-111). On November 26, 2008, Dee Johnson filed
a Petition against Bates with UDRE. (R.277). On November 21, 2008, Bryan Kohler, on
8
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behalf of SLBR sent a letter to Bates stating "y° u r board account is now over 90 days
delinquent," and advising that payment was due within 10 days to avoid loss of
membership. (R.129). The letter included an account statement showing the unpaid
amount. (R.130). On December 12, 2008, Bates received a notification dated December
10, 2008, informing him that he had been expelled from SLBR for having a delinquent
account. {See Brief ofAppellant at 7; see also R.275). The date of expulsion in the notice
was December 9, 2008. (R.275). On December 18, 2008, Bates sent a letter to Bryan
Kohler and SLBR disputing his expulsion and alleging he "never received any written
notice of this fee prior to the due date." (R.136). SLBR, through Bryan Kohler, responded
to Bates on December 29, 2008, and informed Bates that his office was notified of the fee
by mail, e-mail, and phone. (R.138). Bates then allowed his brokers license with UDRE
to expire on December 31, 2008. (R.1519; R.275).
On January 8, 2009, UDRE involuntarily renewed Bates's broker's license, and an
adjudicative hearing on the matter commenced on January 21, 2009. (R.276). The
Administrative Law Judge over the matter dismissed the proceeding for "lack of subject
matter jurisdiction[.j" (R.277). Bates alleges that the administrative proceedings were
"brought against him [] to make a statement to the public regarding his professional
integrity." (R.277) Bates has admitted, however, that AllPro did not pay commissions
that it owed to its real estate agents while Bates was the principal broker and president.
(R.1560atpgs68-69).

9
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i

From these facts, Bates concludes that "conduct by Appellees herein was
4
synchronized in an opportunistic and unfair attempt to drive Bates from the real estate
industry." (Brief ofAppellant at 11; R.2&3).
Oral Argument regarding the multiple motions to dismiss was held on November

<

27, 2011, and the Third District Court entered the Memorandum Decision and Order that
granted the multiple Defendants' motions to dismiss. (R. 1515-1547). The Memorandum
i

Decision and Order dismissed Bates's defamation claims (causes of action one through
four) by applying the one-year statute of limitations found at Utah Code Ann. §78B-2302. (R.1523). Bates has not challenged the decision of the Third District Court as it
related to causes of action one through four. Under the opinion of Jensen v. Sawyers,
2005 UT 81, 130 P.3d 325 (Utah 2005), the Third District Court further concluded that
Bates's remaining claims (causes of action five through nine) were also barred by the
one-year statute of limitations to the extent they arose from the same operative facts as the
defamation-related claims. (See R.1525). Bates now challenges the Third District Court's
application of the one-year statute of limitations to causes of action five through nine.
To the extent that causes of action five through nine did not arise from the same
operative facts, the Third District Court held that they were based on actions which
constituted petitioning of a government entity and are barred by application of the NoerrPennington Doctrine . (R.1532). The Third Judicial District Court considered the "sham"
exception to the Noerr Pennington Doctrine, and concluded the exception did not apply
to Bates's claims. (See R.1533 (beginning analysis of "sham exception")).
10
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
I.

The One-Year Statute of Limitations for Defamation Applies to Causes of
Action Five Through Nine.
The lower court's Memorandum Decision and Order properly held that the one-

year statute of limitations found at Utah Code Ann. § 78B-2-302 bars Bates's causes of
actions five through nine, to the extent the claims "arise from the same operative facts as
his four defamation-related claims." (R. 1525). The arguments found in the Brief of
Appellant seek to narrow the application of Jensen and avoid the application of the oneyear statute of limitation to causes of action five through nine of the Second Amended
Complaint. Bates's argument mis-construes Jensen as applying only to claims for false
light invasion of privacy. Ultimately, Bates offers no explanation for why the one-year
statute of limitations for defamation should not apply to causes of action five through
nine, and fails to offer any facts in support of causes of action five through nine which do
not arise from the same operative facts which were pled in support of the defamationrelated claims.
II.

The Noerr-Pennington Doctrine Applies to Bar All of Bates's Claims to the
Extent They Are Not Barred by the One-Year Statute of Limitations for
Defamation.
The lower court's Memorandum Decision and Order also properly held that the

Noerr-Pennington Doctrine bars Bates's causes of actions five through nine, to the extent
they do not arise from the same operative facts as Bates's four defamation related claims.
(R.1532). The legal and substantive failures of Bates's new arguments are addressed in

11
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the appropriately titled sections of the Brief of Appellees Utah Association of Realtors
and Christopher Kyler5 which sections SLBR and Kohler adopt and incorporate by
reference. In addition to those matters raised by Utah Association of Realtors and
Christopher Kyler, SLBR and Kohler note that Bates raises new arguments on appeal
which were not preserved in the court below.
HI.

Bates's Claims Will Be Barred By Application of the One-Year Statute of
Limitations For Challenges to Expulsion from A Non-Profit Corporation and
This Court May Affirm on These Grounds,
A one-year statute of limitations, found at Utah Code Ann. § 16-6a-609, applies to

"any proceeding challenging an expulsion, suspension, or termination, including a
proceeding in which defective notice is alleged[.]" The Second Amended
Complaint states that Bates was expelled on December 9, 2008, with notification being
received on December 12, 2008. (R.275). Bates first Complaint was filed on January 24,
2011, more than one year after the expulsion and notification. Because all the operative
facts related to SLBR that Bates alleged in support of causes of action five through nine
arise from Bates's challenge of the expulsion, the one-year statute bars Bates's claims.
The Court may affirm the lower court's dismissal of causes of action five through nine
against SLBR and Kohler on these grounds, as further described in the Argument section.
IV.

Bates Fails To State A Claim Under Utah's Unfair Practices Act, and This
Court May Affirm on These Grounds,
Bates's claim under Utah's Unfair Practice Act (cause of action 5) must fail

because Bates has failed to plead any conduct in violation of the Unfair Practices Act.

12
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Bates relies on the Utah Code Ann, § 13-5-17, the "policy of act" statement, as providing
a basis for his cause of action. The Utah Supreme Court has specifically rejected the use
of Utah Code Ann § 13-5-17 as grounds for a private cause of action. This failure is
apparent on the record, and this Court should therefore uphold the lower court's holding
dismissing cause of action five.

13
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ARGUMENT
<

I.

The District Court Correctly Held That The One-Year Statute of Limitations
For Defamation-Related Claims Applies to Causes of Action Five Through
Nine.
The Brief ofAppellant argues that the lower court's interpretation ofJensen v.

Sawyer, 2005 UT 81, 130 P.3d 325 (Utah 2005), was overly broad and that the one-year
statute of limitations does not apply to causes of action five through nine. (See Brief of
Appellant at 13 (also stating that application of "one year time bar [.. .] may be
appropriate for the first four causes of action")). Bates proposes that separate statutes of
limitations should apply to causes of action five through nine. (See Brief ofAppellant at
14-15 (listing alternative statutes of limitations for causes of action 5 through 9)).
A.

Under the Analysis of Jensen, The One-Year Statute Applies to All
Claims Arising From the Same Operative Facts as Defamation-Related
Claims.

The court in Jensen evaluated whether the one-year statute of limitations for libel
and slander (see Jensen at ^[33) applied to the tort-claim of false light (see id. at p 4 ) . The
plaintiff in Jensen first tried to bring a claim for defamation, and then sought to re-label
his claims under alternative theories to avoid application of the one-year statute. (See
id. at ^35). The court noted that "the [] conduct Dr. Jensen complained of under this
[new] theory was the same [as the conduct complained of under a theory of defamation],
and "[o]nly the legal grounds for his grievainces were different". (Id. at «|35). If the oneyear statute of limitations did not apply to the claim for false light in Jensen, then the
four-year limitation of Utah's "catch-all" statute of limitations would have applied,
14
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preserving the plaintiffs claim. {See Id. at ff33-34 (identifying the two statutes of
limitations and "assessing which of these two statutory provisions applies to [plaintiffs]
false light invasion of privacy claims)).
The court's evaluation of the one-year statute of limitations explained that the
"essence and substance of the claim," rather than the labels used by litigants, should be
evaluated to determine which statute of limitations applies. {Id. at |34 (stating "we pay
little heed to the labels placed on a particular claim, favoring instead an evaluation based
on the essence and substance of the claim)). In further explanation, the court stated:
The operative facts of his false light invasion of privacy
claims allege defamation. In fact, they are the same facts he
pleaded under his defamation causes of action that were
dismissed as untimely.
{Jensen at ^[49).
Like in the case of Jensen, Bates Second Amended Complaint pled facts in support
of causes of action one through four, which are undisputedly defamation claims and
subject to the one-year statute of limitations. {See Brief ofAppellant at 13 (stating "[i]n
accordance with Jensen v. Sawyers, a one year time bar [... ] may be appropriate for the
first four causes of action")). Relying on the same set of facts, Bates also sought to
support causes of action five through nine. As the court in Jensen explained, the one-year
statute of limitations for defamation claims applies to other claims when the same facts
are pled in support of both the claims for defamation and those claims bearing other
labels. The lower court's Memorandum Decision and Order is on all fours with Jensen as
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it bars Bates's claims to the extent they arise from the same operative facts as his
defamation claims.
The Brief ofAppellant also argues that the court in Jensen limited their discussion
to only claims for false light invasion of privacy. (See Brief ofAppellant at 13). The court
in Jensen was considering whether to apply the one-year statute of limitations to a claim
for false light invasion of privacy. (See Jensen at <|32). The analysis of the court,
however, does not apply to only claims for false light invasion of privacy. The court was
clear in stating "that the statute of limitations for defamation governs claims based on the
same operative facts that would support a defamation action," without any limitation on
the label or theory of the claims to which the limitation may apply. (Id at Tf53). Bates
offers a quote without context to make it appear that the application of the analysis is
limited to only claims for false light invasion of privacy. (See Brief of Appellant at 13).
In context, the quote reads:
We have not been asked to re-evaluate the status of false light
invasion of privacy in the tort law of our state. Moreover, our
discussion of the relationship between defamation and false
light invasion of privacy should not be interpreted as an
invitation to reconsider the viability of false light invasion
of privacy. We remain sufficiently persuaded that there is
certain unacceptable conduct that could be within the reach of
false light invasion of privacy, but not defamation. Rather our
discussion bears on the narrow issue of whether the
defamation statute of limitations should apply to claims of
false light invasion of privacy.
(Id at T|57, bold added).
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The court in Jensen was fearful that their analysis might be seen as abrogating
claims for false light invasion of privacy, and wanted to ensure that claims for false light
persisted after the opinion. This concern is apparent in the context of the lengthy
discussion about the legitimacy of claims for false light, which was a distinct discussion
from the statute of limitations analysis. {See e.g. id. at f47 (debating viability of claims
for false light invasion of privacy generally)). In the quote provided by Bates, the
"discussion" being referred to is the discussion regarding the general viability of claims
for false light invasion of privacy.
The clear statement from the court that "the statute of limitations for defamation
governs claims based on the same operative facts that would support a defamation action"
shows that the one-year statute for defamation must apply to Bates's causes of action five
through nine to the extent they arise from the same operative facts as the defamation
claims. (Id at 1f53). This is precisely what the court below correctly held.
B.

Even Now, Bates Fails To Provide Any Facts In Support of Causes of
Action Five Through Nine That Are Distinct From the Operative Facts
Pled In Support of The Defamation-Related Claims.

Even as Bates argues for the application of alternate statutes of limitation, he is
unable to provide any distinguishing facts or conduct for causes of action five through
nine. Rather than providing a clear distinction with reference to the record, supporting
case law, or analysis, Bates merely states:
In this case, as demonstrated in the above "Statement of
Material Facts," which are derived from the pleadings and
inferred therefrom in the light most favorable to the plaintiff,
17
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there is much conduct which cannot be related to, or
characterized as defamatory statements.

(

(Brief of Appellant at 14).
This cursory and conclusory statement is insufficient. Bates must identify what
alleged conduct and facts, supportive of causes of action five through nine, are not
defamatory in nature and were not also pled in support of causes of action one through
four. Absent a distinction between the defamatory conduct and other, non-related
conduct, the First Amendment considerations described in Jensen, and the one-year
statute of limitations for defamation, should be applied to all of Bates's claims. (See
Jensen at f 50). The simple fact is Bates has pled "the same operative facts that would
support a defamation action" and attempted to pitch them as distinct by giving them new
titles and labels. (Id at Tf53). Bates has failed to set forth his argument "and parts of the
record relied on" sufficient to satisfy the requirements of Utah Rule ofApp. Proc.
24(a)(9), and his argument must fail.
H,

The District Court Correctly Applied the Noerr-Pennington Doctrine and
Barred Causes of Action Five Through Nine.
The application of the Noerr-Pennington Doctrine to Bates's claims is throughly

addressed in the appropriately titled sections of the Brief of Appellees Utah Association
of Realtors and Christopher Kyler. Appellees SLBR and Bryan Kohler adopt and
incorporate those sections by reference. SLBR and Bryan Kohler add only that the
specific arguments raised by Bates were not presented to the lower court and, therefore,
were not preserved for appeal.
18
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The Utah Supreme Court has consistently and recently stated that an issue is only
preserved for appeal when it is specifically raised in the lower court "The two primary
considerations underlying the [preservation] rule are judicial economy and fairness. First,
we ask that an issue be preserved in order to give[] the trial court an opportunity to
address the claimed error, and if appropriate, correct it." {Kell v. State, 2012 UT 25, f 11
(internal quotes and cites omitted, alterations in original)).
Mere mention of an issue is insufficient. It must be specifically raised and
evidence and authority in support of an issue must be presented.
An issue is preserved for appeal when it is presented to the
trial court in such a way that the trial court has an opportunity
to rule on [it]. This requirement puts the trial judge on notice
of the asserted error and allows for correction at that time in
the course of the proceeding. In evaluating whether a trial
judge has had an opportunity to correct an alleged error, we
consider three factors: (1) whether the issue was raised in a
timely fashion, (2) whether the issue was specifically raised,
and (3) whether supporting evidence or relevant authority was
introduced.
(Warne v. Warm, 2012 UT 13,1fl6, 275 P.3d 238, 234 (Utah 2012) (internal quotation
marks and cites omitted).
On appeal, Bates argues that the Noerr-Pennington Doctrine should apply to state
claims and federal claims differently. {See Brief ofAppellant at 16). The distinction
between application of Noerr to state claims and federal claims is not addressed in any of
Bates's briefs to the lower court, and was not raised by any party at oral argument1
1

See e.g. Memorandum of Law in Opposition ofMotion to Strike or Dismiss the Second
Amended Complaint at R.857-867 (dealing only with URCP 8); Memorandum ofLaw in
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Hence, the lower court did not consider and did not rule on the new theory presented in
i
the Brief of Appellant. Bates did not specifically and timely introduce this issue, and did
not present any authority or evidence in support of this ideal. Fairness and judicial
economy prevent the Court from now considering it.
Bates also now argues that the Noerr-Pennington immunity does not apply to
claims five through nine because "a substantial amount of conduct alleged in the [Second
Amended Complaint] is illegal." (Brief of Appellant at pg 18). The lower court was never
presented with these issues, never had an opportunity to rule on them or correct an error,
and the Appellees were never given an opportunity to research, address, or argue against
Bates's new arguments. The lack of any citation to the record in support of Bates's new
arguments is telling.
Bates's recitation of allegedly illegal conduct fails to identify any conduct by
SLBR or Kohler. (See Brief of Appellant at pg 19 - 20). Bates has failed to marshal the
record or evidence in support of his claim that the "illegal conduct" exception to Noerr

Opposition of Defendant Thomas Johnson's Motion to Dismiss at R. 896-900 (addressing the
one-year statute of limitations for defamation claims, but not Noerr); Memorandum of Law in
Opposition of Motion to Dismiss Claims Against Jillinda Bowers at R.960-964 (making no
mention ofNoerr); Memorandum of Law in Opposition of Defendants Mark Steinagel and
Charles Smalley's Motion to Dismiss at R.965-975 (not discussing any Noerr immunity or
issues); Memorandum of Law in Opposition of Motion to Dismiss Utah Association of Realtors
and Christopher Kyler at R.1243-1271 (addressing Noerr at R.1248-1250 and raising "sham"
exception, but never alleging any distinction should exist for state versus federal claims);
Memorandum in Opposition of Salt Lake Board of Realtors and Bryan Kohlers Motion to
Dismiss Under Rule 12(c) at R. 1312-1322 (with no discussion of Noerr in any respect); see also
Transcript, Hearing, November 28, 2011 at R.1560 (beginning discussion of Noerr at pg 23;
beginning discussion of "sham" exception at pg 33; Bates begins argument of Noerr at pg 82;
Bates begins argument regarding "sham" exception at pg 96; rebuttal regarding Noerr and
"sham" exception at pg 110.
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applies to any of his claims against SLBR or Kohler. Indeed, the only action Bates alleges
was taken by SLBR was his expulsion, which cannot reasonably be construed as illegal.
Furthermore, a proceeding challenging the propriety of an expulsion from a non-profit
corporation is subject to a one-year statute of limitations, as further discussed below.
III.

This Court Should Uphold The Dismissal of Bates's Claims Against SLBR
and Bryan Kohler on The Alternative Grounds That The One-Year Statute of
Limitations for Expulsion From a Non-Profit Corporation Applies.
The Second Amended Complaint alleges that the Appellees conspired to expel

Bates from Realtor organizations and that "conduct by Appellees herein was
synchronized in an opportunistic and unfair attempt to drive Bates from the real estate
industry."( Brief of Appellant at 11; R.283). The Second Amended Complaint also states
that Bates was expelled on December 9, 2008, with notification being received on
December 12, 2008. (R.275). Bates has not identified any action by SLBR or Bryan
Kohler which is not directly related to his expulsion from SLBR. A one-year statute of
limitations, found at Utah Code Ann. § 16-6a-609, states "any proceeding challenging an
expulsion, suspension, or termination, including a proceeding in which defective notice is
alleged, shall be commenced within one year after the effective date of the expulsion,
suspension, or termination."
The Salt Lake Board of Realtors is a domestic non-profit corporation, formed
under the statutes of Utah. (R.262 (stating that SLBR is a registered corporation)); See
also Division of Corporations and Commercial Code Business Entity Search, clarifying
that SLBR is a non-profit corporation (included herewith as Addendum "H")). Bates
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included the Bylaws of the Salt Lake Board of Realtors with his Complaint, making it
i
clear from the record that SLBR is a non-profit organization. (See e.g. "Article II Objectives" at R. 105 (discussing public benefits of SLBR); see also "XVII - Dissolution"
at R. 125 (directing that any assets after dissolution should be distributed to "any other

<

non-profit tax exempt organization")). As such, the one-year statute of limitations found
at Utah Code Ann § 16-6-609, part of the Utah Revised Non-Profit Corporation Act,
<

applies to any proceeding challenging Bates's expulsion from the SLBR.
Bates first Complaint was filed on January 24, 2011, more than one year after the
expulsion and notification. All claims challenging the action taken by SLBR in expelling
Bates, included causes of action five through nine, are barred by this statute of
limitations. Any questions related to the running of a the statute of limitations, such as
arguments under the "continuing torts theory," were resolved by the court below and are
not challenged by Bates's appeal. (See R.1523-1532). Because all the operative facts
related to SLBR arise from Bates's challenge of the expulsion, the one-year statute bars
Bates's claims.
This matter was not raised in the court below. This is, in part, because the parties
sought to bring to the District Court's attention those matters which applied to all
defendants, including the general one-year statute of limitations and the application of
Noerr, and the case was resolved and dismissed on those grounds. As described by the
Utah Supreme Court, "an appellate court may affirm the judgment appealed from if it
is sustainable on any legal ground or theory apparent on the record, even though such
22
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ground or theory differs from that stated by the trial court to be the basis of its ruling or
action, and this is true even though such ground or theory is not urged or argued on
appeal by appellee, was not raised in the lower court, and was not considered or
passed on by the lower court" Dipoma v. McPhie, 2001 UT 61, 29 P.3d 1225 (Utah
2001).
IV.

Bates Fails To State A Claim For Which Relief May Be Granted In Regard to
The Fifth Cause of Action Under The Utah Unfair Practices Act.
The conduct alleged by Bates is not governed by nor actionable under Utah's

Unfair Practices Act. Bates's Fifth Cause of Action (R.305) seeks to recover treble
damages and injunctive relief under Utah's Unfair Practices act, as described in Utah
Code Ann. § 13-5-14. The conduct declared unlawful under Unfair Practices Act is
contained in Utah Code Ann, § 13-5-3, which states in relevant part:
(1) (a) It is unlawful for any person engaged in commerce, in
the course of such commerce, either directly or indirectly, to
discriminate in price between different purchasers of
commodities of like grade and quality, where either or any of
the purchasers involved in such discrimination are in
commerce, where such commodities are sold for use,
consumption, or resale within the state and where the effect of
such discrimination may be substantially to lessen
competition or tend to create a monopoly in any line of
commerce, or to injure, destroy, or prevent competition with
any person who either grants or knowingly receives the
benefit of such discrimination, or with customers of either of
them.
(3) It is unlawful for any person engaged in commerce in the
course of such commerce, to pay or grant, or to receive or
accept, anything of value as a commission, brokerage, or
other compensation, or any allowance or discount in lieu
23
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thereof, except for and not exceeding the actual cost of such
services rendered in connection with the sale or purchase of
goods, wares, or merchandise.
(4) It is unlawful for any person engaged in commerce to pay
or contract for the payment of anything of value to or for the
benefit of a customer of such person in the course of such
commerce as compensation or in consideration for any
services or facilities furnished by or through such customer in
connection with the processing, handling, sale, or offering for
sale of any products, or commodities manufactured, sold, or
offered for sale by such person, unless such payment or
consideration is available on proportionally equal terms to all
other customers competing in the distribution of such
products or commodities.
(5) It is unlawful for any person to discriminate in favor of
one purchaser against another purchaser or purchasers of a
commodity bought for resale with or without processing, by
contracting to furnish or furnishing, or by contributing to the
furnishing of, any services or facilities connected with the
processing, handling, sale, or offering for sale of such
commodity so purchased upon terms not accorded to all
purchasers on proportionally equal terms.
(6) It is unlawful for any person engaged in commerce, in the
course of such commerce, knowingly to induce or receive a
discrimination in price which is prohibited by this section.
The type of conduct actionable under the Unfair Practices Act is an action by a
third-party who seeks damages or to enjoin price discriminations or other conduct
expressly declared unlawful by the statute. ( See Burt v. Woolsulate, Inc., 106 Utah 156,
162-163, 146 P.3d 203 (Utah 1944)). Bates makes no allegations of price discrimination
under the Unfair Practices Act. {See R.305-314). Rather than allege price discrimination
or other behavior in violation of the Unfair Practices Act, Bates alleges he "was
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discriminated against in the enforcement of [] policy against him" (R.306), that Appellees
made "statements designed to defame [Bates]/' and that "SLBR expelled plaintiff from its
organization" (R.310) as part of "an intricate conspiracy to destroy [Bates's] career"
(R.311). The Second Amended Complaint strains to rely on the general policy provisions
of Utah Code Ann. § 13-5-17, but this section has been rejected as a ground for a cause of
action. Because Bates failed to allege any unlawful conduct in violation of the provisions
of Utah Code Ann. § 13-5-3 of the Unfair Practices Act, his fifth cause of action must fail.
A.

Utah Has Rejected The Expansion of Liability Beyond The Expressly
Unlawful Conduct Provisions of the Unfair Practices Act, and Held
That Acts Not Constituting Unlawful Conduct Under Utah Code Ann. §
13-5-17 Are Not Actionable.

Utah's courts have clarified that a cause of action exists only for violations
expressly prohibited by the act, and that the Act's general purpose provisions {Utah
Code Ann. § 13-5-17) do not extend liability.
The Utah Unfair Practices Act does provide for an award of
treble damages in favor of a private plaintiff who has been
injured by "any act in violation of this chapter" and has
sustained actual damages, but such acts would be those
expressly defined by the Act as "a violation of this act" or
as "unlawful/' Neither the Act's general purpose "to
safeguard the public against the creation or perpetuation
of monopolies and to foster and encourage competition"
nor the "liberal construction" of its terms can extend civil
liability-or the Act's criminal sanctions-beyond the "unfair
and discriminatory practices" expressly "prohibited" by
the Act itself.
{MacArthur v. San Juan County, 416 F. Supp. 2d 1098, 1181 (D. Utah 2005)(bold
added)).
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The court in that matter went on to hold that "[w]here, as here, the plaintiffs fail to
plead or otherwise identify acts by one or more defendants that violate the Utah Unfair
Practices Act's specific provisions, neither the conclusory allegation of a violation nor
the generalized assertion of interference with freedom of contract can sustain their treble
damages claims under that Act." {Id.).
B.

Utah's Supreme Court Expressly Rejected Application of The Unfair
Practices Act Beyond Anticompetitive Price Discrimination And
Rejected Use of 13-5-17 As Grounds For A Violation of The Act

The Utah Supreme Court has further clarified and held that the Unfair Practices
Act applies only to anticompetitive behavior like price discrimination, and that Utah
Code Ann § 13-5-17's general policy statement does not create other causes of action. In
Garrard v. Gateway Financial Services, Inc., 2009 UT 22, 207 P.3d 1227 (Utah 2009), a
plaintiff purchased a bedroom set under six-month financing agreement from Gateway
Financial, and then failed to make monthly payments. {See id. at 1228). The plaintiff
received a notice of default judgment of $897.52. {See id. at 1228). The matter was tried
before a jury, and Gateway Financial moved for directed verdict at the close of evidence
on the basis that the plaintiff had not proven a violation of the Unfair Practices AoX.{See
id. at 1229.) On appeal, the plaintiff sought to extend the reach of the Act beyond
anticompetitive price discrimination by application of Utah Code Ann. § 13-5-17. {See id.
at 1230 (stating "[plaintiff] argues that the legislature did intend the Act to have a broader
scope and points to the purpose stated in Utah Code section 13-5-17 as proof.5').
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The Utah Supreme Court declined to expand the scope of the Unfair Practices Act,
and held "there is no indication that the Utah Legislature intended the Act to reach any
practices beyond anticompetitive behavior." {Garrard at 1230). The plaintiff, like Bates,
referred to Utah Code Ann. 13-5-17 as proof that the Act should be expanded beyond
anticompetitive behavior. The Utah Supreme Court rejected the argument and stated:
While this section [13-5-17] does indicate the Division of
Consumer Protection may prohibit unfair and discriminatory
practices, the phrase is modified by a reference to preserving
competition. Thus, we find it unambiguous that the
legislature
intended the Act to apply only to anticompetitive
behavior.
(Garrard at 1230).
The anti-competitive behavior which the Act expressly applies to is discriminatory
pricing.
The Utah Unfair Practice Act makes unlawful' [u]nfair
methods of competition in commerce or trade.' Specifically,
the Act prohibits anti-competitive discriminatory pricing
and advertising goods the retailer is not prepared to supply.
(Id. at 1229(bold added)). The Utah Supreme Court left no doubt that causes of action
under the Unfair Practices Act must allege statutory violations of the Act and stated:
The Utah Act is unambiguous in its focus on competition and
monopolistic behavior; therefore, we do not look to outside
sources to define the practices the Utah Act would deem
unfair or deceptive.
(Mat 1228).
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Since Bates has failed to plead any unlawful conduct in violation of the specific
provisions of the Unfair Practices Act, his fifth cause of action must fail.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, and those reasons set forth in the briefs of other
Appellees, this Court should uphold the District Court's Memorandum Decision and
Order dismissing all of Bates's claims.
Respectfully submitted t h i s ) ^ / % d a y of July, 2012.
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^

This matter is before the Court on all pending and submitted motions, including Douglas
Bates's M< >tionfi >r Defai ill Ji u lgm< a it !\ g; rinst W; isal ch Fr< mt Regional MI ^ f"Motio» Hr
Default"); together with the Motion to Dismiss Claims Against Defendant iilnuia Bovw.s, >^ 1
I ake Board of R eal^n: - inc i Bryan Kohler's Motion to Dismiss- under 'Rule 12(c): Mo* s< 10
' , ;t*

Dismiss Utah Association, t-'h-dii • > .1'

i^-' >• :

.

'^i

Rules of Civil Procedure; Motion to Dismiss Claims Against Wasatch, Front Regional MLS;
.'•--Paid

* - *•

- * - !>M>nd;i:r Marie Steinagal and Charles

Smalley's Motion, to Dismiss; and Motion to Dismiss Defendants Ostermiller, Hoover, and.
Northern,,, Wasatch A ssociation, of Realtors (collectively, "! vfendanK Motions to Disrr; .sH.
.•', hcai'inj-011 UIL-.SI-••' -n-'"v sv;i .-. ,

•. t*<;v

-

** ' M U .

,\\. S

("Bates") represented himsei!' pv- *r Deicndant Jillinda Bowers ("Bowers") was represented by
•[Tnv

•-•:• ,,

,la R. I:!l « of Realtors ( ^ S L B i r ^ m d Brvan Kohle: ''"Kohler")

were represented by rord u . Sccilk>. Deiendants Utah Association oi Koaiiors \ "'l; - K . and
Christopher Kyler ("Kyler") were represented by Daniel J, McDonald. Defendant Wasatch I ^>nt
Regional MI S (": ''1/ F R MI S ') was repi * ^ 1 ^ < U «„ < '» s s C ill ltlei Deffeiii lant' I hoi » 1 1 , I i1Hi
"Johnson") was represented by Clay W Slack: 1 )efendan„ts Mark, Steinagal ("Steinay.-. : ') an-:
' harie* ^nH!U-\ '"Snic-lK^

were represented bv Str-. <*r \

p

rribr

Defendants Mi h icl J

Ostenruiler f'Osiermilier".. Naudra Hoc- - - U^-KD ,, arm Nt :;neui w «haleri A ^

1

hMon

Wasatch, Front Regional MLS, Michael. J. Ostermiller, Sandra Hoover, Northern Wasatch,
Association of Realtors, Salt Lake Board of Realtors, Bryan, Kohler, Utah. Association * '
F ealtors, Christopher Kyler, Brady Long, Randall Wall, and Equity Realtors. 1 L.f 1 > a i-.Huiiy
F eal. Estate have all filed joinders in the other Defendant"?' M,M> -*; n H^n :<;<
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Realtors ("NWAR") were represented by Todd D. Weiler. Defendants Brady Long ("Long"),
Randall Wall ("Wall"), and Equity Realtors, LX.C. d/b/a Equity Real Estate ("ERE") were
represented by Matthew M. Boley.
In preparation for its decision, the Court has reviewed the motions, the supporting and
opposing memoranda, the other materials submitted by the parties relevant to this matter, the
arguments made by the parties at the hearing, and the applicable statutory provisions and case
law. Now being fully advised, the Court renders the following Memorandum Decision and
Order.
The facts alleged below are derived from Bates's Second Amended Complaint in this
action, and are accepted as true for purposes of Defendants' Motions to Dismiss. See, e.g., Helf
v. Chevron U.S.A., Inc., 2009 UT 11, % 14, 203 P.3d 962 ("A rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss
admits the facts alleged in the complaint but challenges the plaintiffs right to relief based on
those facts." (internal quotations omitted)).
BACKGROUND
Bates's Formation of AllPro and UtahMLS.com
In 1995, Bates, who had twenty years of experience in the real estate industry, moved to
Utah and founded AllPro Realty Group, Inc. ("AllPro"). By September 2007, AllPro had the
largest number of licensees and realtor associates in the state, with more than 1,160 active
licensees. Bates was AllPro's President and Principal Broker.
In 2004, Bates founded UtaliMLS.com, a "multiple listing service" exchange competing
with WFRMLS exchange. In early 2006, WFRMLS implemented new changes in its "Policy
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and Procedure's Manual;" Bates alleges the new policies targeted the UtahMLS.com business
model a nd \ \ ere enforced discriminatorib against him a s part of Defendants' effort, described
below, to squeeze him out of the Utah real estate industry,.
AllPro's Noii.payin.eiit of Commissions and the Administrative Complaint Against Bates
On October 22, 2008 A UPro announced it was going out of In isiness because of a •
substantial decline in home sales and because of alleged, "campaigns" against it by Defendants
Nliiotll) iifli I IMIPIO' , .iiiDiiiiiii I 1 «i i c nl ,i ill i|iiil< aunt1 over Ml Pro's nonpayment of commissions
to AllPro real estate agents, At the time, then-Director of the Utah 1 )ivirion oi Real

; *te

("UDRE"), Steinagal, and other 'unnamed. Defendants alleprdlv staled that "any dispute jver
nonpayment of commission uwe>. not v\ * i .;•> <w . u^i i.i< •

't

n

October 27, 2008, Smalley allegedly told Bates that "members ut the UDRE were trying to find
v•

-

vi« ^

"threatened to fine ' P late- ^ i00.000 because of

Mr dispute between Bates and former AllPro agents."
On November 1. 2008 Johnson, and "at least forty other unknown Defendants" allegedly
held a secret meeting at wfiH'h the) di,st"M\snl Hitlcs ;• mno* .il Ooni Ilii1 I Mali leal e,«;l tin indusd"

and. signed a petition, for UDRE to revoke Bates's real, estate broker's license and. for the realtor
boards to expel Bates from their memberships. On November ~! "^V l- Lrison„als^ Yl'^je<Mmet privately u in I PHI: members and , ^ innnit, u udeni ..* \h. t tah real estate inausj yy
includi ng Kyler, Ostermiller, Steinagal, Smalley, and other unnamed Defendants, "to fi nd a "way

Bates.
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On November 4, 2008, Smalley filed a Notice of Complaint against Bates, and on
November 26, 2008, Dee Johnson filed a Petition against Bates with UDRE. Bates then allowed
his broker's license with UDRE to expire on December 31,2008.
On January 8, 2009, UDRE involuntarily renewed Bates's broker's license, and an
adjudicative hearing on the matter commenced on January 21, 2009. In a twenty-four page
written decision, the Administrative Law Judge ultimately dismissed the proceeding "for lack of
subject matter jurisdiction." Bates alleges that the "administrative proceedings . . . were to make
a statement to the public regarding his professional integrity," and that, prior to those
proceedings, "members of the SLBR and other Defendants in [the] private and closed meetings
knew that administrative action was not proper." Bates admits, however, that AllPro did not pay
commissions that it owed to its real estate agents.
The Allegedly Defamatory Statements About Bates
Bates alleges that, on February 20, 2008, Wall, a branch broker for Long and ERE, sent
AllPro agents a mailer entitled "Is AllPro going bankrupt" discussing "many negative and
unethical experiences in working with Bates"; that, on September 18, 2008, Quent Casperson,
Vice President at ERE, sent an email "inducing AllPro agents into leaving the company"; and
that, also in September 2008, an agent for Long and ERE sent an email stating that "AllPro
Realty Group Inc and Doug Bates now have several judgements against them in court," that
Bates "has a bench warrant out for his arrest for not appearing before the judge in my case
against him," that "I have filed ethics complaints against them and a complaint with the division
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of real estate," that "[t]he sheriff's dept. thinks he has slapped town," and that "[i]t is rumored
;

thai: he

" •"

Tetha n $1,000,000 in com missions taken and not paid 01 it ' '

n ;iildiin>n. Bates alleges that, on December 10, 2008, KSL broadcast both, his expulsion
" S!] W ind his alleged violations of SLBR's ethical p ^"*ie<
•il legedk stated that "Bates was walking away with pociceu : .ik

*" +he broadcast * •' ^im
.. .in .. .* • L^

;

« I• •

•tor and President of SLBR, Bowers, allegedly stated that "| w|e hold our people '. i higIu-»

people ' aii.j that "AllPro did not follow the procedures and whatnot outlined b\ our
association," but that she oxu'.-i v.^ w 'vhv Rater had been spelledfrom,.SLBR,
Bates also asserts tna: :lkii P i ^ . : •;.; !,i-. ; M

,,j|

• jToover, maat MHienn : <*

estate aeents, lalscly aix using [Bates] of abusing his daughters," and further alleges iha:. u^ 'K.
'if-

7 r///./, Sl(Mna|.vul slatnl tli-il u[t]hc • oinmissioii s'liid lluiii!

- .

the division doesn't have jurisdiction, even though it believed there were misrepresentations and
dishonest activity by Bates, because the complaint was essentially based on a commission
dispute."
Kates's Prior Federal Action
i

- -*:

HI1), .-it*-* :ijw]

•

*i't - 'icnd.'d '

ian i in

the United Stales District O »urt for the Disti u.i <>j 1 ;lah (the 'Trior Federal uomplainf against
SLBR, Bowers, Kohler, Bill Heiner, Gary Cannon, Robert J. Welsh, Charlotte Thomas, Craig

j
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\e#D

Lehs, Dave Frederickson, Deanna Dipo, Donna Pozuoli, Lisa Hyte, Lynda Coleman, Marti
Stringham, Mindy Mason, and Thomas Colemere,2
The Prior Federal Complaint (1) alleged claims for violation of federal and state due
process, defamation, false light, and breach of contract; and (2) was based only on (a) Bates's
expulsion from SLBR for allegedly failing to pay a $50,00 membership deactivation fee incurred
by one of AllPro's agents, (b) various statements made by Bowers (as an agent and
representative of SLBR) in the December 10, 2008 KSL broadcast regarding Bates's expulsion,
(c) an allegedly false promise by Kohler (as an agent and representative of SLBR) to
communicate directly with Bates about any accounting issues prior to placing AllPro's
delinquencies on the Board of Directors' agenda, and (d) an allegedly false representation by
Kohler (as an agent and representative of SLBR) that AllPro had received notice of the $50.00
fee via email, mail, and telephone. In the Prior Federal Complaint, Bates requested general and
special money damages in the total amount of $1 million. The Prior Federal Complaint was
dismissed without prejudice for lack of subject matter jurisdiction on February 11,2010.
Bates's Second Amended Complaint in This Action
Bates filed his initial Complaint in this action on or about January 24, 2011, and his
Second Amended Complaint is now before the Court The Second Amended Complaint is
seventy-four pages long, contains more than four-hundred paragraphs, and includes nine causes
2

The Court is entitled to review the Prior Federal Complaint even though motions to dismiss are
before the Court. Because the Prior Federal Complaint "is referred to in the [Second Amended
Complaint], even though not formally incorporated by reference or attached to the [Second
Amended Complaint], [it] is not considered to be a matter outside the pleadings," Oakwood Vill
LLCv. Albertsons, Inc., 2004 UT 101, f 13,104 P.3d 1226 (internal quotations omitted).
4848-1968-5390
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of action: Defamation, Defamation. Per Se, Conspiracy to Defame, False Light, Unfair Business
I 'radices, A buse of Process ' 1 01 tious Interference withContr; ^ ,;f • ":*1 RH*i * " >* } ' i: tious
Interference with Economic Relations,, and. Conspiracy to Destiuv i rade

The Defamation, and.

False Light claims that the Second Amended, Comnla1^ shpr*^ i n common with the Prior Federal
Complaint include numerous new defendants anu ncv\

JLIIU,,

n} ..u- ir

uLiemem

i

jildition the* Second Amended Complain! ,me£es that tlie "|c]auses of actionf] herein • iKe

^8.| The Second Amended Complaint also seeks (1} mjuiu live relief reinstating Baio as a
^f»iT"her ^>i ^1 BR. modifvrv* t'v* munirements of multiple 'Mini1 membership, and prohibiting
iJcgedJ* 'uncomp^M.

polices and discnn:.uii<<:

man

-

!

r

regarding Bates's realty membership: ( ^ siatuton and treble damages for alleged antm ust
i'

'.

•

],M". v

i i!

\* ^IH^/S of $10 mi1,

*IT w

on.

DISCUSSION
I.

BATES'S MOTION FOR DEFAULT IS UNAVAILING,

':

The basis for Bates"" s Motion for Dciault Is thi11 Wlv R M1 S d i d no I 111 c i m answc i wi 111111
twenty days after WFRMLS was served with the Second Amended Complaint and summons as
,.l

-(

-•, t

. j

u

, »M

^r>! .

\ hi* Seei'iid Amende] Complaint jiames WFRMLS a^ a Deienduju

M. * well taken.
This case was

removed from this Court to the United States District Court for the District of I Jtab b *•* vV" F R MI S filed a response re pleading \A hile this case was pending in federal co

•' I

filed a motion to dismiss fewer than all of the claims alleged against WFRMLS in the Second
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Amended Complaint Pursuant to Rule 12(a)(4)(A) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the
filing of WFRMLS's motion stayed WFRMLS's obligation to file a responsive pleading to the
Second Amended Complaint until fourteen days after the federal court either denied the motion
or postponed disposition of the motion until trial.
This case was then remanded to this Court on or about August 12,2011. On August 17,
2011, Bates filed his Motion for Default based on the different rule governing service of a
responsive pleading set forth in Rule 12(a) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, which, upon
service of a motion to dismiss that is "directed to fewer than all of the claims in a pleading," does
not delay the defendant's obligation to file a responsive pleading to the entire complaint, like the
federal rule, but only those claims at which the motion is directed.
In response to Bates's motion, WFRMLS filed an answer to the Second Amended
Complaint. WFRMLS also appeared at the November 28, 2011 hearing, and has actively
defended Bates's claims against it throughout this case. Based on these facts, the Court
concludes that Bates's Motion for Default Judgment Against WFRMLS should be denied.

IX.

BATES'S CLAIMS ARE TIME-BARRED TO THE EXTENT THEY ARE BASED
ON DEFENDANTS' ALLEGEDLY DEFAMATORY CONDUCT OR THE SAME
OPERATIVE FACTS RELATING TO THAT CONDUCT.
In determining whether to grant a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim under Rule

12(b)(6) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, the Court "acceptfs] the factual allegations in the
complaint as true and interprets] those facts and all inferences drawn from them in the light
most favorable to the plaintiff as the non-moving party." See Oakwood Vill L.L.C v.
Albertsons, Inc., 2004 UT 101, If 9,104 P.3d 1226. However, the Court "need not accept
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extrinsic facts not pleaded." See Osguthorpe v. Wolf Mountain Resorts, I . C , 2010 UT 29, f 10. ,
* -

••*

<• '

.•

i;]ejL>atioir: in tiu ^uinplaiii;

••, • -»i *?s true legal conclusions touched a Actual

VNL/,,/WD,

: /«<//t-.* Waldo, Holbrook & McDonough, 2003 "

I IT 9, f 60, 70 *> ^d i ^ f u n'|hr ciiffirimn t»f [the plaintiff? I pleadings nnr-t i>> determined by
the facts pleat"

*.(•

*

-• •

<^

H,I* .

Utah, has adopted a one-year statute of limitations for libel and slander claims I Jtah
mi

x

<

'u\s :

'">"

"5-

i

i.

n limitations period applies to defamation actions." '.

Jensen \ Sawyers, 200"> \\ \ h\ \ -. - w . p ^ r i ^ ? ^ , ^cianatioh claim - , ^ ver a vear after
the alleged, statements were published are time-barred and -vast he dismissed. -</ s
In this case, 'Bates alleges foui »

*

i-*

*

**

..,...,

Se, Conspiracy to Defame, and False Light Because the Second \mended Complain! sieges
llicse<.'U-i» • •

j4

tu> effort to distinguish between, individual actors or facts, it is difficult to

determine which allegedly defamatory condw* ^ aiinDutah^ tu ^kuAi J ;ctcnd.an,t, v- -h »un.p
Johnson and Bowers, for example, the Second Amended Complaint is reasonably specific thai

KSLnews reporter on I HX MHU I M), 20PS Regardim; Hit. ilier Delcndants, however, -ie
allegations are often more indefinite and undifferentiated
Deienau.ii -.^.

lt^;.,

*- v. 'h! 1 atements made * •

y distributed to professionals and tlie pu<

trge

through, the use of emails, direct conversation, administrative proceedings and, the use of widely
disti ibuted ne wspapers."
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foX*

Regardless, the latest defamatory conduct sufficiently identified in the Second Amended
Complaint allegedly occurred on March 19, 2009, almost two years before Bates filed his initial
Complaint in this case on January 24,2011. Asa result, Bates's four defamation-related claims
are time-barred under the applicable one-year limitations period.
Moreover, the Utah Supreme Court in Jensen, noting that courts "pay little heed to the
labels placed on a particular claim" when assessing which statute of limitations applies, favoring
instead "an evaluation based on the essence and substance of the claim," 2005 UT 81, f 34, held
that "the statute of limitations for defamation governs claims based on the same operative facts
that would support a defamation action." / # f 53. The Utah Supreme Court explained the
purpose of broadly applying the one-year period to claims based on speech as follows:
Defamation claims always reside in the shadow of the First Amendment
A
shorter limitations period for defamation can be explained and justified as an
acknowledgement of importance of the free speech interests with which
defamation collides. A shorter defamation period reflects the importance placed
on freedom of speech by restricting the time those making statements are exposed
to legal challenges, thereby reducing the chilling effect on speech that may
accompany the prospect of defendant statements well beyond their shelf lives.
7*1150,55.
Accordingly, to the extent Bates's remaining claims arise from the same operative facts
as his four defamation-related claims, Bates's remaining claims are also governed by Utah's oneyear limitations period applicable to defamation, and are similarly time-barred.
Bates's only arguments to the contrary are that his claims are timely under (1) Utah's
savings statute, Utah Code Ann. § 78B-2-111; (2) the continuing torts doctrine; and (3) equitable
tolling. None of these arguments has legal merit.
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A.

Utah's Savings Statute Is Inapplicable.
i

:

.i:- v -•-- time that Utah's savings statute operates.like a general sta! 1* ~\

limitation, givn% a j)arty a year to assert, any claims he wishes that arise out ofa certain :et of
facts. That assumption ^ mistaken "Unlike statutes ot limitation that pio\ide a geneia- time

statute affords a means only to renew the earlier action ." Herberison v. Bank One, N, 4.. 1999
vi!

« *

M,,

^jf.zu /. "To benefit from the one-year extension of the statute of

1. *.it„t a she second action must be substantially the same, involving the same parties, the same
-ciuse of action, and the same rightf.]" Cherokee Jns < O 1 .?//, Inc. ^K8 S E.2d 23c> 240 (N.(
"; I h

iternal cp lotations omitted)

*• ?

••

. ^

•hat it results from the filing ofa different, complaint." Herbertson, 1.999 I JT App 342, f 17.
In assessing whether the actions are "substantially -h- -;,T* 0 " vu-ts require the "strictest
^actual uu^ui\\

between the tw«J JOIU/.I., - ,.>, ,. < \ . BrannOn :>*... S

App. 1999* f internal quntatmn< omitted» I1 \< \h plaintilt
<..iai

I

MH KMI to demonstrate thai his

^

jests upon a plaintiff to bring himseii wirm. the ambit of the (sayings) statute » The

* ih

Court of Appeals has explained the rationale for requiring plaintiffs to adhere to their prior
complaint as fol lows:

"'••••' •

Without the requirement that the claims be substantially the same, a lazy plaintiff
could easily avoid the diligence that statutes of limitation are meant to promote by
filing an action at the eleventh hour against anybody; then filing a notice of
dismissal before service or obtaining a dismissal for failure to prosecute, using the
extra time to figure out who to sue; and then filing a new complaint a year later,
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Such a result would eviscerate our statutes of limitation and undermine their
purpose of requiring that claims be advanced while the evidence to rebut them is
still fresh and would burden courts and parties with stale claims, where the facts
in dispute occurred so long ago that evidence was either forgotten or
manufactured.
Herbertson, 1999 UT App 342, *j[ 17 n.7 (internal quotations omitted).
Applying these principles here, Bates cannot bring his claims within the scope of the
savings statute because his Second Amended Complaint in this case bears faint resemblance to
his Prior Federal Complaint. The parties, the causes of action, and the relief sought are all
profoundly different
First, the parties in the two complaints are different There were sixteen defendants in the
Prior Federal Complaint, but only three—SLBR, Kohler, and Bowers—are also defendants in
this case. In addition to omitting thirteen prior parties, Bates has also added ten entirely new
defendants that were neither named nor referenced in his Prior Federal Complaint
Furthermore, the two complaints purport to sue the three common defendants in different
legal capacities. In the Prior Federal Complaint, Bates asserted claims against SLBR based on
actions that Kohler and Bowers allegedly took only in their capacities as agents and
representatives of SLBR. [See Prior Federal Complaint ffl 14, 45, 60-62,101.] In contrast, the
Second Amended Complaint in this case alleges that u[c]auses of actions herein make claims
against the Defendants only in their private capacities." [Second Amended Complaint f 198
(emphasis added).] Utah's savings statute does not apply when the subsequent action changes
the capacity in which a defendant is sued. See Olseth v. Larson, 236 F. App'x 443, 446 (10th
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Cir. 2007) (construing Utah's savings statute, and holding that it did not apply when first suit
ID i i n n . I i

••

" • '-J

!•- •-

••

< *•

j;ni-.' IHt-ndaiit :

v r - ra!

'

Jv

Second, the causes of action in the two complaints are significantly different. Bates's
• vj ( T Fr-rni! ^-mplaint was twenty-nine nap.es long and contained four causes of action: •
• „.,4,i,

,

, . j-'rocess, Defamation, : • • • ,:.'••, and n

Second Amended Complaint in this case is seventy-four pages long, contains more ti u 01:1liiiiiiJTed paiagrnplis, ami iin liitli ;«. iimr rlilTnenl causes of aclioii: Defamation, DefamaMon Her
Se, Conspiracy to Defame, False Light, Unfair Business Practices, Abuse of Process, Tortious
Interference with Contractual Relations, Tortious Interference with Economic Relations, and
Conspiracy to Destroy I rade

• •

. '

•'•

'"'./..'

'

. ••..-.

Moreover, the only two claims that appear superficially the same- Defamation and False
light-

iff1 ifiliniiilih1 "jibstantiallv diflftirnl

• ! ^i* • ni- •• -n-. • w defendants and new

allegedly actionable statements, all as part ol the .^aine claims- ]\ Bates were still within the
limitations period for these claims, he would be free to change them Once that period has
expired, ho we \e-. ne *. aim i

-

:,• . \-<-*>

-,«c

•

•.

<M - .«i -v

Brannock) 52"* S K.2d at 1 1 ; (if causes oi action are diffeiert "the new aciioL ^ PO; ;ousidered
i

in

• :

*\u- ; origin ••' -rti-. T- : '' itcrnal quotation" -nitv-d1- ''alternation, in original)).

1 hud, c\cii il the parties and the causes <•; uciiun were all the same, Bates has
substantially changed the relief requested, Bates's Prior Federal Complaint requested only

Amended Complaint in this case seeks: (1) wide-ranging injunctive relief reinstating him as a:
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member of SLBR, modifying the requirements of multiple-listing membership, and prohibiting
so-called "uncompetitive policies and discrimination against Plaintiff5'; (2) declaratory relief
regarding Bates's realtor membership; (3) statutory and treble damages for alleged antitrust
violations; (4) compensatory damages of more than $5 million; and (5) punitive damages of $10
million. Even if the relief were limited to monetary damages, Bates is now seeldng fifteen-times
the damages sought in the prior action. By any measure, this is a material change that prevents
Bates from relying on the savings statute.
Finally, and additionally, to the extent the alleged March 19,2009 statement in Utah's
Daily Herald is attributable to Steinagal and any other Defendants, Utah's savings statute is
J

inapplicable because the one-year limitations period expired after Bates's prior federal action
failed. A plaintiff must satisfy three requirements to take advantage of the savings statute:
(1) the original complaint must have been filed within the statute of limitations;
(2) it must have failed on nonsubstantive grounds; and (3) the applicable statute of
limitations must have expired.
Ewing v. State, Dep Y ofTransp, 2010 UT App 158, «f 7,235 P.3d 776.
In interpreting the third element, the Utah Court of Appeals has "consistently applied [the
savings statute] to save actions that failed after the statute of limitations expired and ha[s]
declined to invoke [the savings statute] where the statute of limitations had not yet expired when
the complaint failed." Id. % 9; see also Hansen v. Dep't of Fin. Inst., 858 P.2d 184, 187 (Utah Ct
App. 1993) (noting that the failure of the prior action "occurred before the two-year statutory
limitation had expired, preventing the invocation of the savings statute").
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•

(

)

Here, to the extent the applicable limitations period began on March 19, 2009, Bates had

11, 2010, before the March ! ** /010 expiration of the limitations period, the savings statute does
1

nil iippl'i, .mil Bates's olain. .u*e time-barred,
B.

" '.

•

The Continuing Torts Doctrine Is inapplicable.

Bates's argument that his claims a re timely pursuant to the continuing torts doctrine is ^.
i Iso misplaced

v'V hile recognizing the
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- >me instances, lie I. Jtah court:

has applied the doctrine to defamation claims. See, e.g., Cahaness v. Thomas, 2X)\i> < i 3, ^|f
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Javis, 2004 U'J >\ppwS, f ^
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^dinci, ww-.i.

" "& < " '"'' i1 I u ftan >ih o ,

902 P.2d 1229, 1233 (Utah,. 1995) (applying rule to nuisance < »r trespass),
I loreov er, even assuming that the continuing torts doctrine V\ ere applicable to defamation
claims, a tort may be considered continuing only if "multiple acts [constituting the tort] have
occurred, and c< nt:nuc 4r r * -.r ,! Qrr Brcirpar P^npv t L.C. v. H. E. Davis & Sons, Inc., 2002
l f T5\^'

n

c

\

w

,

. -fu^L ji;:iu.nc„:1,

WUCIL

there are mi lltiple acts [constituting the

tort], then there are multiple causes of action, and the statute of limitations begins to run anew
; ith each act.'' Id.

'

.

'•' "

•

'•' -

In this case, Bates does not allege continuing, unabated defamatory conduct Rather, he
identifier, iipec*fi< discrete instances of allepedlv defamatorv statements, with ihe las? •* *e
^riiuc.ii; .at;:t;iiea ,L -D

;

i

it

• \

2009 Because 'this last act allegedly constiMing defamation occurred almost two years before
l

j
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Bates filed his initial Complaint in this case on January 24,2011, the continuing torts doctrine
does not prevent his claims from being time-bzirred under the applicable one-year limitations
period.
C.

Equitable Tolling Is Inapplicable.

Finally, Bates argues that his claims are timely because the doctrine of equitable tolling
applies. He asserts that such equitable relief is warranted because his previous attorneys
allegedly concealed a relationship with Defendants and delayed filing of a complaint. Because
that relationship was not revealed until June 21, 2010, he claims, the statute of limitations should
be tolled until then. These arguments are also unavailing.
While the Utah Supreme Court has acknowledged the principle of equitable tolling
through application of the "discovery rule," see, e.g., Grynberg v. Questar Pipeline Co., 2003
UT 8, f 65, 70 P.3d 1, there is no authority suggesting that mere failure to file a complaint should
toll the applicable limitations period. To the contrary, the Utah Supreme Court has emphasized
that equitable tolling should not be applied to save the claims of litigants who were aware of
those claims but failed to file:
The doctrine of equitable tolling should not be used simply to rescue litigants who
have inexcusably and unreasonably slept on their rights, but rather to prevent the
expiration of claims to litigants who, through no fault of their own, have been
unable to assert their rights within the limitations period. We have yet to hear a
case in which a litigant was aM>are of his or her claims within the statutory time
frame and nonetheless merited equitable tolling.
Beaver County v. Prop. Tax Div. of the Utah State Tax Comm % 2006 UT 6, \ 32, 128 P.3d 1187
(emphasis added); see also id. \ 29 (recognizing that "no Utah court ha[s] ever granted a petition
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for equitable tolling when the party against whom the limitations period applied was aware of the
facts underlying the claim before the period expired").
In this case, because Bates was aware of his claims during the applicable one-year
limitations period, but waited until well after its expiration to bring them, equitable tolling is
inapplicable and his claims are untimely.
For these reasons, Bates's four defamation-related claims, as well as his remaining claims
to the extent they are based on the same operative facts as his defamation-related claims, are
time-barred under Utah Code Ann. § 78B-2-302(4) and must be dismissed. For Defendants
Johnson and Bowers, because the sole allegations against them are based on allegedly
defamatory conduct, this conclusion means that all claims against those Defendants are timebarred and hereby dismissed.
HI.

TO THE EXTENT BATES'S REMAINING CLAIMS DO NOT ARISE FROM
THE SAME OPERATIVE FACTS AS HIS FOUR DEFAMATION-RELATED
CLAIMS, BATES'S REMAINING CLAIMS ARE BARRED BY THE NOERRPENNINGTONDOCTRINE.
"The First Amendment to the United States Constitution guarantees citizens the right to

'petition the Government for a redress of grievances.'" Anderson Dev. Co. v. Tobias, 2005 UT
36, f 26,116 P.3d 323 (quoting U.S. Const, amend. I). "In recognition of this right, the United
States Supreme Court has held that individuals and organizations are immune from liability
[under the Noerr-Pennington Doctrine] for actions constituting petitions to the government." Id
The Noerr-Pennington Doctrine began as a judicially created doctrine intended to guarantee
"citizens their First Amendment right to petition the government for redress without fear of
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antitrust liability." Baltimore Scrap Corp. v. David 1 Joseph Co., 237 F.3d 394, 398 (4th Cir.
2001); see also Eastern R R. Presidents Conference v. Noerr Motor Freight, Inc., 365 U.S. 127,
136-39 (1961); United Mine Workers ofAm. v. Pennington, 381 U.S. 657, 669 (1965). "It is now
clear," however, "that the doctrine has been extended to confer immunity from a variety of tort
claims, including claims of tortious interference and abuse of process." Eurotech, Inc. v. Cosmos
European Travels Aktiengesellschqft, 189 F. Supp. 2d 385, 392 (E.D. Va. 2002). In Tobias, for
example, the Utah Supreme Court reversed a district court's refusal to grant summary judgment
under the Noerr-Pennington Doctrine to defendants sued for tortious interference when they
petitioned a city council to oppose a developer's land use application. 2005 UT 36, fl 25-28.
There is a limited exception to this immunity known as the "sham" exception. To come
within the sham exception a plaintiff must show (a) that the underlying petition was "objectively
baseless in the sense that no reasonable litigant could realistically expect success" on the merits,
Prof I Real Estate Investors, Inc., v. Columbia Pictures Indus., Inc., 508 U.S. 49, 60 (1993); and
(b) that the underlying petition was brought with the subjective intent to harm the plaintiff rather
than to procure the relief sought in the petition. See id at 61 ("Under this second part of our
definition of sham, the court should focus on whether the baseless lawsuit conceals 'an attempt
to interfere directly . . . through the 'use [of] the governmental process—as opposed to the
outcome of that process—as an anticompetitive weapon.'" (citation omitted) (alteration in
original)); Tobias, 2005 UT 36, fl 27-28 (holding that a sham petition is one "designed solely to
harass" and not "genuinely designed to achieve the[] desired outcome" of the petition).
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The sham exception analysis is sequential. As a result, if the Court concludes that a
petition is reasonably calculated to elicit a favorable outcome, the petition is immunized under
Noerr-Pennington, and a "claim premised on the sham exception must fail" regardless of the
petitioner's intent in bringing the petition. Prof I Real Estate Investors, 508 U.S. at 60. "Only if
challenged litigation is objectively meritless may a court examine the litigant's subjective
motivation." Id.3
In this case, Bates seeks to hold Defendants liable for allegedly petitioning UDRE to
revoke his real estate broker's license. Bates alleges there was a conspiracy against him between
and among all Defendants "centered around the Plaintiff, AllPro, and Plaintiffs brokerage
license [and] the revocation of such license...." [Second Amended Complaint f 226.] Bates
repeatedly alleges that, as the object of the alleged conspiracy against him, "Defendants tried to
have the Plaintiffs broker's license removed, improperly and under improper pretense using said
administrative proceeding." [Id H 322; accord id ffl 302-06, 333-34, 343-44, 366-68, 391, 395,
397.] Because these allegations constitute the gravamen of Bates's non-defamation claims and
In short, "[t]he right of the people to inform their representative in government of their desires
with respect to the passage or enforcement of laws cannot properly be made to depend upon their
intent in doing so." Prof I Real Estate Investors, 508 U.S. at 58 (internal quotations omitted)
(alternation in original). If a party has the right to bring an objectively legitimate petition, that
party may do so regardless of motive. Consequently, "a successful effort to influence
governmental action... certainly cannot be characterized as a sham." Id (internal quotations
omitted). According to Professional Real Estate Investors, the United States Supreme Court has
"repeatedly reaffirmed that evidence of anticompetitive intent or purpose alone cannot transferal
otherwise legitimate activity into a sham." Id at 59. "[T]he legality of objectively reasonable
petitioning directed toward obtaining governmental action is not at all affected by any . . .
purpose [the actor] may have had." Id. (internal quotations omitted). A court can determine that
a governmental petition was objectively reasonable "as a matter of law." Id. at 63,
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establish Defendants' UDRE petition was designed to achieve a favorable governmental result—
the revocation of Bates's license—Defendants are immune from liability under the NoerrPennington Doctrine for each of the remaining claims alleged in the Second Amended
Complaint.
Bates's arguments that (a) Defendants' conduct does not constitute petitioning, (b) the
sham exception applies because the UDRE complaint was objectively baseless, and (c) the
UDRE complaint was a sham motivated by a subjective intent to use governmental processes to
harm Bates without regard for the outcome of the proceeding are all without legal merit
A.

Defendants Were Engaged in Petitioning the Government.

Bates alleges Defendants' conduct does not constitute petitioning activity shielded by
Noerr-Pennington immunity because members of the Utah Real Estate Commission, which
oversees UDRE's activities, are also members of UAR, a private organization of real estate
professionals. The Court disagrees. UDRE is a governmental entity that regulates and licenses
all real estate professionals in the State of Utah. UDRE had the power and the ability to
discipline Bates and to revoke his license. Therefore, UDRE had the power to grant the relief
allegedly sought by Defendants. That members of the Utah Real Estate Commission are also
members of UAR does not change the governmental nature of the UDRE administrative
proceedings any more than a judge's membership in the Utah State Bar Association changes the
governmental character of legal proceedings.
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B.

The UDRE Complaint Was Not Objectively Baseless.

Under the objective prong of the sham exception, the Court must analyze whether the
underlying petition constituted the pursuit of claims so baseless that no reasonable litigant could
have realistically expected to secure favorable relief. See Prof I Real Estate Investors, 508 U.S.
at 62. This is essentially a probable cause inquiry. "The existence of probable cause to institute
legal proceedings precludes a finding that [ a ] . . . defendant has engaged in sham litigation." Id
"Probable cause to institute civil proceedings requires no more than a 'reasonable] belie[f] that
there is a chance that [a] claim may be held valid upon adjudication.'" Id at 62-63 (quoting
Hubbardv. Beatty & Hyde, Inc., 178 N.E.2d 485,488 (Mass. 1961) (alterations in original)).
• "Where, as here, there is no dispute over the predicate facts of the underlying legal proceeding, a
court may decide probable cause as a matter of law." Id. at 63.
To determine whether the UDRE complaint was objectively baseless, it is important to
understand the statutory and administrative framework within which the complaint was filed.
Real estate agents, brokers, and brokerages are regulated by statute and accompanying provisions
of the Utah Administrative Code. Under Utah's statutory framework, ail principal brokers are
required to be licensed by UDRE. Utah Code Ann. § 61-2-5.5 (2008).4 Utah law requires
UDRE to "require and pass upon proof necessary to determine the honesty, integrity,
truthfulness, reputation, and competency of each applicant for an initial license or for renewal of
4

All references to the Utah Code Annotated are to the version of the code in effect at the time
the UDRE petition was filed. The cited references are current through the 2008 Second Special
Session and the 2008 General Election. The referenced provisions have subsequently been
renumbered and recodified with some modifications. See, e.g., Utah Code Ann. §§ 61-2f-201,
-203(b), -302 & -401.
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an existmg license." Id, § 61-2-6(l)(b). Under Utah's statutory scheme, no real estate activity is
authorized unless undertaken by the principal broker or an individual affiliated with a principal
broker. In fact, real estate agents are at the mercy of their principal broker for payment and
collection of real estate commissions because, under Utah Code Ann. § 61-2-18(2), "[n]o sales
agent or associate broker may sue in his own name for the recovery of a fee, commission, or
compensation for services as a sales agent or associate broker...." An action for the recovery
of a fee, commission, or other compensation may be instituted and brought only by the licensed
principal broker with whom a sales agent or associate broker is affiliated. Id. § 61-2-18(1). If an
agent is not paid an earned commission, his only recourse is to sue his principal broker. See id §
61-2-18(2). This places the principal broker in a fiduciary-like relation to his agents regarding
payment of earned real estate commissions.
Bates alleges in the Second Amended Complaint, and confirmed at oral argument,5 that
he was the Principal Broker of AllPro, which, by September, 2007, had "the largest number of
state licensees and Realtor associates," with "more than 1,160 active licensees." [Second
Amended Complaint f 22.] Bates also acknowledges in the Second Amended Complaint, and
confirmed at oral argument, that AllPro failed to pay when due certain real estate commissions
that were owed to many of AllPro's 1,160 active real estate agents. [Id. fl 329, 331.] AllPro's
non-payment of commissions was well publicized in both print and television media and became
a matter of public concern. [Id. f{ 86-87,117, 140,143, 146.] According to the Second

5

Because Bates appeared pro se, he was sworn in and took an oath to tell the truth before
making his oral presentation.
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Amended Complaint, it was rumored that AllPro owed its real estate agents more than
$1,000,000 in unpaid commissions. [Id % 140.]
The November 26,2008 UDRE petition referenced in the Second Amended Complaint
alleged eight separate statutory violations by Bates arising from his nonpayment of earned
commissions, including the following:
(6)(a) failing, within a reasonable time, to account for or to remit any
monies coming into the person's possession that belong to others;
(c) diverting the funds described in Subsection 6(a) from the purpose for
which they were received;
(8) being unworthy or incompetent to act as a principal broker ... in such
manner as to safeguard the interests of the public;
(17) any other conduct which constitutes dishonest dealing....
Utah Code Ann. § 61-2-11 (now recodified as Utah Code Ann. § 61-2f-401). However, the
Administrative Law Judge ("ALJ") assigned to the petition dismissed it for lack of subject matter
jurisdiction under Utah Admin. Code Rl 62-7-1, which provides that "[t]he Division will not
entertain complaints between licensees regarding claims to commissions.".
The ALJ's application of R162-7-1 can be questioned because the UDRE petition did not
constitute a complaint "between licensees regarding claims to commissions." Id. The only
licensee that was a party to the complaint was Bates. Additionally, no monetary relief was
sought by another licensee. It was strictly a licensing proceeding. Nevertheless, whether the
ALJ's determination was correct or incorrect is irrelevant because the admitted non-payment of
commissions and the admitted negative publicity it garnered gave Defendants probable cause to
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initiate the UDRE complaint against Bates. The UDRE petition was not objectively baseless
because Bates's admitted nonpayment of earned commissions, especially on the scale and
magnitude mentioned in the complaint, gave Defendants probable cause to allege he had failed
"within a reasonable time, to account for or to remit any monies coming into the person's
possession that belong to others," Utah Code Ann. § 61-2-1 l(6)(a); had improperly diverted
funds, id. § 61-2-1 l(6)(c); was unworthy or incompetent to act as a principal broker, id §61-211(8); and was engaged in "dishonest dealing." Id. § 61-2-11(17).
C.

Bates Alleges Defendants' Intent Was to Revoke His License.

Finally, even assuming Bates were able to demonstrate the UDRE complaint was
objectively baseless (which is not the case), he still cannot show it was brought with the
subjective intent to harm him rather than to procure the relief sought in the complaint. See
Prof'I Real Estate Investors, 508 U.S. at 61; Tobias, 2005 UT 36, %% 27-28. As in Tobias,
dismissal of Defendants is required "in light of their uncontested intent to achieve a favorable
governmental result." 2005 UT 36, ^f 28. The Second Amended Complaint alleges that
Defendants' alleged conduct in petitioning UDRE was meant to achieve the removal of Bates's
license. According to the Second Amended Complaint, "Defendants tried to have the Plaintiffs
broker's license removed, improperly and under improper pretense using said administrative
proceeding." [Second Amended Complaint % 322.] The "intricate conspiracy against the
Plaintiff' was ccto remove him from [the] Utah real estate industry through the revocation of his
license and . . . public defamation through a public administrative proceeding." [Id. f 334;
accord id. ff 302-06, 343-44, 366-68, 391, 395,397.] Because Bates does not allege that
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Defendants' actions "were designed solely to harass," and because Defendants' alleged conduct
was "genuinely aimed at procuring favorable government action," i.e., revocation of Bates's
license, the sham exception is inapplicable in this case. Tobias, 2005 UT 36, fl 27-28.
For these reasons, to the extent Bates's remaining claims do not arise from the same
operative facts as his four defamation-related claims, Bates's remaining claims are barred by the
Noerr-Pennington Doctrine.
Accordingly, based on the foregoing and good cause appearing,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that:
1.

Bates's Motion for Default is DENIED;

2.

Defendants'Motions to Dismiss are GRANTED;

3.

Bates's Second Amended Complaint and all claims asserted therein are

DISMISSED with prejudice;
4.

The pending Motion of Wasatch Front Regional MLS to Require Plaintiff to

Furnish Security is DENIED as moot; and
5.

The pending Motion of Long, Wall, and ERE to Strike or Dismiss the Second

Amended Complaint is DENIED as moot.
This Order constitutes the final order of the Court on these matters, and no further order
is required.
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Approved as to Form:

Douglas Bates
Pro Se

Ford G. Scalley
Bradley W. Madsen

^
If

SCALLEY READING BATES

Attorneys for Defendants Salt Lake Board
of Realtors and Bryan Kohler

Daniel J. McDonald
KathrynJ.Stefiey
SMITH HARTVIGSEN PLLC
Attorneys for Defendants Utah Association
of Realtors and Christopher Kyler

Cass C. Butler
John H. Rees
Michael D. Stanger
CALLISTERNEBEKER & MCCULLOUGH

Attorneys for Defendant Wasatch Front
Regional MLS
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DATED this cZf]

day of

J^Cf^-

20//.

BY THE COURT:

/^?2S^. A

Honorat
Third Judicial District Court
Approved as to Form:

Douglas Bates
ProSe

Ford G. Scalley
Bradley W. Madsen
SCALLEY READING BATES

Attorneys for Defendants Salt Lake Board
of Realtors and Bryan Kohler

Daniel J. McDonald
KathrynJ. Steffey
SMITH HARTVIGSEN PLLC
Attorneys for Defendants Utah Association
of Realtors and Christopher Kyler

Cass C. Butler
John H. Rees
Michael D. Stanger
CALLISTER NEBEKER & MCCULLOUGH

Attorneys for Defendant Wasatch Front
Regional MLS
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DATED this

day of __
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20//.
BY THE COURT:

HonorableWohiff^f Kennedy
Third Judicial District Court
Approved as to Form:

Douglas Bates
ProSe

Ford G. Scalley
Bradley W. Madsen
SCALLEY READING BATES

Attorneys for Defendants Salt Lake Board
of Realtors and Bryan Kohler

Daniel J. McDonald
Kathryn J. Steffey
SMITH HARTVIGSEN PLLC
Attorneys for Defendants Utah Association
of Realtors and Christopher Kyler
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Cass C. Butler
John H. Rees
Michael D. Stanger

CALLISTER NEBEKER & MCCULLOUGH

Attorneys for Defendant Wasatch Front
Regional MLS
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STOCKI STEELE & RENCHER

Attorney for Defendant Thomas Johnson

Steven A. Combe
Joel A, Ferre
Assistant Attorneys General
AttorneysforDefendants Mark Steinagal
and Charles Smalley

ToddD.Weiler
Attorney for Defendants Michael J*
dstermilleiv Sandra Hoover,-and Northern
Wasatch Association of Realtors

Matthew M. Boiey
PARSONS KINGHORN HA RRIS

Attorney for Defendants Brady Long,
Randall Wall, and Equity Realtors, LX.C.
d/b/a Equity Real Estate
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ClayW. StucM
STUCKI STEELE & RENCHER

Attorney for Defendant Thomas Johnson

5ven A. Combe
Joel A. Ferre
Assistant Attorneys General
Attorneys for Defendants Mark Steinagal
and Charles Smalley

ToddD.Weiler
Attorney for Defendants Michael J.
Ostenniller, Sandra Hoover, and Northern
Wasatch Association of Realtors

Matthew M. Boley
PARSONS KINGHORN HARRIS

Attorney for Defendants Brady Long,
Randall Wall, and Equity Realtors, LX.C.
d/b/a Equity Real Estate
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ClayW.Stucki
STUCKI STEELE & RENCHER

Attorney for Defendant Thomas Johnson

Steven A. Combe
Joel A. Ferre
Assistant Attorneys General
Attorneys for Defendants Mark Steinagal
and Charles Smalley

Todd D. Weiler
Attorney for Defendants Michael J,
Ostermiller, Sandra Hoover, and Northern
Wasatch Association of Realtors

Matthew M. Boley
PARSONS KINGHORN HARRIS

Attorney for Defendants Brady Long,
Randall Wall, and Equity Realtors, LX.C.
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FILED
DISTRICT C O U R T
11 HAY-(4 AM 10- U 2

Douglas Bates
10002 Aurora Ave N
#36PMB 172
Seattle,Wa.
98133

THIKO JUDICIAL DISTRICT
•••UT LAKE COUNTY'
BY
&&£l
- 'I'TYCLTRR

Plaintiff Pro Se
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
DOUGLAS BATES,

00

Plaintiff,

SECOND AMENDED
COMPLAINT

-vsCASE NO. 110901893

•*\

UTAH ASSOCIATION OR REALTORS,
CHRISTOPHER KYLER, MARK STEINEGAL,
CHARLES SMALLEY, SALT LAKE BOARD OF
REALTORS, NORTHERN WASATCH
ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS, WASATCH
FRONT REGIONAL MLS, BRYAN R. KOHLER,
MICHAEL J. OSTERMILLER, JILLINDA
BOWERS, BRADY LONG dba EQUITY REAL
ESTATE, THOMAS JOHNSON, RANDALL
WALL, SANDRA HOOVER and DOES 1-60,
inclusive.

The Honorable Judge
Kennedy

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Defendants.

Plaintiff Douglas Bates respectfully submits this complaint of Defendants, and for cause of
action alleges as follows:
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PARTIES, JURISDICTION, VENUE
1. Plaintiff Douglas Bates (hereinafter referred to as "Plaintiff or "Bates") is a private figure
and individual, and an actual citizen of the State of Washington, who resides in Seattle,
Washington.
2. Defendant Utah Association of Realtors (hereinafter referred to as "UAR") is a Utah
association registered in the State of Utah as a corporation, at all times relevant herein
operating in and doing business in the State of Utah, with its principal place of business in
Sandy, Utah and with Christopher Kyler as its registered agent.
3. Defendant Christopher Kyler (hereinafter referred to as "Kyler") is an actual citizen of Utah,
' %ys

at all times relevant herein residing in and doing business in the State of Utah.
4. Defendant Mark Steinegal (hereinafter referred to as "Steinegal") is an actual citizen of Utah,
at all times relevant herein residing in and doing business in the State of Utah.
5. Defendant Charles Smalley (hereinafter referred to as "Smalley") is an actual citizen of Utah,
at all times relevant herein residing in and doing business in the State of Utah.
6. Defendant Salt Lake Board of Realtors (hereinafter referred to as "SLBR") is a Utah
association registered in the State of Utah as a corporation, at all times relevant herein
operating in and doing business in the State of Utah, with its principal place of business in
Sandy, Utah and with Bryan R. Kohler as its registered agent.
7. Defendant Northern Wasatch Association of Realtors (hereinafter referred to as "NWAR") is
a Utah association registered in the State of Utah as a corporation, at all times relevant herein
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(

operating in and doing business in the State of Utah, with its principal place of business in
South Ogden, Utah and with Michael J. Ostermiller as its registered agent.

|

8. Defendant Wasatch Front Regional MLS (hereinafter refeixed to as "WFRMLS") is a Utah

j

corporation, at all times relevant herein operating in and doing business in the State of Utah,

f

with its principal place of business in Sandy, Utah and with "John H. Reese" (sic) as its
registered agent.
9. Defendant Biyan R. Kohler (hereinafter referred to as "Kohler") is an actual citizen of Utah,

1

at all times relevant herein residing in and doing business in the State of Utah.
_u-^
• '
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10. Defendant Michael J. Ostermiller (hereinafter referred to as "Ostermiller") is an actual citizen
<

1

of Utah, at all times relevant herein residing in and doing business in the State of Utah.

r

11. Defendant Jillinda Bowers (hereinafter refeixed to as "Bowers") is an actual citizen of Utah,

J

at all times relevant herein residing in and doing business in the State of Utah.
12. Defendant Brady Long (hereinafter refeixed to as "Long") is an actual citizen of Utah, at all
times relevant herein residing in and doing business in the State of Utah. Brady Long
operates under Equity Real Estate (heremafter refeixed to as "ERE"), whose principal place

.

of business in Salt Lake City, Utah.
13. Defendant Thomas Johnson (hereinafter refeixed to as "T. Johnson") is an actual citizen of
Utah, at all times relevant herein residing in and doing business in the State of Utah.

i

14. Defendant Randall Wall (hereinafter refeixed to as "Wall") is an actual citizen of Utah, at all
times relevant herein residing in and doing business in the State of Utah.

•

ft)'
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15. Defendant Does 1-60 are unknown persons or entities complained against. Plaintiff will
amend this complaint to allege their true names and capacities when such information is
ascertained.
16. Causes of actions herein make claims against all listed Defendants, known and unknown,
only in their private capacities, and not as public officials or employees,
17. All allegations, including alleged causes of action set forth herein arose in Salt Lake County,
Utah.
18. Jurisdiction for this complaint is proper under U.C.A. § 78a-5-102,

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS
Introduction
19. Plaintiff Douglas Bates commenced his real estate career in 1975. In June, 1995 Bates
moved to Salt Lake City, Utah and continued his real estate career as a Utah licensed
"Principal Broker." He founded AllPro Realty Group, Inc ("AllPro"), a Utah corporation, in
June 1995, and served as president and sole shareholder.
20. Bates had an outstanding record as a Utah "Principal Broker" and "Designated Realtor"
member. His thirteen year Utah real estate career included serving as a Director on both the
SLBR from 2001 to 2005 and the UAR from 2005 to 2008 by invitation, as he represented
one of the largest three SLBR designated Realtor Members (based on the number of Realtor
associate members under Bates's Realtor Membership) and one of the largest three UAR
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Realtor Members (based on the number of associate Realtor members throughout the state of
Utah).
21. Additionally, under his leadership, he was responsible for, and oversaw, over 40,000 real
estate transactions resulting in more than seven billion dollars of sales, with no consumer
complaints filed against Bates's License with the UDRE or consumer ethic violations with
the UAR, or its Member Boards, under Bates Designated Realtor Membership.
22. By September 2007, Bates, as Principal Broker supervised the largest number of state
licensees and Realtor associates under his Broker's license and Realtor Membership,
constituting more than 1,160 active licensees.

I fi

23. In July 1995, when Bates applied for a Broker's Subscription to the Wasatch Front Regional
Multiple Listing Service (hereinafter referred to as WFRMLS), he was told that he needed to
fulfill the prerequisites of obtaining a "Designated Realtor Membership" from its Member
Board, the SLBR, thereby also becoming a UAR Realtor member to gain access to the
Exchange.

The WFRMLS Policies and Procedures Manual states that to become a

subscriber, a broker must be a member of a Board (referring to a member board of the UAR).
24. The WFRMLS is a vital resource for any Utah Broker, and is the primary median tlirough
which a majority of the Utah residential transactions take place. SLBR was, at the time, the
parent company of the WFRMLS. Prior to his move to Utah, Bates was a "Designated
Broker" (equivalent to a Utah Principal broker) in the state of Washington and a Broker
Subscriber with the North West Multiple Listing Service (NWMLS).
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25. Unlike WFRMLS, NWMLS, a Washington State Broker MLS exchange, does not, and never
has required membership to the Washington Association of Realtors (WAR) or its Member
Boards.
Relationship Between Defendant Organizations
26. In or around 1997, WFRMLS was wholly owned by the SLBR. However, beginning that
year, UAR Member Boards began combining their MLS exchanges with the WFRMLS. By
2002 the NWAR (formerly known as Weber North Davis Association of Realtors), Utah
County Association of Realtors (hereinafter referred to as UCAR), Cache County
Association of Realtors, and the Tooele County Association of Realtors, under an agreement,
operated shared MLS exchanges under the WFRMLS.
27. Each Board/Association operates, and is incoiporated, individually. The agreement to share
MLS exchanges under WFRMLS serves as an agreement to exclude nonmember Utah real
estate licensees under WFRMLS policies.

Bates's Introduction of Competing MLS Exchange
28. In 2004, Bates founded UtahMLS.com (UtahMLS), an MLS exchange competing with
WFRMLS Exchange.
29. UtahMLS included a state-wide broker property listing exchange that was also open to the
public. Additionally, UtaliMLS.com provided state licensee's with full service access to all
properties listed for sale through UtahMLS Broker subscribers. And, allowed "For Sale By
•>"

Owners" to list and advertise properties on UtahMLS without a Realtor membership to any
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Broker listings without requiring Realtor membership to any UAR Member Board and
without a real estate licensee.
30. Under UAR Member Boards and SLBEL policies, a SLBR Designated Realtor Member is
required to pay annual fees of more the three hundred dollars for all State licensees under
broker's license to the SLBR, even if the licensee had no desire to be a Realtor.
31. The WFRMLS required Broker Subscribers to pay the monthly fee of twenty five dollars for
each licensee under die Principal Broker's license, even if the licensee was not a Realtor or
subscriber to the WFRMLS.
^ ^
IH^

32. Under said policies, Bates and other brokers subscribing to WFRMLS were compelled to pay
fees to UAR member board and WFRMLS for all licensees under their Principal Broker's
license because both are required for qualification to WFRMLS.
33. Additionally, WFRMLS compels its Broker Subscribers pay monthly fees of all licensees
under Broker's license to the WFRMLS, even if the licensee has no desire to subscribe to
WFRMLS.
34. UtahMLS.com created an alternative for brokers, real estate agents and non-licensee sellers
that wanted to list "For Sale by Owners" listings. Unlike the WFRMLS subscribers,
subscribers to UtahMLS did not need to pay excessive fees for multiple associations, and did
not have to use a brokerage in order to gain access to UtahMLS.
35. At the time Bates was creating UtahMLS, he was serving on the SLBR board of directors.
Concerned about the possibility of a conflict of interest with his Utah real estate leadership

:>;v

position, Bates raised the issue to the SLBR, who owned WFRMLS. In a letter to Bates, Ford
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Scalley exonerated and complimented Bates for offering to excuse himself from the Board of
Directors of the SLBR.
36. Ultimately, die SLBR concluded that there would be no conflict of interest, as long as Bates
excluded himself from the WFRMLS monthly reports to the SLBR. However, as time went
on, executives at SLBR, NWAR and UCAR and WFRMLS executives became more
concerned when UtahMLS started gaining recognition within the real estate brokerage
industry. They were also concerned that UtahMLS.com offered services to consumers and
"for sale by owners."
.^,.
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37. At one point, in or around April 2005, in a SLBR Board of Director's meeting Debra
Sojblum singled Bates out as a participant in competing UtahMLS. Immediately thereafter
Bates resigned from the SLBR Board of Directors.
38. In Febmary 2005, during the early release of UtahMLS, WFRMLS felt the need to address
the new UtahMLS competition in their WFRMLS Newsletter. On the first page of said
newsletter, the WFRMLS published that
1. The WFR has been operating for over ten years, is the largest MLS in the State
of Utah, and also includes listings in neighboring states
2. Our public web site, UtahRealEstate.com averages 130,000 page views per day
and contains over 16,000 active listings
3. Our private website is used by over 10,000 subscribers and contains over
550,000 listings
4. The WFR is certified by the National Association of REALTORS® and the
Utah Association of REALTORS®.
We are RJKALTOR® owned and operated. So don't be tooled by others who
claim to be the MLS for Utah. WFR subscribers have the advantage.
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39. The SLBR, NWAR, UCAR. and WFRMLS, had a monopoly on the Wasatch Front listings,
with over 10,000 Utah real estate licensee subscribers.
40. However, in early 2006, concerned that competing UtahMLS was taking root, WFRMLS
implemented new changes in their "Policy and Procedure's Manual." The new policies
targeted the UtahMLS business model
41. The policy usurped ownership over and defined the term "MLS," knowing that the term
MLS, in multiple ways, was being used by millions of internet and real estate users in
multiple real estate agencies throughout the state of Utah and the United States.
42. Thereafter, WFRMLS implemented policies directly aimed at discouraging use of
UtahMLS.com by its agent subscribers,
43. Additionally, the new WFRMLS policies prohibited the use of term MLS to subscribers
under loosely defined terms, This prevented any WFRMLS subscribers, from even trying
UtahMLS.com for fear that they, under WFRMLS policies, would be terminated from access
and cause irreparable harm to WFRMLS, and be subject to legal actions taken thereafter. .
(See Appendix A - WFRMLS Policies, paragraphs 31 and 41)
44. Overall, the WFRMLS policy was so confusing and vague as to imply that use of another
non Board MLS would violate WFRMLS policy and subject the WFRMLS user to
termination and/or legal action. (See Appendix A - WFRMLS Policies, paragraph 41)
45. Bates strongly objected to the Realtor Board's and WFRMLS tactics and interference with
current and potential UtahMLS subscribers.
•/
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46. Upon Bates's objection, his and some of his branch brokers' access to the WFRMLS was
suspended and blocked in April, 2006.
47. As a result die following exchange of letters and debates ensued:
48. On April 4, 2006, the Plaintiff sent a letter to James Nacarrotto, Defendant WFRMLS,
Defendant SLBR, its registered Agent, Defendant Kohler, and NWAR, its registered agent,
Defendant Ostermiller, Kevin Call, and the Utah County Association of Realtors.
49. Said letter (attached as Appendix B) expressed surprise and alarm at WFRMLS rules and
policies, preventing use of other MLS websites, or other websites, restricting cost saving
practices in offering brokerage and real estate services.
*

50. On April 6, 2006, President of WFRMLS, James Naccarato responded to the above
correspondence in a letter (attached as Appendix C). The reply denied the uncompetitive
nature of WFRMLS policy, stating in part that the policy only addressed misrepresentations
made by brokers to the public. However, the letter also explained that the policy does limit
the rights of brokers, and that the WFR has not refused access to the MLS listings to the
Plaintiff or any other broker based on the policy. The letter continues M[u]pon execution of
the appropriate subscription agreement, you will have the same access all other subscribers
have."
51. The letter explains that "[i]f a few brokers are allowed to advertise that consumers may
access the multiple listing service database, then those few brokers may succeed in turning
the multiple listing service into a public utility, and will irreversibly change the nature of the

I
w

multiple listing service for all brokers. If WFR fails to enforce the Policy, it is likely over
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time that the multiple listing service database will become what brokers are currently
advertising, and that is a public facility for any consumer who wants to have access."
Continuing, "Only brokers, agents, office assistance, and other authorized persons have
access to the multiple listing service database.11
52. In closing, the letter states that !,[u]pon your acceptance of the subscription agreement, your
status as a subscriber will be restored."
53. Including his professional opinion, Jeremy Lyman, a Director of the SLBR at the time,
composed and sent a letter dated April 11, 2006 to Defendant Kohler, the SLBR, and Sharon
Spratley, president of the SLBR (attached as Appendix D).
54. In the letter, Lyman explains the vague and unfair enforceability of WFRMLS's policy.
Additionally, the Mr. Lyman questioned any person's rights over the term "MLS." Lyman
then explained the policy in comparison with other competitors' use of the term MLS,
including, Yahoo.com and MLS.com.
55. Mr. Lyman then asserted in the letter that no violation of the policy occurred, implying that
the WFRMLS's refusal to allow the Plaintiff access to the WFRMLS held ulterior
uncompetitive motives which were directly discriminatory.
56. On June 22, 2006, John Rees, registered agent of the WFRMLS, composed a letter to Ford G.
Scalley discussing the above debate. The letter referred to a suspension of the enforcement
of the policy while it was reviewed by legal counsel and the National Association of
Realtors.
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57. The letter also discussed a meeting between the Board of Directors of WFRMLS to discuss
the issue. It also states that Mi*. Lyman's letter raised legitimate issues. However, the letter
also stated that Defendant WFRMLS would continue enforcing the policy, beginning August
1, 2006 explained that "many, many potential violations" were expected.
58. The Plaintiff was discriminated against in the enforcement of the policy.. Many MLS
websites exist, and, upon information and belief, the UAR and NAR have shown no
indication of enforcing the policy against other prominent organizations operating them.
59. In an email dated June 28, 2006, sent by WFRMLS to licensees under Bates's broker's
license (attached as Appendix E), the WFRMLS stated that "If your broker fails to complete
a Subscription Agreement by July 3, 2006, your access to the MLS will be interrupted."
60. In an email dated June 29, 2006, sent by WFRMLS to employees of AllPro (attached as
Appendix F), stating that "your broker promptly accepted the Subscription Agreement and
your access is no longer in jeopardy of interruption."
61. In a letter sent to AllPro employees and agents on June 29, 2006 (attached as Appendix G),
the Plaintiff explained that, although WFRMLSrs "policy has far-reaching consequences
[and] we intend to challenge this policy, we recommend that you comply with this policy in
the immediate future until these issues are resolved."
62. In an effort to strong arm Bates and compelling Bates's compliance to the WFRMLS policy
they abruptly terminated Bates's and some of his branch brokers' access into the WFRMLS
during the two month standoff, allowing only the Bates agents and administrators under his
WFRMLS Subscribership access.
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63. As a result of SLBR, NWAR, UCAR and WFRMLS aggressive and immediate policy
changes aimed towards Bates, UtahMLS.com lost momentum and future subscribers because
the policies implied that use of another MLS exchange that did not strictly conform to the
WFRMLS definitions and compliance, would be grounds for termination from WFRMLS,
and legal action. (See Appendix A, Paragraph 41)
64. Upon information and belief, enforcement of the said WFRMLS policy has been selective
and was used only against Bates as a discriminatory tool to squeeze him out of the industry,
or force his adherence to uncompetitive real estate industry practices.
/-.r?>.

65. On October 9, 2009, Brad Baldwin, acting as an agent of WFRMLS sent Bates a letter stating
in part
I noticed that you own the utahmls.com domain name... under rules of National
Association of REALTORS and the "WFRMLS, no broker or agent subscriber to
the WFRMLS may use the term "MLS" in their business name or domain name.
We believe the value of your domain name is therefore limited, since it cannot be
used by brokers or agents conducting real estate business. Since AllPro is no
longer operating, I thought you might consider selling this domain name to the
WFRMLS.
66. The WFRMLS then offered to purchase the domain name ,,UtahMLS.com,, for $2,000.

-v^--'
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Expulsion from the SLBR and WFRMLS
67. On December 10, 2008, KSL broadcasted the expulsion of Bates from the SLBR without
cause, complaint, hearing, or a right of appeal Said broadcast centered on Bates, his
"expulsion" from the SLBR, and Bates's alleged violation of SLBR ethical policies.
68. In said KSL broadcast, Defendant T. Johnson said that Bates was walking away with pockets
filled with money.
69. However, Bates invested over $600,000 of his own money into keeping the AllPro afloat,
and in no way profited from all conduct relevant herein.
70. In the relevant administrative hearing against Bates on January 21, 2009, Defendant T,
Johnson admitted under oath that he had no factual basis for his statements made in the KSL
broadcast.

In fact, in testimony, Defendant T. Johnson said that he was appointed as

spokesperson for a group of realtors against Bates, and he didn't know what else to say in
said KSL broadcast.
71. Also, Defendant Bowers, UAR Board Director and President of the SLBR, stated in said
KSL broadcast that "We hold our people to a higher standard, an ethical standard and that's
why it's important that we have ethical and well trained people."
72. Continuing, Defendant Bowers stated in said KSL broadcast that "AllPro did not follow the
procedures and whatnot outlined by our association."
73. The Plaintiff never violated SLBR procedures.
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74. Defendant Bowers told the KSL reporter, in said broadcast, that she couldn't say why Bates
was actually expelled from the SLBR. Overall, said statements in the KSL broadcast gave the
illusion that the Plaintiff was expelled due to ethical violations of the SLBR.
75. KSL News broadcasts to five surrounding states, in addition to making available on their
website, most or any news broadcasts internationally, twenty-four hours a day, seven days a
week. Additionally, KSL has the largest viewing audience through Utah.
76. On December 12, 2008, Bates received notification of the SLBR's decision via certified mail,
postmarked for December 11, 2008. One day following the KSL broadcast.
77. The letter stated that Bates's actual expulsion date was December 9, 2008.
78. The letter gave no grounds for Bates's expulsion.
79. Bates discovered that his expulsion was actually due to a $50.00 accounting error on the part
of the SLBR.
80. Said accounting error was in actuality, adjusted by the SLBR months prior to the expulsion.
But, upon information and belief, the error was only used as grounds for later expulsion.
81. As a result of groundless expulsion from the SLBR, Bates's subscription, and Bates's
daughter's subscription to the WFRMLS were terminated.
82. Because the WFRMLS Exchange is the primary median under which a majority of real estate
transactions in Utah take place, Bates's brokerage endeavors were paralyzed.
83. Because his brokerage endeavors were paralyzed, he let his broker's license with the UDRE
expire on December 31, 2008.

m
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Administrative Investigation and Proceedings Brought Against Bates
84. On January 8, 2009, the UDRE involuntarily renewed his broker's license. Upon information
and belief, Defendant members of the UDRE renewed said license for the sole purpose of
publicly revoking it through administrative proceedings.
85. On October 22, 2008, Allpro announced it was "going out of business" due to substantial
decline in home sales and campaigns by Defendant competitors explained herein below.
86. On October 27, 2008, Defendant Smalley stated to Bates that members of the UDRE were
trying to find a way around current law to punish Bates.
-:->..
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87. Defendant Steinegal and other Defendants stated that any dispute over nonpayment of
commissions does not warrant disciplinary action by the UDRE. Defendant Steinegal
specifically stated this in a KSL broadcast, and published the same statement in Utah's Daily
Herald on October 28, 2008.
88. On November 1, 2008 Defendant T. Johnson, and at least forty other unknown Defendants,
listed and Does, held a secret meeting discussing the removal of Bates from the Utah real
estate industry. Indeed, if one point in time could be identified in which the Defendants in
this complaint had a meeting of the minds to conspire against Bates, this is it.
89. In said meeting, Defendants signed a petitioned for the UDRE to revoke Bates's license, and
the Realtor Boards to expel his membership.
90. On or around November 3, 2008, Defendant T. Johnson met privately in a closed meeting
with members of the UDRE and prominent leaders in the Utah real estate industry, including
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Defendants Kyler, Ostermiller, Steinagel, Smalley, and other Defendants listed and Does, in

j

an effort to find a way around Utah law to punish Bates.

j

,

91. No media outlets were permitted to participate in the meeting. Nicole Gonzales, KSL
reporter was barred from said meeting.

r

92. And, no minutes we kept for the meeting, unless privately withheld and therefore, unknown.

I

93. On November 4, 2008, Defendant Smalley filed a Notice of Complaint against Bates.
94. On November 26,2008 Dee Johnson filed a Petition against Bates to the UDRE.
95. An adjudicative hearing on the matter commenced on January 21, 2009.
96. On March 17, 2009 Judge Eklund issued "Court Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law."
Those findings read in part

,

However, it is critically significant that Rl 62-7-1 that governs this proceeding
contains no exception to the provision that the Division will not entertain
complaints between licensees regarding claims to commissions. Regardless of the
reasons for its enactment, Rl 62-7-1 establishes a blanket prohibition in no
uncertain language. The Court concludes the rule is clear in its terms and
unambiguous in its application.
112.

i

Continuing, the Court found that "Nothing in those statutes or rules authorize the

I
i

Division to renew or reinstate a license on a unilateral basis."
113.

Ultimately, the Court ordered the Dismissal of the ongoing proceeding "for lack of

subject matter jurisdiction."
114.

Upon information and belief, the renewal of Bates's license, and the administrative

proceedings brought against him, were to maEe~a statement to the public regarding his
professional integrity.
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115.

Bates has never acted unprofessionally, but rather faces the same obstacles that any

struggling business owner would.
116.

Prior to administrative action, members of the SLBR and other Defendants in said private

and closed meetings knew that administrative action was not proper.
117.

On October 24th, 2008, Ryan Kirkham, vice president of the SLBR at the time, stated in

a KSL broadcast that "If a broker owes an agent money, it comes down to their independent
contractor agreement and what the terms are. And in some cases, I'm sure the agents would
have to go hire an attorney and pursue that legally."
118.

Following the administrative proceedings, in the March 19, 2009 issue of Utah's Daily

Herald Defendant Steinegal provided the statement that "The commission said that the
division doesn't have jurisdiction, even though it believed there were misrepresentations and
dishonest activity by Bates, because the complaint was essentially based on a commission
dispute,"
119.

In actuality, there was no evidence of misrepresentations or dishonest activity by Bates.

Other Conduct Carried Out by Defendant Agents and Principals
120.

During 2007, the real estate market continued slumping at an accelerated pace, having a

negative impact on AllPro and many brokerages around the country.
121.

Commencing in early 2008 ERE began a campaign to interfere with and make false

statements about Bates to agents licensed under Bates's Broker's license and independent
contractors of AllPro.
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122.

On February 20, 2008, Randy Wall, a branch broker for Long/ERE, sent a mailer to

agents of AllPro, specifically and generally, which discussed many negative and unethical
experiences in working with Bates.
123.

Said mailer, emailed to many agents, had the subject "Is AllPro going bankrupt." The

context of the mailer's contents was dramatically altered by said subject line.
124.

Said mailer suggests that Defendant Wall worked extensively with Bates.

j

125.

However, Wall had only fully participated in one transaction as an agent for Bates in

j

2005. The mailer stated, among other things, that commission checks were taking "a month

|

or more" to process, and suggested that Bates and AllPro were violating use of trust accounts.

I

126.

Through investigations conducted by the UDRE it was determined that no such violations

j

occurred.
127.

j

The mailer misstates AllPro's rational for the timing of commission check payments:

|

"because title checks are bouncing." Bates or AllPro never made such statements, or

I

indicated such rational.

I

128.

I

The mailer suggests that AllPro was financially unstable: "where would their

'

commissions go if they went under?" Because of market conditions at all times relevant
herein, such statements were the equivalent of yelling "Fire!" in a crowded theatre.
129.

The mailer claims that contacting an AllPro broker (Bates included) often takes a long

i

time. In reality, AllPro brokers had excellent response times.
130.
f:;j

The mailer suggests that AllPro agents were unable to change MLS listings. AllPro

agents could change MLS listings, they simply needed computer rights to do that. Unlike

19
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other brokerages, AllPro hired office staff for the puiposes of changing MLS listings for their
agents, so the agents could devote more time with clients.
131.

As a result of said campaign, Bates was compelled to hire an attorney, for purposes of

notifying Defendant Long and ERE on March 4, 2008, via certified mail that
Your mailer was sent to Allpro Realty agents by letter and similar oral statements
have been made to AllPro agents. The mailer contains malicious, false, and
misleading statements. We hereby demand that you cease and desist from
disseminating these statements. You will be held accountable for your actions
and any damages caused by those actions.
132.

Although, following the cease and desist letter, ERE no longer made use of said mailers,

the damage was already done. Defendant Wall and ERE had already sent up to 50 (figure
i

• \
*- "'

represented by Defendant Wall to Bates) mailers out. Obviously, a lot of time was spent on
the composing, printing and mailing out of the letter. This conduct would have taken in the
least, some thought in planning and execution.
133.

Other brokerages around Utah began similar campaigns in an effort to tarnish Bates's

reputation, squeeze AllPro from the competition, and induce AllPro agents into abandoning
any contractual relations they had with AllPro.
134.

Solicitations, verbal and written sent out by other brokerages mirrored the allegations

made by Wall, Long and ERE, But, ERE agents were still rewarded with $100 bonuses from
every agent real estate transaction for every agent they brought under Long's principle
broker's license and Designated Realtor membership. Presumably, other offending
brokerages offered the similar incentives.

(
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135.

AllPro agents continued receiving emails from ERE employees. On September 18, 2008,

Quent Casperson, Vice President of Marketing at ERE sent out such an email directly to
specific persons for purposes of inducing AllPro agents into leaving the company.
136.

The subject line of said email read "allpro issues."

137.

In closing the email, the Defendant ERE states "P.S. Many Allpro agents have switched

to Equity over the past few years - most of those that did came over through word of mouth
referrals from other agents."
138.

Said campaigns made any efforts by Bates in protecting AllPro from the market futile.

Although Bates had already implemented an over $600,000 rejuvenation plan, few agents
were left under AllPro to participate in the revitalization efforts. (See Appendix H - chart
showing the effects of a shift of agents away from AllPro and a shift of agents to ERE).
139.

Additionally, upon information and belief, ERE's business substantially improved as a

result of said conduct - inducing agents in leaving Bates's company.
140.

In or around September 2008, an agent for Long and ERE sent an email to at least one

individual stating that "AllPro Realty Group Inc and Doug Bates now have several
judgements (sic) against them in court. He also has a bench warrant out for his arrest for not
appearing before the judge in my case against him. I have filed ethics complaints against
them and a complaint with the division of real estate. The sherrifs (sic) dept. thinks he has
skipped town. It is rumored that he owns agents more than $1,000,000 in commissions taken
and not paid out."

;P)
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141.

No case was ever made against Bates by said agent. And there was no indication that, or

even any reason for, Bates to have skipped town because there was never a warrant out for
his arrest.
142.

At this point in time, it is unknown how far this email was distributed, however, upon

information and belief, at least three other individuals received the email
143.

On October 30, 2008, Bates met with various agents for purposes of creating a resolution

between AllPro and former agents.
144.

In said meeting, Defendant T. Johnson made a comment to Bates that a group of

individuals identified as "we" were doing to see that Bates would never practice real estate in
Utah or anywhere again. The meeting comprised of Bates, T\ Johnson, agent for ERE, and
other former agents of AllPro.
145.

During this time, numerous agents were interested in associating their real estate licenses

under Bates's broker's license in a new place of practice, once AllPro was finished winding
down its business.
146.

Defendant Smalley threatened to fine bates $100,000 because of the dispute between

Bates and former AllPro agents, knowing that the UDRE had no grounds for doing so.
147.

During all relevant times herein, many statements were made by prominent Utah real

estate leaders and name Defendants, attacking his reputation as a father of six daughters.
148.

Upon information and belief, Defendant Hoover, president elect of the NWAR, stated to

at least one Utah real estate agent (Donna Birdsall) that Bates abused his daughters and
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emphasized that no real estate agent would want to be associated with Bates. These
i

statements held no scintilla of truth.

Conclusion of the Facts
149.

Overall, all conduct by the Defendants herein were synchronized in such a way, while

AUPro was struggling, in an opportunistic attempt to drive Bates from the Utah real estate
industry and see that he never practiced real estate in Utah or anywhere again.
150.

<

Bates had to cease all business endeavors to defend against administrative and legal

proceedings and work with legal counsel in mitigating the damages cause to his business and
'/

reputation as a result of the Defendants1 conduct.
151.

I

Also, a close business partner of Bates, outraged by the allegations set forth by the

Defendants through media outlets and administrative proceedings, refused to continue or
pursue any further business with Bates.
152.

This, and because Bates's assets were already lost in an attempt to save AUPro, Bates felt

forced to sell his portion of another company to said business partner for a fraction of the
value. The $24,000 was used purely for legal fees in mitigating the damages cause by the
Defendants' conduct.
153.

Other real estate agents and potential business associates, who once expressed an interest

in pursuing business endeavors with Bates, were no longer interested in doing business with
him.
•-';: /J

154.

Utah's real estate industry appears to go beyond "guarded."
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155.

The registered agents and CEOs of UAR, SLBR, and NWAR, respectively named Kyler,

Kohler, and Ostermiller, at all times relevant herein, operated as partners of KKO (Kyler,
Kohler, Ostermiller) Lawyers. Since tiien, Bryan Kohler appears to have left the law firm.
156.

Said law firm has a unique and personal relationship with the board of each Deiendant

association/company and with the Utah Division of Real Estate, and its Commission.
157.

Together these individuals and organizations have power to exercise excessive industry

power not only on part of the organizations but the Utah real estate industry as a whole:.
158.

The law firm has a unique and personal relationship with each Defendant

association/company and therefore controls a majority of the real estate industry and its
policies.
159.

Dave Mansell was appointed President and Chief Operating Officer of Coldwell Banker

Residential Brokerage of Utah in 2001. As president of the UAR in 2008, and as second vice
president of the SLBR in 2002, he was a large participant in appointing partners of KKO
Lawyers to real estate leadership positions, including CEO positions of Defendant
associations/organizations.
160.

He has been quoted in news articles (including The Salt Lake Tribune and Deseret News)

stating that Coldwell Banker, a wholly owned subsidiary of Realogy Franchise Group, LLC,
has intentions of dominating more than 70 percent of the Utah real estate market.
161.

The UAR is directly tied to the conduct referred to herein. Aside from KKO Lawyer

involvement in the Utah real estate industry, UDRE Commission chairmen H. Blaine Walker
and Doyle "Sam" Sampson, and president of the SLBR Defendant Bowers, all have close and
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personal relationships, shared interests and animosity against Bates. All Defendant
associations are member boards of the UAR, and each acts as an agent of the UAR.
162.

Overall, the campaign to destroy Bates's career and reputation was well synchronized

and conveniently timed. The misuse of associational policy and industry power was a
powerful tool for the Defendants in tarring his personal and professional reputation and in
timing the carrying out of such campaign.
163.

Bates has since, been diligently pursuing his rights and remedies under the law. He

commenced a Federal law suit against Defendant SLBR and others herein, on December 9,
2009, Said Federal action was dismissed, for lack of standing on February 11, 2010.
164.

In conclusion, as a result of the Defendants' conduct, Bates has been unable to effectively

practice in the Utah real estate industry. He now resides in Seattle, Washington where he
attempts to recuperate from damages caused by all conduct mentioned herein.
165.

While in Seattle, Bates interviewed and was hired on the spot by a real estate company.

One day after being hired, management found statements made against Bates by the Utah
real estate industry Defendants. Concerned, Bates's new employer asked him for five
references. After contacting provided references, management in Bates's new employer met
and ultimately decided that, although the provided references were impeccable, Bates would
"not be a good fit."
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FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION: DEFAMATION
166.

Plaintiff incorporates by reference all paragraphs herein above.

167.

Plaintiff alleges, as a private figure, that the Defendants, collectively, (1) published

statements, both printed and orally, and/or provided statements to newspapers, news outlets,
including KSL broadcasters, and to other individuals including prospective clients, customers
and business associates, (2) which statements were false or substantially untrue, (3) which
statements or persons were not subject to privilege, (4) published to requisite degree a,nd (5)
such statements resulted in damages to Plaintiffs reputation, integrity, and current and future
^v..> .

business relations. See Oman v. Davis Sch. Dist, 194 P.3d 956 (Utah 2008).
168.

At all said times herein mentioned, each Defendant was acting as the agent of the other,

and each was acting in the course and scope of its agency with its principal.
169.

Defendant T. Johnson, a Realtor member of the SLBR, stated on December 10, 2008,

over a KSL broadcast that the Plaintiff was walking away from his failing company with a
pocket full of money. This statement was directed towards the Plaintiffs integrity,
professional and personal, and implies that he is dishonest and unprofessional. The Plaintiff
did not "walk away," but rather invested over $600,000 his own money into AllPro to save
the company from failure.
170.

Additionally, the Plaintiff and his company did everything in their power to pay owed

commissions, including making and attempting to make resolutions with agents.
171.
••'S

In an administi'ative hearing on January 21, 2009, Defendant T. Johnson admitted under

oath that he had no factual basis for his statements made in the December 10, 2008 broadcast.
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Therefore, said statements, were made by Defendant T. Johnson knowing their falsehood or
recklessly disregarding their truthfulness.
172.

Defendant Bowers stated on December 10, 2008, over a KSL broadcast, in referring to

!

the Plaintiff that "We hold our people to a higher standard, and ethical standard and that's

|

why it's important that we have ethical and well trained people." Said statement was made

i

despite, as the story explains, that Bowers couldn't say why the Plaintiff was expelled from
i

the SLBR.
173.
,,-r

{

Also, Defendant Bowers stated in said broadcast that "AllPro did not follow the

procedures and whatnot outlined by our association." However, the Plaintiff never violated

^i )
^

{

SLBR procedures and therefore, said statement was false and defamatory to the Plaintiffs
professional and personal integrity, especially when taken in proper context.
174.

The December 10, 2008 broadcast was centered on Bates, the investigation regarding his

license, and his allegedly unethical and dishonest behavior. All statements in said broadcast
are taken in this context.
175.

KSL News broadcasts to five surrounding states, in addition to making available on their

website, most or any news broadcasts internationally, twenty-four hours a day, seven days a
week. Additionally, KSL has the largest viewing audience throughout Utah.
176.

Ultimately, said statements in the December 10, 2008 KSL broadcast were false because

<

they gave the illusion that the Plaintiff was expelled due to ethical violations of the SLBR.
However, the expulsion initially occurred due to a $50.00 accounting error on the part of the
^'

;

(

SLBR.
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177.

Said accounting error was in actuality, adjusted by the SLBR months prior to the

expulsion. But, upon information and belief, the error was only used as grounds for later
expulsion.
178.

Defendants Wall, and Long dba ERE participated in said defamation campaign through

the distribution of a mailer containing malicious, false, and misleading statements regarding
the Plaintiff and his company.
179.

On February 20, 2008 Randall Wall, acting under the direction of Long dba ERE,

composed and emailed a solicitation (hereinafter referred to as "mailer") directed towards the
Plaintiffs associates and agents directly and generally (attached as Appendix I).
'::-;-.V

180.

In said mailer, Defendant Wall discussed many negative and unethical experiences in

working with the Plaintiff and his company, yet Defendant Wall only folly participated in
one transaction as an agent with the Plaintiff and his company.
181.

Said mailer contained false allegations that commission checks take "a month or more" to

process, and that the Plaintiff and his company violated use of trust accounts (which
investigations undertaken by the Utah Division of Real Estate revealed never occurred).
182.

Solicitations, verbal and written sent out by other brokerages mirrored the allegations

made by Wall, Long and ERE. But, ERE agents were still rewarded with $100 bonuses from
every agent real estate transaction for every agent they brought under Long's principle
broker's license and Designated Realtor membership. Presumably, other offending
brokerages offered the similar incentives.
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183.

Said campaigns made any efforts by Bates in protecting AllPro from the market futile.
i

Although Bates had already implemented an over $600,000 infusion, few agents were left
under AllPro to participate in the revitalization efforts.
184.

Additionally, upon information and belief, EPJB's business substantially improved as a

result of said conduct - inducing agents in leaving Bates's company and discouraged new
agents from contracting with Allpro. (See Appendix H - chart showing migration of agents).
185.

Said mailer triggered a chain reaction among Utah brokers in an effort to defame the

\

Plaintiff for purposes of injuring the Plaintiffs reputation and inducing agents to breach their
contract with the Plaintiff, and begin working for their respective brokerages.
186.

.

I
j

Statements, verbal and written, used by other Utah brokers mirrored the false allegations

mentioned in the initial February 20, 2008 solicitation.
187.

I

Said mailer and subsequent statements were published and distributed with knowledge

that such was false or with reckless disregard to their truth.
188.

Also, groundless administrative proceedings, and complaints made by the Defendants in

an attempt to begin administrative proceedings made an implicit but clear statement, which

{

was false, to the public regarding the Plaintiffs integrity as an individual and integrity and
capacity as a professional in the community.
189.

Defendants collectively participated in said defamatory conduct under malice fostered by

<

Plaintiffs control over AllPro, a brokerage company in competition with said Defendants and
Defendants' affiliated real estate agencies and companies and by the introduction of
(

consumer friendly real estate practices into the Utah real estate industry.
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190.

Defendants demonstrated such malice through the execution of an intricate defamation

campaign which included and resulted in administrative proceedings against the Plaintiff and
the exceptional renewal of Plaintiffs broker's license in order to bring said proceedings
against the Plaintiff to only publicly revoke Plaintiffs broker's license.
191.

Automatic renewal of expired licenses is contrary to regulations and industry standards,

and such renewals, with the lack of application, fees, and proof of education requirements
goes against administrative regulations and the public policy of protecting the public at large.
192.

The groundless legal proceedings were a statement by Defendants involved, in instigating

and carrying out the investigations and the actual proceedings that the Plaintiff was
incompetent, unethical and attacked his integrity personally and professionally.
193.

Defendant T. Johnson demonstrated malice through a comment made directly to the

Plaintiff stating that they (the Defendants collectively) would see that the Plaintiff would
never practice real estate in Utah or anywhere again.
194.

Defendant Smalley demonstrated malice through a comment made, on October the 27th

of 2008, directly to the Plaintiff stating that individuals in the Utah Division of Real Estate
were trying to find a way around current law to punish the Plaintiff despite the understanding
of Defendant Steinegal and other Defendants, that a dispute over nonpayment of
commissions does not warrant disciplinary action by the UDRE.
195.

Prior to the execution of said defamation campaign and administrative proceedings the

Plaintiff held a spotless reputation, representing over 40,000 real estate transactions for the
public without any public complaints against his Utah license with regards to his broker's
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fiduciary duties. And, the Plaintiff had no ethical complaints from the public in any of his
i

professional capacities.
196.

Plaintiffs goodwill and reputation, blackened by the defamation campaign, also included

service on the Salt Lake Board of Realtors from 2001 to 2005, and on the UAR board of
directors from 2004 to 2008.
197.

Ultimately, Plaintiff was widely known and respected in the general community

throughout Utah.

He had an excellent record of historical performance as a licensed

<

principal broker and designated Realtor member.
198.

Causes of actions herein make claims against the Defendants only in their private

capacities. No Defendants, in their private capacities, are privileged with regard to the
defamatory conduct directed towards the Plaintiff,
199.

Statements made by the Defendants were broadly and narrowly distributed to
i

professionals and the public at large through the use of emails, direct conversation,
administrative proceedings and the use of widely distributed newspapers, particularly the
Daily Herald, and statements made to KSL News for broadcasts to the public in numerous

{

stories/reports.
200.

Many false and defamatory statements continue to exist and are accessible on various
{

websites, continually perpetuating the effect of the Defendants' defamation campaign against
the Plaintiff which ultimately injured and continue to injure his goodwill and reputation in
the community.
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201.

Additionally, Defendants in the Utah real estate industry attacked the Plaintiffs

reputation as a father of six daughters. Statements were made to real estate agents around
Utah, falsely accusing the Plaintiff ofjjBHBJ abusing his daughters.
202.

Said defamatory statements and the administrative proceedings were brought with

wanton disregard to the Plaintiffs privacy and due process rights.
203.

As a result of said defamation campaign, a business partner of the Plaintiff became

outraged and demanded the undervalued sale of the Plaintiffs ownership in another venture
the Plaintiff was involved with. This business partner, and other associates of the Plaintiff, as
a result of said conspiracy/campaign refused to work with the Plaintiff.
204.

As a result of said defamation campaign and improper administrative proceedings, the

Plaintiffs goodwill and reputation has been substantially tarnished. Business associates once
interested in pursuing business endeavors with the Plaintiff are no longer interested in being
his associates. Additionally, the Plaintiff faces extraordinary obstacles in pursuing a Utah
broker's license. The Plaintiff was forced to cease current and future earning activities and
devote all his time in defense against administrative proceedings. Also, the Plaintiff, through
the supplication of legal counsel incurred legal fees for multiple purposes throughout the
execution of said defamation campaign. Overall, the Plaintiff continues experiencing the
effects of harsh defamatory statements made explicitly and implicitly against him to
individuals, business associates and to the public.
205.

Plaintiff, as a result of said defamatory statements, incurred special damages including:

lost earnings, historically, as a result of administrative proceedings brought against him in the
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amount of $390,000; lost future earnings as a Utah broker in the amount of $1,950,000; lost
future and current business relations in the amount of $2,500,000; costs of legal
representation during administrative investigations in the amount of $13,000; costs of legal
representation in defending against administrative proceedings in the amount of $23,000;
costs of legal representation retained for the puipose of mitigating damage to the Plaintiffs
reputation in the amount of $45,500; punitive damages in amount of $10,000,000 for the use
of public offices and, fiduciary real estate industry positions to blacken the Plaintiffs
reputation and because said conduct was brought with wanton disregard to the rights of the

Ijjfl
%x>

Plaintiff; and other damages, ultimately which damages, if awarded, place the Plaintiff in the
same position he would be in had the defamation not taken place.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION: DEFAMATION PER SE
206.

Plaintiff incorporates by reference all paragraphs herein above.

207.

Plaintiff alleges, as a private figure, that statements provided and spoken by Defendants,

published in written word and broadcasted orally through news broadcasts on widely
available televisions stations, which broadcasts and writing was and is available on several
internet sites and newspapers were defamatory, specifically directed at the Plaintiff, which,
on their face, and without aid of intrinsic proof were unmistakably injurious. See Seegmiller
v. KSL, Inc., 626 P.2d 968 (Utah 1981).
208.

At all said times herein mentioned, each Defendant was acting as the agent of the other,

n
W*

and each was acting in the course and scope of its agency with its principal.
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209.

Said statements, spoken or provided by Defendants were false, implied and expressed

criminal conduct on the part of the Plaintiff, and imputed conduct which is incongruous with
the exercise of a lawful business, trade, and profession. See Id at 977; see also Larson v.
Sysco Corp., 767 P.2d 557, 560 (Utah 1989).
210.

Said defamatory statements impeached the Plaintiffs honesty, integrity and reputation,

thereby exposing him to public hatred, contempt, and ridicule.

See West v. Thomson

Newspapers, 872 P.2d 999, 1008 (Utah 1994).
211.
j&®fr*

Although the Plaintiff incorporates by reference all paragraphs herein above, under

defamation per se, this cause of action does not require the showing of malice or special

ill!
";^"

damages, despite the existence of such.
212.

As a result of the intricate defamation campaign and improper administrative

proceedings, the Plaintiffs goodwill and reputation has been substantially tarnished.
Business associates once interested in pursuing business endeavors with the Plaintiff are no
longer interested in being his associates. Additionally, the Plaintiff faces extraordinary
obstacles in pursuing a Utah broker's license and membership in realtor associations in Utah
and other states.
213.

Said defamatory statements and the administrative proceedings were brought with

wanton disregard to the Plaintiffs privacy and due process rights.
214. The Plaintiff was forced to cease current and future earning activities to defend against
c_

administrative proceedings. Also, the Plaintiff, through the supplication of legal counsel

cy

incurred legal fees for multiple purposes throughout the execution of said defamation
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campaign. Overall, the Plaintiff in his professional capacities continues experiencing the
effects of harsh defamatory statements made explicitly and implicitly against him to
individuals, business associates and to the public.
215.

Plaintiff, as a result of said defamatory statements, incuixed special damages including:

lost earnings, historically, as a result of administrative proceedings brought against him in the
amount of $390,000; lost future earnings as a Utah broker in the amount of $1,950,000; lost
future and current business relations in the amount of $2,500,000; costs of legal
representation during administrative investigations in the amount of $13,000; costs of legal
representation in defending against administrative proceedings in the amount of $23,000;
costs of legal representation retained for the purpose of mitigating damage to the Plaintiffs
reputation in the amount of $45,500; punitive damages in amount of $ 10,000,000 for the use
of public offices and, fiduciary real estate industry positions to blacken the Plaintiffs
reputation and because said conduct was brought with wanton disregard to the rights of the
Plaintiff; and other damages, ultimately which damages, if awarded, place the Plaintiff in the
same position he would have been in had die defamation per se not taken place.
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THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION: CONSPmACY TO DEFAME
216.

Plaintiff incorporates by reference all paragraphs herein above.

217.

The Plaintiff alleges (hat (1) a combination of two or more persons, (2) with an object to

be accomplished, (3) a meeting of the minds on the object of course of action, (4) one or
more unlawful, overt acts, and (5) damages as a proximate result thereof. See Alia Indus, v.
Hurst, P.2d 1282, 1290 (Utah 1993); Israel Pagan Estate v. Cannon, IAS P.2d 785, 790
(UtahCt.App. 1987).
218.

In a claim for civil conspiracy, it is unnecessary to prove that the parties actually came

together and entered into a formal agreement to do the acts complained of by direct evidence,

*£•

although some Defendants here did.
219.

Instead, a civil conspiracy can be, and is here, inferred from circumstantial evidence,

including the nature of the acts done, the relations of the parties, and the interests of the
alleged conspirators.
220.

Plaintiff alleges that all Defendants, collectively, conspired under an explicit and implicit

agreement in public and private meetings to target the Plaintiff and his goodwill and
reputation through the carrying out of publicity campaigns, the exaggerated and wrongful
accusations of dishonesty, and improper and groundless legal proceedings against the
Plaintiff.
221.

At all said times herein mentioned, each Defendant was acting as the agent of the other,

and each was acting in the course and scope of its agency with its principal.
' ' . -'
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222.

Plaintiff alleges that the Defendant T. Johnson and other known and unknown

Defendants, listed and Does, held a secret meeting on November 1, 2008. Said meeting
centered on the destruction of the Plaintiffs reputation and career.

In said meeting,

Defendants discussed and signed a petition to bring administrative proceedings against the
Plaintiff and expel him from Utah real estate associations.
223.

Plaintiff alleges that another closed meeting took place on November 3, 2008. In said

meeting, Defendants T. Johnson, Kyler, Ostermiller, Steinagel, and Smalley met to carry out
i.

the intentions set forth by Defendants in the November 1, 2008 meeting.
4:

: :;x
*'

224.

No minutes for this meeting were kept, and the media, including KSL reporter Nicole

Gonzales, were barred from entry or participation of such meeting.
225.

In the two meetings, and places and times elsewhere unknown to the Plaintiff, a meeting

of the minds took place for purposes of carrying out civil conspiracy against the Plaintiff to
publicly defame him and destroy his career as a broker.
226.

Upon information and belief, said meeting centered around the Plaintiff, AllPro, and

Plaintiffs brokerage license, the revocation of such license, and the carrying out of an
intricate defamation campaign against the Plaintiff.
227.

Upon information and belief, Defendant T. Johnson met privately with certain prominent

real estate industry participants for purposes of determining a meeting of the minds and
carrying out said conspiracy.
228.

Together, named Defendants, including Does, depended on each Defendants' advantages

i ft
4

••"

and spheres of influence, including those held in public offices under the Utah Division of
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Real Estate and positions of power in the UAR, NWAR and SLBR to bring about a common
purpose of permanently eliminating the Plaintiff from the Utah real estate industry by
carrying out an intricate campaign of defamation and publicly attempting to revoke his
license in an effort to blacken his professional and personal reputation, and cause public
hatred towards him.
229. . Additionally, the campaign to destroy Bates's career and reputation was well
synchronized and conveniently timed. The misuse of associational policy and industry
power was a powerful tool for the Defendants in tarring his personal and professional

IS|

reputation and in timing the carrying out of such campaign.
230.

Overall, prominent members of the UAR, SLBR, and NWAR in their individual

capacities and as agents of the UAR, SLBR and NWAR, and all other Defendants in this
action, under explicit and implicit agreements, together conspired and used their spheres of
influence to engage in an intricate campaign of defamation against the Plaintiff, prevailing in
the blackening of the Plaintiffs personal and professional reputation by casting on the public
their explicit and implicit statements regarding his integrity which were unmistakably
injurious to his current and future business relations.
231.

As a result of said conspiracy, defamation campaign and improper administrative

proceedings, the Plaintiffs goodwill and reputation has been substantially tarnished.
Business associates once interested in pursuing business endeavors with the Plaintiff are no
longer interested in being his associates. Additionally, the Plaintiff faces extraordinary
• - • ' - /

obstacles in pursuing a Utah broker's license. The Plaintiff was forced to cease current and
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m)
future earning activities and devote all his time in defense against administrative
proceedings. Also, the Plaintiff, through the supplication of legal counsel incurred legal fees
for multiple purposes throughout the execution of said defamation campaign. Overall, the
Plaintiff continues experiencing the effects of harsh defamatory statements made explicitly
and implicitly against him to individuals, business associates and to die public.
232.

Plaintiff, as a result of said conspiracy, incurred special damages including: lost earnings,

historically, as a result of administrative proceedings brought against him in the amount of
$390,000; lost future earnings as a Utah broker in the amount of $1,950,000; lostfixtureand
current business relations in the amount of $2,500,000; costs of legal representation during
£••3)

administrative investigations in the amount of $13,000; costs of legal representation in
defending against administrative proceedings in the amount of $23,000; costs of legal
representation retained for the purpose of mitigating damage to the Plaintiffs reputation in
the amount of $45,500; punitive damages in amount of $10,000,000 for the use of public
offices and, fiduciary real estate industry positions to blacken the Plaintiffs reputation and
because said conduct was brought with wanton disregard to the rights of the Plaintiff; and
other damages, ultimately which damages, if awarded, place the Plaintiff in the same position
he would be in had the defamation not taken place.
233.

Therefore, all Defendants should be held liable for defamation and/or defamation per se

under a theory of conspiracy to defame.
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FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION: FALSE LIGHT
234.

Plaintiff incorporates by reference all paragraphs herein above.

235.

Plaintiff alleges that Defendants (1) publicized a matter concerning the Plaintiff that

placed the Plaintiff before the public in a false light, (2) the false light in which the Plaintiff
was placed would be highly offensive to a reasonable person, and (3) the Defendants knew or
recklessly disregarded the falsity of the publicized matter and the false light in which the
Plaintiff was placed. See Stien v. Marriot Ownership Resorts, Inc., 944 P.2d 374, 380 (Utah
CtApp. 1997).
y^m^

236.

At all said times herein mentioned, each Defendant was acting as the agent of the other,

and each was acting in the course and scope of its agency with its principal
237.

Defendant T. Johnson, a Realtor member of the SLBR, stated on December 10, 2008,

over a KSL broadcast that the Plaintiff was walking away from his failing company with a
pocket full of money.

This statement was directed towards the Plaintiffs integrity,

professional and personal, and implies that he is dishonest and unprofessional. The Plaintiff
did not "walk away," but rather invested over $600,000 of his own money into AllPro to save
the company from failure. This statement was made prior to any notice to the Plaintiff of any
expulsion.
238.

Additionally, the Plaintiff and his company did everything in their power to pay owed

commissions, including making and attempting to make resolutions with agents.
239.
'-:'-"'

In an administrative hearing on January 21, 2009, Defendant T. Joiinson admitted under

oath that he had no factual basis for his statements made in the December 10, 2008 broadcast.
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Therefore, said statements, were made by Defendant T. Johnson knowing their falsehood or
recklessly disregarding their truthfulness and ultimately placed the Plaintiff in false light to
the public.
240.

Defendant Bowers stated on December 10, 2008, over a KSL broadcast, in referring to

the Plaintiff that "We hold our people to a higher standard, and ethical standard and that's
why it's important that we have ethical and well trained people." Although, as the story
explains, that Bowers couldn't say why the Plaintiff was expelled from the SLBR.
241.

Also, Defendant Bowers stated in said broadcast that "AllPro did not follow the

procedures and whatnot outlined by our association." However, the Plaintiff never violated
SLBR procedures and therefore, said statement cast the Plaintiff in false light to the public.
242.

The December 10, 2008 broadcast was centered around Bates, the investigation regarding

his license, and his allegedly unethical and dishonest behavior.

All statements in said

broadcast are taken in this context.
243.

Ultimately, said statements in the December 10, 2008 KSL broadcast were false because

they gave the illusion that the Plaintiff was expelled due to ethical violations of the SLBR.
However, the expulsion initially occurred due to a $50.00 accounting error on the part of the
SLBR.
244.

Said accounting error was in actuality, adjusted by the SLBR months prior to the

expulsion. But, upon information and belief, the error was only used as grounds for later
expulsion.
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245.

Defendants Wall, and Long dba ERE participated in said campaign through the

distribution of a mailer containing malicious, and misleading statements regarding the
Plaintiff and his company.
246.

On February 20, 2008 Randall Wall, acting under the direction of Long dba ERE,

composed and emailed a solicitation (hereinafter referred to as "mailer") directed towards the
Plaintiffs associates and agents directly and generally (attached as Appendix I).
247.

In said mailer, Defendant Wall discussed many negative and unethical experiences in

working with the Plaintiff and his company, yet Defendant Wall only participated in one
transaction as an agent with the Plaintiff and his company.
248.

Said mailer contained false allegations that commission checks take "a month or more" to

process, and that the Plaintiff and his company violated use of trust accounts (which
investigations undertaken by the Utah Division of Real Estate revealed never occurred).
249.

Said mailer triggered a chain reaction among Utah brokers in an effort to defame the

Plaintiff for purposes of injuring the Plaintiffs reputation and inducing agents to breach their
contract with the Plaintiff, and begin working for their respective brokerages.
250.

Mailers used by other Utah brokers mirrored the false allegations mentioned in the initial

February 20, 2008 solicitation.
251.

Said mailer and subsequent mailers were published and distributed to cast the Plaintiff in

false light to the public and business associates of the Plaintiff.
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252.

The groundless administrative proceedings, and complaints made by the Defendants in an

attempt to begin administrative proceedings cast the Plaintiff in false light, attacking his
integrity as an individual and integrity and capacity as a professional in the community.
253.

Plaintiff alleges that said statements, the carrying out of an intricate campaign and the

groundless administrative proceedings held against the Plaintiff placed the plaintiff before
the public in a false light.
254.

A reasonable person would find such an attack on a reasonable person's legitimate

business and professional capacities highly offensive, especially when such attacks are
injurious to the livelihood and earning potential of a reasonable person.
255.

The Defendants knew or recklessly disregarded the falsity of the publicized matter in

which the Plaintiff was placed, knowing that an attack would cause injury to his livelihood
and ultimately because multiple Defendants expressed or implied the groundless motivations
for such attacks and public administrative proceedings.
256.

Said false light were brought about with wanton disregard to the Plaintiffs privacy and

due process rights.
257.

Additionally, Defendant Hoover, attacked the Plaintiffs reputation as a father of six

daughters. Statements were made to real estate agents around Utah, falsely accusing the
Plaintiff of flBflft abusing his daughters which ultimately cast the Plaintiff in false light to
members of the Utah real estate industry at large.
258.

As a result of said defamation campaign and improper administrative proceedings, the

Plaintiffs goodwill and reputation has been cast in false light to the public.
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Business

associates once interested in pursuing business endeavors with the Plaintiff are no longer
interested in being his associates. Additionally, the Plaintiff faces extraordinary obstacles in
pursuing a Utah broker's license. The Plaintiff was forced to cease current and future earning
activities and devote all his time to defending against administrative proceedings. Also, the
Plaintiff, through the supplication of legal counsel incurred legal fees for multiple purposes
throughout the execution of said defamation campaign. Overall, the Plaintiff continues
experiencing the effects of false light cast against him to individuals, business associates and
to the public.
259.

Plaintiff, as a result of said false light, incurred special damages including: lost earnings,

historically, as a result of administrative proceedings brought against him in the amount of
$390,000; lost future earnings as a Utah broker in die amount of $1,950,000; lost current and
future business relations in the amount of $2,500,000; costs of legal representation during
administrative investigations in the amount of $13,000; costs of legal representation in
defending against administrative proceedings in the amount of $23,000; costs of legal
representation retained for the purpose of mitigating damage to the Plaintiffs reputation in
the amount of $45,500; punitive damages in amount of $10,000,000 for the use of public
offices and, fiduciary real estate industry positions to cast false light regarding the Plaintiffs
integrity and because said conduct was brought with wanton disregard to the rights of the
Plaintiff; and other damages, ultimately which damages, if awarded, place the Plaintiff in the
same position he would have been in had the casting of false light not taken place.
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FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION: UNFAIR BUSINESS PRACTICES
260.

Plaintiff incorporates by reference all paragraphs herein above.

261.

Plaintiff alleges, under the Unfair Practices Act, U.C.A. § 13-5-14, that Defendants UAR,

SLBR, NWAR, WFRMLS, Steinegal, Kyler, Kohler, Ostermiller, H. Blaine Walker, Doyle
"Sam" Sampson, Bowers and Long dba ERE, collectively in their private capacities or as
agents of Defendant organizations, engaged in anti-competitive and unfair business practices
to the detriment of the Plaintiff and the public.
262.

The Unfair Practices Act was enacted to "safeguard the public against the creation, or

perpetuation of monopolies and to foster and encourage competition, by prohibiting unfair
and discriminatory practices by which fair and honest competition is destroyed or prevented."
U.C.A. § 13-5-17.
263.

At all said times herein mentioned, each Defendant was acting as the agent of the other,

and each was acting in the course and scope of its agency with its principal.
264.

Defendant WFRMLS owns and operates a website for the purpose of MLS listings for

Utah real estate.
265.

.

The website serves as the primary median, under which a majority of Utah real estate

transactions take place.
266.

Defendant WFRMLS requires, as a prerequisite to gaining real estate agent or brokerage

access to the website and listings that each member also be a member of a UAR member
board, or he SLBR.
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267.

This is uncompetitive and disadvantageous to real estate companies and brokerages who

choose not to join the SLBR or any UAR member board, or to individuals, like the Plaintiff,
who is removed involuntarily and discriminatorily from SLBR.
268.

Upon information and belief, WFRMLS, SLBR and NWAR have selectively enforced

the policy under paragraph 31 of the WFRMLS policy, and the Plaintiff was discriminated
against in the enforcement of the policy against him.
269.

The Plaintiff, prior administrative proceedings was involuntarily removed from the SLBR

and subsequently barred from accessing the WFRMLS website.
270.

Defendant WFRMLS's website was located at the URL address wfrmls.com.

271.

The WFRMLS then enacted rules for its members, placing vague prohibitions on the use

of the letters "MLS" in any MLS website URL address.
272.

Defendant WFRMLS's website, although still accessible by typing in the former URL

address, changed the actual URL address to utahrealestate.com.
273.

The Plaintiff at the time owned and operated a website at the URL address of

UtahMLS.com.
274.

WFRMLS policy prevents and/or discourages members of its listing service from using

any listing service like UtahMLS.com was designed to do - that is provide MLS listing
services to all Utah real estate licensees and the public. (See Appendix A - WFRMLS
policies, paragraphs 31 and 41.)
275.

Defendants, using their prominent positions in the UAR, WFRMLS, NWAR, and SLBR

targeted the Plaintiff and the use of his website through the suspension of his WFRMLS
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login membership, the removal of the Plaintiff from SLBR membership, and the changing of
the WFRMLS policy.
276.

Defendants demonstrate intentions of uncompetitive practices and the targeting of the

Plaintiff in changing WFRMLS rules and policy in response to founding UtahMLS.com.
277.

Following the rule change, an email was sent to the Plaintiff from WFRMLS stating in

part
I noticed that you own the utahmls.com domain name... Under rules of the
National Association of REALTORS and the WFRMLS, no broker or agent
subscriber to the WFRMLS may use the term "MLS" in their business name or
domain name. We believe the value of our domain name is therefore limited,
since it cannot be used by brokers or agents conducting real estate business.
Since AllPro is no longer operating, I thought you might consider selling this
domain name to the WFRMLS.
278.

Defendant WFRMLS, in said email, offered to purchase the domain name "utahmls.com"

for $2,000.
279.

Agreements between the Defendants requiring the membership of one organization to

participate in another constitutes a tying of services and a horizontal agreement. Under
general antitrust law both the horizontal agreements and the tying of services are
uncompetitive and considered per se illegal.
280.

On February 20, 2008 Randall Wall, acting under the direction of Long dba ERE,

composed and emailed a solicitation directed towards the Plaintiffs associates and agents
directly and generally (attached as Appendix I).
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281.

In said mailer, Defendant Wall discussed many negative experiences in working with the

Plaintiff and his company, yet only participated in one transaction as an agent with the
Plaintiff and his company.
282.

Said mailer contained many statements designed to defame the Plaintiff and induce

agents and associates of the Plaintiff to breach any contracts with the Plaintiff and/or no
longer make agreements with the Plaintiff.
283.

Said mailer triggered a chain reaction among Utah brokers in an effort to defame the

Plaintiff for purposes of inducing agents to breach their contract with the Plaintiff, and begin
working for their respective brokerages.
284.

AllPro agents continued receiving emails from ERE employees. On September 18, 2008,

Quent Casperson, Vice President of Marketing at ERE sent out such an email directly to
specific persons for purposes of inducing AllPro agents into leaving the Plaintiffs company.
285.

The subject line of said email read "allpro issues."

286.

In the closing the email, the Defendant ERE states "P.S. Many Allpro agents have

switched to Equity over the past few years - most of those that did came over through word
of mouth referrals from other agents."
287.

As a result of defamation and other campaigns, a business partner of the Plaintiff became

outraged and demanded the undervalued sale of the Plaintiffs ownership in another venture
the Plaintiff was involved with. This business partner, and other associates of the Plaintiff, as
a result of said conspiracy/campaign refused to work with the Plaintiff.
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288.

Upon information and belief, the Plaintiff was targeted in a weak real estate market by

the Defendants to overburden his time and finances and ultimately remove the Plaintiff from
the Utah real estate industry. The Defendants' behavior can be characterized as opportunistic.
289.

Such motives are evidenced by statements made by T. Johnson that a group of

individuals, identified as "we" (including ail Defendants) were going to see that the Plaintiff
would never practice real estate in Utah or anywhere again.
290.

Such behavior and practices carried out by the Defendants are unfair and uncompetitive

in nature and were brought about with wanton disregard to the Plaintiffs due process rights.
291.

Blocking the Plaintiffs access to the primary MLS literally paralyzed tire Plaintiffs

ability to perform any Broker functions or provide any real estate services.
292.

In this way, Defendants UAR, SLBR, and the WFRMLS serve as gatekeepers to the Utah

real estate industry, having unchecked discriminatory power over unwanted competitors.
293.

Because the Plaintiffs business had virtually been paralyzed, he let his broker's license

expire.
294.

Limiting access to the MLS to association members seriously hampers the competitive

effectiveness of nonmember licensed brokers and salesman.
295.

As a result of the Defendants1 actions, the public is limited to finding the best real estate

options through a broker and/or real estate agent with access to these websites. The public in
turn suffers higher prices and less benefits of competition because (1) the loss of the
Defendant, and others offering competition in the real estate market, who may similarly be
barred from participation on the website which is die primary median of the industry and (2)
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the costs of the maintenance, upkeep, costs and membership fees for real estate agents and
brokers are passed to the public.
296.

On December 9, 2008, the SLBR expelled the Plaintiff from its organization without

prior notice. In a KSL broadcast on December 10, 2008, the reporter states that Defendant
Bowers could not say why the Plaintiff was expelled. However, the story centered on the
Plaintiffs expulsion and Defendant Bowers continually refers to the need for higher ethics.
297.

Several days later, Defendant SLBR led the Plaintiff to believe that his expulsion was the

result of a $50.00 accounting error.
298.

Said accounting error was in actuality, adjusted by the SLBR months prior to the

expulsion. But, upon information and belief, the error was only used as grounds for later
expulsion.
299.

Under SLBR policy, members of the SLBR are "terminated" for accounting

delinquencies, and notification is required prior to termination. The SLBR instead,
characterizes the Plaintiffs dismembering as "expulsion." Under SLBR policy, members are
entitled to a hearing prior to expulsion. No hearing was afforded the Plaintiff.
300.

Here, no notification was given to the Plaintiff, but rather, the letter announcing his

expulsion was dated for December 10, 2008, postmarked for December 11, 2008 and refers
to his expulsion date as December 9, 2008. Therefore, the Plaintiff had no prior notice of his
expulsion, no hearing or right to appeal, and first heard about his expulsion from said KSL
broadcast.
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301.

SLBR's variance from policies and procedures constitutes abuse of industry

"gatekeeping" power and was uncompetitive and discriminatory, and ultimately part of an
intricate conspiracy to destroy the Plaintiffs career.
302.

Motivation for said conspiracy is evidenced in multiple statements from the several

Defendants regarding the removal of the Plaintiff from the real estate industry, and how
Defendants were looking for ways around current laws to "punish" the Plaintiff.
303.

Additionally, Defendants in the Utah Division of Real Estate carried out wrongful and

groundless administrative investigations and proceedings against the Plaintiff.

The

Defendants are prominent members of the Utah real estate industry, UAR, and work for, or
are in and of themselves, competitors of the Plaintiff. Industry leadership in and out of the
UAR represents a clear conflict of interest for Defendants.
304.

Defendant Steinegal, a member of the Utah Division of Real Estate at times relevant

herein, allowed administrative proceedings to continue despite his admission during a KSL
televised interview that the Commission had no jurisdiction on any disputes involving the
Plaintiff:
305.

Ultimately, Defendant Steinegal recused himself from the administrative proceedings

with knowledge that such actions were groundless, illegal, and anti-competitive.
306.

The groundless proceedings reflect uncompetitive and unfair business practices against

the Plaintiff
307.

Finally, the registered agents and CEOs of UAR, SLBR, and NWAR, respectively named

Kyler, Kohler, and Ostermiller, the same listed Defendants in this action, at the time,
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operated as partners of KKO (Kyler, Kohler, Ostermiller) Lawyers. Since tiien, Bryan ICohler
appears to have left the law firm. Said law firm has a unique and personal relationship with
the board of each Defendant association/company and with the Utah Division of Real Estate,
and its Commission, Together these individuals and organizations have power to, and did
exercise excessive industry power against the Plaintiff, to orchestrate discriminatory and anticompetitive conduct, not only on part of the organizations but the Utah real estate industry as
a whole.
308.

The relationships between these individuals and organizations, and the improper use of

such relationships is uncompetitive in nature and in violation of the Utah Fair Practices Act.
309.

The Defendants', in carrying out said conduct, violated U.C.A. § 13-5-3.

310.

As a result of the Defendants' conduct, the Plaintiff incurred damages relating to the cost

and business generation, or lack thereof, from his UtahMLS.com website. Additionally, the
Plaintiff incurred damages in the form of legal fees in retaining legal counsel for the purpose
of defending against the groundless legal proceedings. The Plaintiff also incurred damages
in the form of lost historical earnings and future earnings.
311.

Under U.C.A. § 13-5-14, the Plaintiff is entitled to injunctive relief, by reinstating the

Plaintiffs membership with the SLBR, by lifting the prerequisite on WFRMLS .membership
to have membership in the UAR and the SLBR, and the Plaintiff is entitled to treble damages
of actual damages sustained, plus court costs.
312.

Plaintiff, as a result of unfair practices and uncompetitive behavior, incurred actual

damages including: lost earnings, historically, as a result of administrative proceedings
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brought against him in the amount of $390,000; lost future earnings as a Utah broker in the
amount of $1,950,000; lost future business relations in the amount of $2,500,000; costs of
legal representation during administrative investigations in the amount of $13,000; costs of
legal representation in defending against administrative proceedings in the amount of
$23,000; costs of legal representation retained for the purpose of mitigating damage to the
Plaintiffs reputation in the amount of $45,500; lost earning potential from UtahMLS.com in
the amount of $3,000,000; and other damages, ultimately which damages, if awarded, place
the Plaintiff in the same position he would have been in had the unfair practices not taken
place.
313.

Additionally, the Plaintiff prays the Court award punitive damages in amount of

$10,000,000 for the use of public offices and influence and, fiduciary real estate industry
positions to gain unfair economic advantage and carry out anti-competitive and
discriminatory behavior against the Plaintiff and because said conduct was brought with
wanton disregard to the rights of the Plaintiff.
314.

The Plaintiff also prays for the injunctive relief with regards to KKO Lawyers and

their monopolized leadership participation in the real estate industry.
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SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION: IMPROPER USE OF LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
(ABUSE OF PROCESS)
315.

Plaintiff incorporates by reference all paragraphs herein above.

316.

"[T]o establish a claim for abuse of process, a claimant must demonstrate first, an ulterior

purpose; [and] second, an act in the use of process not proper in the regular prosecution of
the proceedings." Anderson Dev. Co. v. Tobias, 115 P.3d323 (Utah 2005).
317.

In a claim for abuse of process, the allegations must describe not just misuse of process,

but misuse "for some wrongful and unlawful object, or ulterior purpose." Kool v. Lee, 134 P.
906,910(1913).
318.

In an action for abuse of process, it is not necessary to show either malice or want of

probable cause, although such existed, nor that the proceeding had terminated, and it is
immaterial whether such proceeding was baseless or not.
319.

This ulterior puipose can involve "coerci[ng another through the use of process] to obtain

[something] . . . such as the surrender of property or the payment of money," W. Keeton,
Prosser and Keeton on Torts § 121 at 898 (5th ed.1984), or "compelling [the] victim to do
something which he would not otherwise be legally obliged to do," Crease v. Pleasant
Grove City, 519 P.2d 888, 890 (Utah 1974); see also Hatch v. Davis, 102 P.3d 744 (Utah
CtApp. 2004) (acknowledging as an improper purpose, an attempt "to intimidate the
residents of the town as well as the town council to comply with [the alleged process
abuser's] .narrow and peculiar political and philosophical positions"), affd in part and
remanded in part, 147 P.3d 383 (Utah 2006).
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320.

At all said times herein mentioned, each Defendant was acting as the agent of the other,

and each was acting in the course and scope of its agency with its principal.
321.

The Plaintiffs brokerage license is property for purposes of this cause of action.

322.

Defendants tried to have the Plaintiffs broker's license removed, improperly and under

improper pretense using said administrative proceeding.
323.

Four of the five members of the UDRE Commission were competitor Realtors of the

Plaintiff. Defendant Steinegal, other unknown Does, and other Defendants listed in this
complaint with unknown participation to be found in discovery, engaged in improper use of
administrative proceedings against the Plaintiff, maliciously, and with ulterior motives to
force the Plaintiff to comply with uncompetitive industry practices or remove the Plaintiff as
a competitor.
324.

Defendants known and unknown, who participated in the administrative proceeding acted

as agents of the UAR, NWAR, and the SLBR, or under the influence, direction or coercion of
an agent or agents of the UAR, NWAR, and the SLBR.
325.

Defendant Steinegal and other Defendants, prior to administrative proceedings knew that

no subject matter jurisdiction existed and that the proceedings were brought forward for an
improper purpose. He allowed the investigation and administrative proceedings despite his
admission during a KSL televised interview that the Commission had no jurisdiction on any
disputes involving the Plaintiff.
326.

Defendant Smalley? on October 27th 2008, commented directly to the Plaintiff stating

that individuals in the Utah Division of Real Estate were trying to find a way around current
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law to punish the Plaintiff despite the understanding that a dispute over nonpayment of
commissions does not warrant disciplinary action by the Utah Division of Real Estate.
327.

This improper use of legal proceedings is furdier explained under the cause of action for

unfair business practices and are incorporated by reference herein above.
328.

Additionally, ulterior motives and the illegality of administrative actions and proceedings

against the Plaintiff are further explained under the cause of action for unfair business
practices, and are incorporated by reference herein above,
329.

Defendants had an "ulterior purpose*' to penalize and punish the Plaintiff for AllPro's

non-payment of certain commissions despite the fact that the UDRE was not authorized to
take such action.
330.

Ulterior motives earned by the Defendants for the proceedings also lie in animosity the

Defendants held against the Plaintiff beginning with refusal to comply with uncompetitive
MLS listing practices of the WFRMLS and continued as the Plaintiff and his company
offered more resources and lower costs to the public, legitimately threatening Defendant
competitors and their practices. Ultimately, the motives of the legal proceedings were to
force the Plaintiff to comply with uncompetitive real estate practices or the squeezing out of
the Plaintiff from the Utah real estate industry.
331.

Defendants corroborated their ulterior purposes by willfully taking improper action

namely: (1) Defendants investigated the Plaintiff and AllPro in contravention of R.162-7-1,
(2) holding a non-public meeting with former agents of AllPro on November 1, 2008 and
November 3, 2008 in an effort to determine how to best "punish" the Plaintiff, (3) despite the
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November 3, 2008 statement by Defendant Smalley that all public funds held by AllPro in its
real estate trust account were safe and accounted for, holding a November 24, 2008 meeting
improperly threatening the Plaintiff during which Defendants threatened the Plaintiff with a
fine of $100,000 because AllPro was unable to pay due commissions, (4) Defendant Smalley
filed the Notice of Complaint on November 4, 2008, and Dee Johnson filed the Petition on
November 26, 2008, (5) Defendants instituted the administrative hearing requiring the
Plaintiff to defend himself against thirteen groundless charges in the Petition,
332.

On March 17, 2009 Judge Eklund issued "Court Findings of Fact and Conclusions of

Law," resulting from the said administrative proceeding, which read in part
[h]owever, it is critically significant that Rl62-7-1 that governs
this proceeding contains no exception to the provision that the
Division will not entertain complaints between licensees regarding
claims to commissions. Regardless of the reasons for its
enactment, R162-7-1 establishes a blanket prohibition in no
uncertain language. The Court concludes the rule is clear in its
terms and unambiguous in its application.
(emphasis added). Continuing the Court found that "Nothing in those statutes or rules
authorized the Division to renew or reinstate a license on a unilateral basis." Ultimately, the
Court ordered the dismissal of the proceeding "for lack of subject matter jurisdiction."
333.

Therefore, Defendants participating in legal process and administrative proceedings

against the Plaintiff engaged in abuse of process in two regards: (1) improperly renewing the
Plaintiffs license without an application, fee, or proof of education requirements; and (2)
engaging in administrative proceedings, with no subject matter jurisdiction, to revoke said
license under "clear and unambiguous" improper grounds.
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334.

Said administrative proceeding was part of an intricate conspiracy against the Plaintiff to

remove him from Utah real estate industry through the revocation of his license and the
public defamation through a public administrative proceeding.
335.

Defendants further wished to ingratiate themselves to the contingent of real estate agents

by holding the Plaintiff out as a dishonest and unethical person before the public.
336.

Said administrative proceedings were brought with wanton disregard to the Plaintiffs due

process rights.
337.

Plaintiff, as a result of Defendants' abuse of process, incurred actual damages including:

lost earnings, historically, as a result of administrative proceedings brought against him in the
amount of $390,000; lost future earnings as a Utah broker in the amount of $1,950,000; lost
current and future business relations in the amount of $2,500,000; costs of legal
representation during administrative investigations in the amount of $13,000; costs of legal
representation in defending against administrative proceedings in the amount of $23,000;
costs of legal representation retained for the purpose of mitigating damage to the Plaintiffs
reputation in the amount of $45,500; and other damages, ultimately which damages, if
awarded, place the Plaintiff in the same position he would have been in had the unfair
practices not taken place.
338.

Additionally, the Plaintiff prays the Court award punitive damages in amount of

$10,000,000 for the use of public offices and influence and, malicious abuse of process
brought against the Plaintiff and because said conduct was brought with wanton disregard to
the rights of the Plaintiff.
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SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION: TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH
CONTRACTUAL RELATIONS
339.

Plaintiff incorporates by reference all paragraphs herein above.

340.

The Plaintiff alleges that the Defendants (1) intentionally interfered with the Plaintiffs

existing contractual relations, (2) for an improper purpose or by improper means, (2) causing
injury to the Plaintiff.
341.

The purpose of this cause of action is to protect both existing contractual relationships

and prospective relationships of economic advantage not yet reduced to a formal contract.H
St. Benedict's Dev. Co. v. St. Benedict's Hosp., 811 P.2d 194, 200 (Utah 1991).
342.

At all said times herein mentioned, each Defendant was acting as the agent of the other,

and each was acting in the course and scope of its agency with its principal.
343.

Administrative proceedings against the Plaintiff, with intentions from the Defendants,

directly interfered with the operation and of the Plaintiffs business obligations with AllPro
and other related business endeavors,
344.

Use of said proceedings were improperly used to remove the Plaintiff from the Utah real

estate industry.
345.

Said proceedings were improperly used to disrupt the Plaintiffs business relations,

current and prospective.
346.

The Plaintiff, as a result of said proceedings had to spend all time and resources on

defending against said proceedings, thereby causing substantial injuries to the Plaintiffs
earning capacities and causing damages in the form legal costs.
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347.

WFRMLS improperly blocked the Plaintiff s access to'-the exchange in from about April

to June of 2006.
348.

This improper conduct interrupted the Plaintiffs current and future contractual relations.

349.

As a result, the Plaintiff and his company missed the benefits of the WFRMLS exchange,

as a "Designated Realtor" and Principal broker, which is the primary median under which a
majority of Utah real estate transactions take place. *
350.

Defendant SLBR, intentionally expelling the Plaintiff for improper purposes dismpted

the Plaintiffs contractual and prospective relations.
351.

As a result, the Plaintiff lost access to the WFRMLS, paralyzing his Brokerage

endeavors.
352.

On February 20, 2008 Randall Wall, acting under the direction of Long dba ERE,

composed and emailed a solicitation directed towards the Plaintiffs associates and agents
directly and generally (attached as Appendix I).
353.

In said mailer, Defendant Wall discussed many negative experiences in working with the

Plaintiff and his company, yet only participated in one transaction as an agent with the
Plaintiff and his company.
354.

Said mailer contained many statements designed to defame the Plaintiff and induce

agents and associates of the Plaintiff to breach any contracts with the Plaintiff and/or no
longer make agreements with the Plaintiff.
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355.

Said mailer triggered a chain reaction among Utah brokers in an effort to defame the

Plaintiff for purposes of inducing agents to breach their contract with the Plaintiff, and begin
working for their respective brokerages.
356.

AllPro agents continued receiving emails from ERE employees. On September 18, 2008,

Quent Casperson, Vice President of Marketing at ERE sent out such an email directly to
specific persons for purposes of inducing AllPro agents into leaving the Plaintiffs company.
357.

The subject line of said email read "allpro issues."•

358.

In the closing the email, the Defendant ERE states "P.S. Many Allpro agents have

switched to Equity over the past few years - most: of those that did came over through word
of mouth referrals from other agents."
359.

As a result of said campaign, a business partner of the Plaintiff became outraged and

demanded the undervalued sale of the Plaintiffs ownership in another venture the Plaintiff
was involved with. This business partner, and other associates of the Plaintiff, as a result of
said conspiracy/campaign refused to work with the Plaintiff.
360.

The Utah Court of Appeals has adopted section 774A of the Restatement (Second) of

Torts, which defines the measure for damages of tortious interference with a contract.
361.

One who is liable to another for interference with a contract or prospective contractual

relation is liable for damages for
(a) the pecuniary loss of the benefits of the contract or the prospective relation;
(b) consequential losses for which the interference is a legal cause; and
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(c) emotional distress or actual harm to reputation, if they are reasonably to be expected
to result from the interference.
Restatement (Second) of Torts §774A (1919).
Said Damages are described in detail herein, under "Damages."

EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION: TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH ECONOMIC
RELATIONS
362.

Plaintiff incorporates by reference all paragraphs herein above.

363.

The Plaintiff alleges that the Defendants (1) intentionally interfered with the plaintiffs

existing or potential economic relations, (2) for an improper purpose of by improper means,
(2) causing injury to the Plaintiff. See Leigh Furniture Carpet Co. v. Isom, 657 P.2d 293,
304 (Utah 1982).
364.

The purpose of this cause of action is to protect both existing contractual relationships

and prospective relationships of economic advantage not yet reduced to a formal contract."
St. Benedict's Dev. Co. v. St. Benedict's Hosp., 811 P.2d 194, 200 (Utah 1991).
365.

At all said times herein mentioned, each Defendant was acting as the agent of the other,

and each was acting in the course and scope of its agency with its principal.
366.

Administrative proceedings against the Plaintiff, with intentions from the Defendants,

directly interfered with the operation and of the Plaintiffs business obligations with AllPro
and other related business endeavors.
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367.

Said proceedings were improperly used to remove the Plaintiff from the Utah real estate

industry.
368.

Said proceedings were improperly used to disrupt the Plaintiffs business relations,

current and prospective.
369.

The Plaintiff, as a result of said proceedings had to spend all time and resources on

defending against said proceedings, thereby causing substantial injuries to the Plaintiffs
earning capacities and causing damages in the form of legal costs.
370.

WFRMLS improperly blocked the Plaintiffs access to the exchange from about April to

June of 2006.
371.

This improper conduct interrupted the Plaintiffs current and future contractual relations.

372.

As a result, the Plaintiff and his company missed the benefits of the WFRMLS exchange,

which is the primary median under which a majority of Utah real estate transactions take
place.
373.

Defendant SLBR, intentionally expelling the Plaintiff for improper purposes disrupted

the Plaintiffs contractual and prospective relations,
374.

As a result, the Plaintiff lost access to the WFRMLS, paralyzing his ability to carryout his

brokerage duties.
375.

On February 20, 2008 Randall Wall, acting under the direction of Long dba ERE,

composed and emailed a solicitation directed towards the Plaintiffs associates and agents
directly and generally (attached as Appendix I).
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In said mailer, Defendant Wall discussed many negative experiences in working with the

Plaintiff and his company, yet only participated in one transaction as an agent with the
Plaintiff and his company.
377.

Said mailer contained many statements designed to defame the Plaintiff and induce

agents and associates of the Plaintiff to breach any contracts with the Plaintiff and/or no
longer make agreements with the Plaintiff.
378.

AllPro agents continued receiving emails from ERE employees. On September 18, 2008,

Quent Casperson, Vice President of Marketing at ERE sent out such an email directly to
specific persons for purposes of inducing AllPro agents into leaving the Plaintiffs company.
379.

The subject line of said email read "allpro issues."

380.

In closing the email, the Defendant ERE states "P.S. Many Allpro agents have switched

to Equity over the past few years - most of those that did came over through word of mouth
referrals from other agents."
381.

As a result of administrative proceedings, and news broadcasts, a business partner of the

Plaintiff became outraged and demanded the undervalued sale of the Plaintiffs ownership in
another venture the Plaintiff was involved with. This business partner, and other associates
of the Plaintiff, as a result of said conspiracy/campaign refused to work with the Plaintiff.
382.

The Utah Court of Appeals has adopted section 774A of the Restatement (Second) of

Torts, which defines the measure for damages of tortious interference with a contract.
383.

One who is liable to another for interference with a contract or prospective contractual

relation is liable for damages for
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(a) the pecuniary loss of the benefits of the contract or the prospective relation;
(b) consequential losses for which the interference is a legal cause; and
(c) emotional distress or actual harm to reputation, if they are reasonably to be expected
to result from the interference.
Restatement (Second) of Torts § 774A (1979).
Said Damages are described in detail herein, under "Damages.,f

NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION: UNLAWFUL CONSPIRACY TO DESTROY TRADE,
BUSINESS OR OCCUPATION OF ANOTHER
3 84.

Plaintiff incorporates by reference all paragraphs herein above.

385.

This cause of action relates directly to civil conspiracies involving the intentional

interference with contractual relations and the intentional interference with economic
relations, as stated above.
386.

The Plaintiff alleges that (1) a combination of two or more persons, (2) with an object to

be accomplished, (3) a meeting of the minds on the object of course of action., (4) one or
more unlawful, overt acts, and (5) damages as a proximate result thereof. See Aha Indus, v.
Hurst, P.2d 1282, 1290 (Utah 1993); Israel Pagan Estate v. Cannon, 746 P.2d 785, 790
(UtahCtApp. 1987),
387.

In a claim for civil conspiracy, it is unnecessary to prove that the parties actually came

together and entered into a formal agreement to do the acts complained of by direct evidence,
although some Defendants here did.
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388.

Instead, a civil conspiracy can be, and is here, inferred from circumstantial evidence,

including the nature of the acts done, the relations of the parties, and the interests of the
alleged conspirators.
389.

At all said times herein mentioned, each Defendant was acting as the agent of the other,

and each was acting in the course and scope of its agency with its principal.
390.

Plaintiff alleges that all Defendants, collectively, conspired under an explicit and implicit

agreement in public and private meetings to target the Plaintiff and his contractual relations
and economic advantages through the carrying out of campaigns directed towards employees
and agents of the Plaintiff and his company, the exaggerated and wrongful accusations and
the inducing of parties to which the Plaintiff had contractual relations to breach said
contracts.
391.

Plaintiff alleges that the T. Johnson and other known and unknown Defendants, listed and

Does, held a secret meeting on November 1, 2008. Said meeting centered around the
destruction of the Plaintiffs reputation and career. In said meeting, Defendants signed a
petition to bring administrative proceedings against the Plaintiff and expel him from Utah
real estate associations.
392.

Plaintiff alleges that another closed meeting took place on November 3, 2008. In said

meeting, Defendants T. Johnson, Ostermiller, Kyler, Steinagel, and Smalley met to carry out
the intentions set forth by Defendants in the November 1, 2008 meeting.
393.

No minutes for this meeting were kept, and the media, including KSL reporter Nicole

Gonzales, were barred from entry or participation of such meeting.
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394.

In the two meetings, and places and times elsewhere unknown to the Plaintiff, a meeting

of the minds took place for purposes of carrying out civil conspiracy against the Plaintiff to
publicly defame him and destroy his career as a broker.
395.

Upon information and belief, said meeting centered around the Plaintiff, AllPro, and

Plaintiffs brokerage license and Realtor membership, the revocation of such license, and the
carrying out of an intricate defamation campaign against the Plaintiff.
396.

Defendant T. Johnson met privately with certain prominent real estate industry

participants for purposes of determining a meeting of the minds and carrying out said
conspiracy.
397.

Said meeting centered around the Plaintiff, AllPro, and Plaintiffs brokerage license, the

revocation of such license, and the carrying out of an intricate campaign against the Plaintiff
and his prospective and current economic relations.
398.

Together, named Defendants, including Does, depended on each Defendants' advantages

and spheres of influence, including those held in public offices under the Utah Division of
Real Estate and positions of power in the UAR, NWAR and SLBR to bring about a common
purpose of permanently eliminating the Plaintiff from the Utah real estate industry by
carrying out an intricate campaign against the Plaintiff and his prospective and current
economic relations.
399.

Additionally, the campaign to destroy Bates's career and reputation was well

synchronized and conveniently timed. The misuse of associational policy and industry
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power was a powerful tool for the Defendants in tarring his personal and professional
reputation and in timing the carrying out of such campaign.
400.

Overall, prominent members of the UAR, SLBR, and NWAR in their individual

capacities and as agents of the UAR, SLBR and NWAR, and all other Defendants in this
action, under explicit and implicit agreements, together conspired and used their spheres of
influence to engage in an intricate campaign against the Plaintiff and his prospective and
current economic relations.
401.

As a result of said conspiracy, the Plaintiffs business associates once interested in

pursuing business endeavors with the Plaintiff are no longer interested in being his
associates. The Plaintiff was forced to cease current and future earning activities and devote
all his time in defense against administrative proceedings. Also, the Plaintiff, through the
supplication of legal counsel incurred legal fees for multiple purposes throughout the
execution of said campaign against the Plaintiff and his prospective and current economic
relations.
402.

Plaintiff, as a result of said conspiracy, incurred special damages including: lost earnings,

historically, as a result of administrative proceedings brought against him in the amount of
$390,000; lost future earnings as a Utah broker in the amount of $1,950,000; lost future
business relations in the amount of $2,500,000; costs of legal representation during
administrative investigations in the amount of $13,000; costs of legal representation in
defending against administrative proceedings in the amount of $23,000; costs of legal
representation retained for the purpose of mitigating damage to the Plaintiffs reputation in
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the amount of $45,500; punitive damages in amount of $10,000,000 for the use of public
offices and, fiduciary real estate industry positions to maliciously interfere with contractual
and economic relations, and because said conduct was brought with wanton disregard to the
rights of the Plaintiff; and other damages, ultimately which damages, if awarded, place the
Plaintiff in the same position he would be in had the defamation not taken place.
403,

Therefore, all Defendants should be held liable for intentional interference with

contractual relations and/or intentional interference with economic relations under a theoiy of
civil conspiracy.
DAMAGES
1. As a result of the Defendants' unlawful conduct described above, the Plaintiff has incurred
many damages, each of which is detailed herein.
2. The Plaintiff, prior to all relevant conduct by Defendants herein, had a yearly income of
$130,000. Today, the Plaintiffs income is nominal in comparison.
3. The Plaintiffs1 lost historical earnings as a result of Defendants' conduct, over a three year
period is $390,000.
4. The Plaintiff expected to carry out his career in Utah as a licensed principal broker for at
least another fifteen years. As a result of Defendants' conduct, the Plaintiffs career as a
broker is unforeseeable or substantially unlikely. A conservative calculation of the Plaintiffs
expected earnings over fifteen years is $1,950,000.
5. The Plaintiff had pecuniary value in current contracts with the agents of AllPro in the amount
of $500,000. Each agent had a yearly value to the Plaintiff of $2,500, and at least 200 agents
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were induced by die Defendants' conduct in abandoning those contracts with the Plaintiff
and/or his company.
6. The Plaintiff had consequential losses in future contractual relationships with said agents,
which expected to continue in the least for ten years. Altiiough this figure is largely
immeasurable, the Plaintiff conservatively estimates a loss in future contractual relations in
the amount of $2,000,000.
7. In compliance with and representation for said administrative investigation, the Plaintiff,
compelled to hire legal counsel, incurred damages in the amount of $13,000 in legal fees.
8. In defense against said administrative proceedings the Plaintiff, compelled to hire legal
counsel, incurred damages in the amount of $23,000 in legal fees.
9. In mitigating damages caused by the Defendants' conduct the Plaintiff, compelled to hire
legal counsel, incurred damages in the amount of $45,500 in legal fees.
10. The Plaintiff, under financial pressure and associate's refusal to carry out further business
with the Plaintiff, was compelled to sell an 80% interest in another company for $24,000.
Value of Plaintiffs interest in said company was in the least worth $350,000. Therefore, as a
result of Defendants' conduct, the Plaintiff incurred damages in the amount of $326,000.
11. The Plaintiff lost earnings and potential earnings from the squeezing out of UtahMLS.com.
UtahMLS.com, with little overhead, potentially earned $3,000,000 annually. This figure
reflects comparable MLS listing services.
12. Because said broadcasts were far reaching, or published in requisite degree, the Plaintiffs
business in Idaho was also affected. Upon information and belief, the Plaintiffs business in
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Idaho was valued at $500,000 when Defendants' conduct was carried out. The Plaintiffs
Idaho business failed soon after the Defendants' conduct against the Plaintiff.
13. Additionally, the Plaintiff incurred damages to his credit report and lost three properties,
located in the State of Utah, in foreclosure as a result of lost earnings. Said properties
collectively valued in excess of $500,000.
14. During 2008, many brokerages around the country failed, as a result of the economic slump.
However, most other brokerages are able to continue business relations and rebuild careers
and earning capacities. The Defendants in this action not only contributed to the failing of
the Plaintiffs companies, but also prevented him from rebuilding his career.
15. Also, as a result of Defendants1 interference in contractual and prospective economic
relations, the Plaintiff incurred and suffered substantial emotional distress. In lay terms, the
Plaintiff elects to describe said emotional distress as follows:
When Equity Real Estate sent a mailer on February 20th, 2008, I was horrified by
their assault on the company and my ability and character as a Broker. I was put
under significant stress and pressure because of the magnitude of their inferences
and the reach of their mailer throughout the Utah real estate industry.
Collectively, statements and information publicized on KSL newscasts caused me
great stress because of the insinuations and public circus they were deliberately
creating even though I had and was fully cooperating with every inquiry from
administrative and Realtor Board personnel.
On December 10, 2008, when Jillinda Bowers, appeared on KSL television with
Equity's, T. Johnson, to publically expel and denigrate my personal and
professional reputation it put me in state of shock. I instantly lost my ability to
work, feeling personally and publically violated and humiliated. I was incapable
of stopping the spread of the devastating mendacities they said and spread
throughout the state of Utah. Soon their publicities and statements had reached
virtually all of the communities in which I have lived, worked and served.
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Mark Steinagel's public statements on March 19, 2009 (after I was compelled to
defend my character and property against malevolent accusations and charges),
left me feeling as if though my name and character had literally been stolen. I felt
outraged, helpless, and alone.
Associates and friends near and far, abandoned their association with me. I knew
who I was, but the public did not. I could feel the public hatred towards me. I
went into a deep depression and avoided public settings. For several months I
would only go out to buy food after midnight while I worked on my defense,
trying to cope emotionally.
I kept myself from the outside world to avoid the comments and humiliation. To
this date I have been unable to overcome the assault on my character and
reputation as I try to work and move forward in my personal and professional life.
Internet exposure, news videos and publications of their statements are all
ongoing. I feel a great loss and sadness of association with my family because, as
of now, I cannot choose to work and live in Utah. They injured my reputation and
cut me off from accessing the MLS services to conduct my business within the
state of Utah.
16.

Ultimately, the Plaintiff expects said damages, described above, to vary as

discovery is carried out. Additionally, the Plaintiff understands that said damages, and other
damages not listed, will ultimately be found and determined in trial.
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests that this Court enter its Order herein:
1. Provide injunctive relief under U.C.A. § 13-5-14, by reinstating the Plaintiffs
membership with the SLBR;
2. Provide injunctive relief under U.C.A. § 13-5-14, by lifting the prerequisite on WFRMLS
membership to have membership in the UAR member boards or the SLBR;
3. Provide injunctive relief under U.C.A.

§ 13-5-14, by

enjoining

Defendant

companies/associations from barring the Plaintiff from "Principle Broker" membership;
4. Grant the Plaintiff, under U.C.A. § 13-5-14, treble damages of actual damages sustained,
7

plus court costs in the amount of $2,747,500 (Statutory Damages), excluding the
Pecuniary

and

Consequential

losses

under

intentional

interference

with

contractual/economic relations;
5. Enjoin Defendant companies/associations from uncompetitive policies and discrimination
against the Plaintiff and others with respect to WFRMLS;
6. Enjoin KKO Lawyers, particularly Defendants Kohler, Kyler, and OstermiUer from
having leadership control over the Utah real estate industry;
7. Declaratory judgment reinstating the Plaintiffs membership in Defendant Organizations.
8. Grant the Plaintiff Actual or Special Damages in the amount of $2,747,500, excluding the
Pecuniary

and

Consequential

losses

under

intentional

interference

with

contractual/economic relations;
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9. Grant the Plaintiff Pecuniary and Consequential Damages under intentional interference with
contractual/economic relations in the amount of $2,500,000;
10. Grant the Plaintiff Punitive Damages, at the very least, in the amount of $10,000,000 for
the use of public offices and, fiduciary real estate industry positions maliciously against
the Plaintiff, and because said conduct was brought with wanton disregard to the rights of
the Plaintiff;
11. Grant the Plaintiffs Court costs and;
12. Grant the Plaintiff for such further relief as the Court deems just and appropriate in law
and in equity.
Upon judgment, all Special, Actual, Statutory, and Pecuniary damages are held per diem, at an
interest rate of 3%.
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
Plaintiff Douglas Bates demands a trial by jury on all claims and issues so triable.
RESPECTFULLY submitted this day, Monday, May 2, 2011.
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1 1

THE COURT: And If the Court doesn't buy

1

2

that argument and only buys your argument on the

2

3

Savings Statute, you don't have a claim against

3

4

anybody other than the Salt Lake Board of Realtors,

4

5

Jillanda Bowers and Bryan Kohler, right?

5

6

MR. BATES: As it pertains to - If I

as a Realtor, is that what you're saying?
Or what else were they doing that was
MR. BATES: The Salt Lake Board? I'm
sorry.

6

THE COURT: Yes, the Salt Lake Board.

7

understand your question, Your Honor, as it pertains

7

MR. BATES: Well, Your Honor, they had an

8

to the first four causes of actions of defamation,

8

interest, a financial interest in the WFR MLS, and as

9

that's correct.

9

a result of their actions, their ~ they — they had a

10
11

THE COURT: Okay. So all of the rest of
them would be off the hook on any defamation?

12
13

MR. BATES: Yes, I understand, Your Honor,
that it's the discretion of the Court to decide

10

benefit to discredit me publically because the policy

11

of the board and the MLS was that in order to be a

12

member of the WFR MLS, you had to join the Board of

13

Realtors. And because I owned utahmls.com, that was a

14 .whether or not tolling — equitable tolling does

14

direct concern, an ongoing concern to them, to the

15

15

Salt Lake Board of Realtors, and so they took this,

apply.

16

THE COURT: And so, let's assume that

16

amongst many other opportunities that would be shown,

17

Your Honor, to discredit me so that it would injure

with, with respect to — if you only have those three

18

the public's perception and the real estate industry's

Defendants, do you have other claims, are there — I

19

profession of my integrity, when, in fact, I had not
violated any integrity, Your Honor. I hadn't violated

17

that's what the Court rules. Then what are you left

18
19
20

mean, besides defamation claims, are there other

20

21

claims that are going to survive? I mean, you have a

21

any — I hadn't violated any rules or bylaws of the

22

separate claim, for example, against Salt Lake Board

22

Salt Lake Board of Realtors.

23

of Realtors for conspiracy?

j

23

24

MR, BATES: Yes.

25

THE COURT: And with whom did they

THE COURT: Well, it's been alleged here

24

that there was a nonpayment of commissions; is that a

25

false allegation?

65
1

67

conspire?

2

1
MR. BATES: With the Utah Association of

MR. BATES: Well, first of ail,,

2

Your Honor, yes, it is in a sense. That has to do

3

Realtors and with the other Defendants named in the

3

with AHPro Realty Group, Inc., number one; and

4

lawsuit, Your Honor.

4

there's been no findings towards the fact that I, as a

5
6

THE COURT: Okay. And what did they do
that was wrong?

7
8

5

licensee or as a member, had any liability in relation

6

to that.

MR. BATES: Well, Your Honor -

7

THE COURT: They had to conspire to do

8

THE COURT: You were the principal broker
of AHPro Realty, weren't you?

9

something that was wrong.

9

MR. BATES: No, I was the principal — I

10

MR. BATES: Yes.

10

was the President of AHPro, but I was the principal

11

THE COURT: What were they - what did

11

broker over the licensees overseeing the conduct of

12

the agents.

12

they conspire to do that was wrong?

13

13

MR. BATES: To expel my Board Realtor

14

membership without a complaint, without a hearing,

14

15

without a right of appeal, in violation of their

15

THE COURT: Who was the principal broker
ofAHPro?
MR. BATES: I was the principal broker,

16

policies, which would be established, Your Honor, that

16

17

appearing on television, which was contrary to policy,

17
18

were the principal broker and I thought you said,
"no".

18

to announce the expulsion publically without any cause

19

whatsoever. That was part — that was part of the

19

20

intended purpose of all the other Realtor members

20

21

involved in carrying out the actions to destroy both

21

22

my — revoke my state license and expel my Realtor

22

23

membership.

23
24

I 24
25

I

THE COURT: So what they did that was
wrong was to seek to have you removed from your status

..17 of 31.sheets .

66

j

wrong?

Your Honor.
THE COURT: So, I just asked you: You

MR. BATES: I'm sorry, Your Honor, in my
mind —
THE COURT: So you were the principal
broker of AHPro.
MR. BATES: On behalf of AHPro.

25

THE COURT: Okay. And also the President

_l
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1

1

of AHPro?

broker, aren't you?

2

MR. BATES: That's correct.

2

MR. BATES: Yes --

3

THE COURT: All right. And AHPro failed

3

THE COURT: So how could you not be —

4

to pay commissions, is that right?

4

have a relationship here? I don't understand that
position.

5

MR. BATES: Not exactly.

5

6

THE COURT: Not exactly?

6

7

MR. BATES: There were outstanding

7

here: I fully understand and agree that I — there

8

commissions — no, let me be clear: Yes, AHPro

8

was the concern for the outstanding obligations at the

9

failed to pay commissions.

9

time AHPro announced that it was going to go out of

10

AHPro had not — contrary to what has

MR. BATES: Your Honor, there's two tracks

10

business. And it was very clear what the recourse was

11

been spoken here, Your Honor, AHPro had not closed

11

there. AHPro never did say that they weren't going

12

its doors. AHPro was still operating.

12

to resolve that issue. AHPro said that they were in

13

the process of working out that issue.

13

. THE COURT: Well, I didn't hear anybody

14

say AHPro closed its doors. Maybe that's somewhere

14

15

else, but I didn't hear anybody argue that today. But

15

16

I did hear them argue that there were many brokers or

16

But as we were in process of working out
that issue ~
THE COURT: But the standard again is

17

agents working under the aegis of AHPro who had

17

18

commissions due and weren't paid those commissions.

18

MR. BATES: Yes, yes, yes.

19

And apparently still haven't been paid those

19

THE COURT: Now, you're thinking that what

20

commissions.

prompt payment of money due to people.

20

was done was prompt? I mean, as I understand it, it

21

MR. BATES: Well, Your Honor -

21

still hasn't been done. So —

22

THE COURT: Is that true or not?

22

MR. BATES: Your Honor ~

23

MR. BATES: That's true, Your Honor.

23

THE COURT: I'm not tracking - I'm not

24
25

THE COURT: Okay so, that - they said
that there was also some clammer about this, a great

24

tracking how — you're saying not exactly. It doesn't

25

make a lot of sense to the Court, frankly.
71
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1

clammer about — a lot of complaints by various agents

1

2

because they weren't getting their commissions paid.

2

3
4

MR. BATES: And I understand that. I
understand that part of it, Your Honor.

MR. BATES: Well, Your Honor, the rules of
the real estate division that have to deal with a

3

principal broker and a license has to do with the

4

public.

5

THE COURT: Is that true?

5

Now, I don't consider at all, Your Honor,

6

MR. BATES: Yes.

6

that it's dishonest if a company missed a payment

THE COURT: Okay. So, you're the

7

7

because of the economy or because of reasons unrelated

8

principal broker, you're — one of the standards that

8

to themselves, and there's been no finding that I did

9

they're supposed to evaluate principal brokers on is

9

10

their honesty, whether they're fulfilling all their

11
12
13

the normal course of business, in our system,,

obligations and quote, "other acts," I think, is what

11

Your Honor, companies fail. But because companies

it refers to that might reflect upon these issues.

12

fail, doesn't mean they Ye dishonest.

Certainly payment of commissions is the

13

14

bottom line for all these people who are trying to

14

15

earn their living, isn't it?

15

16

anything wrong, Your Honor. That's unrelated to — in

10

MR. BATES: Not exactly, Your Honor,

16

In fact, the opposite is true. They
found no dishonesty.
THE COURT: Zero? A substantive finding
of no dishonesty? Who found that?

17

because under that theory — under that concept, that

17

18

means that any principal broker that's acting on

18

19

behalf of any corporation, if the corporation

19

20

brokerage were to default to the agents, even though

20

the case based on a subject matter, jurisdiction

21

the principal broker had no ownership in the

21

issue, that, for whatever reason the administrative

22

company — or it was unrelated to the company — that

22

law judge didn't think that he should be deciding

23

he would be liable for those commissions.

23

disputes between brokers and their agents, whereas the

24

division apparently thinks, "Well, that wasn't what we

25

were doing. We were looking at this broker, this

24
25

THE COURT: But that's not the case here.
You're the CEO of AHPro and you're the principal

MR. BATES: The Utah Division of
Real Estate.
THE COURT: Yes, I thought they dismissed

70
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NOVEMBER

State of Utah
All Departments & Divisions
Administrative Assistant
Shelley Exeter
350 North State Street, Suite 230
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114
Phone:(801)538-9600
Fax:(801)538-1121

HlUDKMAN,
MCKAY,
HKUGI/Y, &
Ol-SKN
A I.IMITKI) L I A H I M T Y

COMPANY
ATT< ) K N K V S A N I)
(•(H'.NSKLOUS AT LAW
V novo OFFICE:
JUSTIN D. HEIDEMAN

RE: Notice of claim
To Whom It May Concern:

DANIEL W. M C K A Y * +

NOTICE OF CLAIM

JUSTIN R. IELSWICK
SONNY J. OLSEN
TERRELL R. LEE
TRAVIS J. LARSEN
,*?.

R. BRETT EVANSON

m

. .ICMAELA.PARKES

^ B R A D L E Y J. WEBER
CALEB 0 LYMAN

2 6 9 6 NORTH UNIVERSITY AVL£..
SUITE #180
PROVO, UTAH 84604
TKLHH lONr: (801) 8 12 - 1000
WATTS (877) 8 1 2 - I LAW
FACSIMILU (801)374 -1724

23,2009

You are hereby notified that the below named claimant, by and through counsel
of the law firm HEIDEMAN, M C K A Y , HEUGLY & OLSEN, L.L.C. and pursuant to
Utah Code Ann. §63G-7-401 intends to maintain legal action against the Utah
Division of Real Estate (hereinafter, "UDRE") and individual employees of the
UDRE, Charles Smalley, Dee Johnson, Mark Steinegal, Mark A. Fagergren
Doyle C. Samson Jr., Gary R. Hancock, H. Blaine Walker, Kay R. Ashton, and
Stefanie Tugaw-Madsen for the reasons set forth herein.
CLAIMANT:
Douglas O. Bates (hereinafter, "Bates").

BRIEF STATEMENT OF RELEVANT FACTS:
ST. GEORGE OFFICE:
BENJAMIN D. GORDON
134 NORTH 200 EAST
SUITE 302
ST. GEORGE. UTAH 84770
Tni.Ci'l |ONE (435) 656 - 3696
FACSIMILE (435) 986-0095

PRICE OFFICE:
DUSTEN L. HEUGLY
TRAVIS H. BLAC:KBURN
13 75 SOUTH 100 EAST
PRICE. UTAH 8450}
TELEPHONE: (435) 637-3353
FACSIMILE: (435) 637-6261

Bates is an individual whose principal residence is in the State of Utah. AllPro
Realty Group, Inc. ("AllPro") is a Utah corporation and real estate brokerage
first established by Bates in July, 1995. Bates is the sole shareholder of AllPro.
AllPro had been in business for approximately thirteen years prior to the winding
down and closing of its business in Fall 2008. During its approximate thirteen
years of operation, no complaints had ever been filed by agents or customers
against AllPro prior to the incidents described herein. AllPro independently
contracted with several thousand real estate agents during its thirteen years of
operation. Bates was a prominent member of the Salt Lake Board of Realtors
(Bates served as a board member for almost five years) and a director for the
"TJtalT Association or Realtors. AttPro had an eroettentT3CTfoniiauce recoirJ-Trniferthe direction of its Bates.

.>m-\v.ii.\inc>-i„\\v.<*(i.\!

W.AlS»Hin:?J.M-.|)IMlUAHu
* ALSoUl'KNSIUMN NliVAOA

In August, 2006 sales peaked for AllPro. After this peak, sales declined rapidly
as a result of the subprime mortgage crisis. As market conditions deteriorated
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during the course of the next two years AUPro took commensurate measures by closing several
offices state-wide. Based on these cutbacks and the expectation that the company would see a
modest increase in April, 2008, AilPro entered into payment deferment agreements with some of
its agents, AilPro was relying upon announcements by Fannie May and Freddie Mac as well as
the FHA refinance plan and the Salt Lake Board of Realtors that indicated that the credit freeze
would be somewhat ameliorated. Because AilPro historically kept less of the agents'
commissions and because it did not have a large credit line, it was more susceptible to the
market's volatility. These factors played a part in AllPro's demise.
In May of 2008 Bates was contacted by UDRE investigator Charles Sinai ley who reported that
the UDRE was receiving phone calls from AilPro agents about non-payment of commissions.
Mr. Smalley reported that he had a concern about AllPro's "Trust Account" and requested an
affirmation from Mr. Bates that there had been no infusion of agent's commissions into AllPro's
Trust Account. Additionally, Mr. Smalley stated that it was the UDRE's policy not to accept or
address complaints about the non-payment of commissions as such a dispute was between
the agent and brokerage.1 Mr. Smalley also asked for a list of the agents whose commissions
were owed so he could give it to the UDRE's reception desk and when those AilPro agents
called in they would be told they had to resolve any dispute directly with the broker and that the
UDRE would not accept complaints from agents.

.^4%
'']•:--: t j

Bates immediately followed up with an email to Mr. Smalley on May 29, 2008 specifically
providing the affirmation that AilPro had not infused AllPro's trust account with commissions
^ i a t sl 1 0 1 ^ h a v e been paid to agents. Furthermore, in the May 29, 2008 email, Bates provided a
list of the agents that had not been paid and the owing commissions. Elates also expressly
affirmed that "All Commissions received by AilPro as of May 19, 2008 are now being paid
ongoing to all AilPro agents as of May 19, 2008. Therefore no future agent commissions will
be deferred." (Emphasis added).2
After several months, Mr. Smalley requested that Bates meet with him on October 27, 2008 for
further discussion of the winding down of AllPro's business. During the meeting, which took
place at AllPro's corporate office, Mr. Smalley actually suggested that the UDRE was trying to
"find a way around the law" so that they could punish AilPro and Bates for AllPro's nonpayment of commissions. In the meeting, Mr. Smalley went so far as to say that the UDRE was
considering making a finding that once a sale contract for property had closed, the earnest money
in AllPro's real estate trust account was part of the agent's commission and that the "agent" was
actually a member of the general "public."
At no time did Mr. Smalley allege that Bates was in actual violation of any statute or rule of the
UDRE as it pertained to complaints about non-payment of commissions.
1

Mr. Smalley's position was based upon the unambiguous language contained in the Utah Administrative Code,
R.162-7-1 which provides:
"An aggrieved person may file a complaint in writing against a licensee; or the Division or Commission may initiate
a complaint upon its own merits for alleged violation of the provisions of these rules or of Section 61-2-1, etseq.
~[tlre U tali
C u d e i ^ e - g e r r e m r n g i h t r E H v t s t o i w f f i —
licensees regarding claims to commissions, (Emphasis added).
2
Bates' written statement that no future agent commissions would be deferred is particularly relevant, because the
UDRE subsequently alleged that Bates made false representations to the UDRE as part of its efforts to charge him
with various statutory violations (discussed hereinafter).
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In a follow-up email on October 27, 2008, Mr. Smalley thanked Bates for meeting and requested
that Bates provide the UDRE with a "plan to deal with agent defections, existing buyer-agency
agreements, listing agreements, and under-contract transactions." In the email, Mr. Smalley also
wrote "Be specific and lay out the steps you are talcing to fulfill your fiduciary duty to your
buyers and sellers." All of the foregoing information was to be provided by November 2, 2008.
At that point, Bates became deeply concerned that the UDRE was making a concerted effort to
ignore or misinterpret any rule they could in order to penalize him despite Mr. Smalley's
admission that the UDRE did not have authority to investigate disputes between brokers and
agents for non-payment of commissions. Bates promptly complied with Mr. Smalley's request to
provide a winding-down plan by hiring the law firm Kirton & McConkie to prepare the plan.
Bates acted in a professional manner by meeting all of the demands of the UDRE and his
professional responsibilities.
Bates' concerns were well-founded. On October 27, 2008 (the same day of the meeting with Mr.
Smalley), Mr. Steinagel (the Director of the UDRE) told Nicole Gonzales of KSL TV, "We
don't have the authority to look and ensure that they're paying that agent We ensure that
they're holding the public's money in trust in accordance with the law." On the same day,
Mr, Steinagel again echoed the legal position of the UDRE to Jennifer Stagg of KUTV stating
that Utah law prevented the UDRE from becoming involved in compensation issues absent a
criminal activity. The next day, October 28, 2008, Mr. Steinagel was quoted in The Daily Herald
as saying "Historically, if it's just solely a dispute over nonpayment of commissions, that
doesn't warrant disciplinary action."
On November 3, 2008 in a public statement, Mr. Smalley affirmed that all public funds held by
AHPro in its real estate trust account were safe and accounted for.
Notwithstanding Bates compliance with all of the UDRE's requests for information, the multiple
admissions by Mr. Smalley and Mr. Steinagel that the UDRE did not have jurisdiction over
disputes between agents and brokers for non-payment of commissions, and the
acknowledgement that AHPro had held public funds safely in its real estate trust account, the
UDRE issued a Notice of Complaint to Bates on November 4, 2008.
In the Notice of Complaint signed by Mr. Smalley, the following allegations were made:
1.

Bates misrepresented to the UDRE in his May 29, 2008 email that "no future
agent commissions" would be deferred, because several agents had come forward
with similar deferment agreements dating from June 2008.

2.

Bates had continued on a "flagrant course" of misrepresentation by posting
information on AllPro's internal database (accessible by agents) that commission
checks had been prepared on specific dates, but then failed to provide those
commission checks to agents.

The Notice ofComplaint also contained a request tor copies Of all of B^tes^persoii^hchecks
showing any infusion of money into AHPro and copies of all payments made from AllPro's
operating/general account for the months of July 2008 through September 2008.
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On November 13, 2008, Bates supplied a detailed written response to the allegations set forth in
the Notice of Complaint as well as the request copies of checks. Specifically, Bates noted the
following:
1.

The comment Bates had made in the May 29, 2008 email was that "no future
commissions received after May 19, 2008 would be deferred," not that there
would be no additional deferments. In fact, the three deferment agreements
allegedly executed after May 19, 2008 were all for commissions received prior to
May 19. Thus, no misrepresentations were made by Bates.

2.

The software design of AllPro's database did indicate that a commission check
has been "issued"; however, in the queue section, a check may be listed as "new55
or "paid," thus clarifying whether a check is processing or has actually been paid.
Just because a check had been "issued" does not mean it had been "paid." No
misrepresentations were made by Bates, and the designation of a check as being
"issued" is a software design aspect that Bates did not directly control.

Because these explanations were so clearly reasonable, Bates agreed to meet with Mr. Smalley,
Dee Johnson (the Enforcement Director) and Traci Gundersen ("Gundersen"), Assistant
Attorney General at the Utah State Attorney General's Office on November 24, 2008.

'tflllk
6*»*<$&53

During the November 24, 2008 meeting, Mr. Johnson told Bates that he planned to recommend a
f|ne °f $' 00,000.00 against Bates because Bates did not have the ability pay back the agents'
commissions. Mr. Smalley stated that Bates could be charged a fine of $2,500.00 for each agent
that had not been paid a commission. Additionally, Mr. Johnson stated they would seek
revocation of Bates5 licenses as well as all other applicable fines and an admission of liability.
Bates was stunned by these pronouncements because both Mr. Smalley and Mr. Steinagel had
repeatedly admitted that the UDRE had no authority to investigate or process complaints by
agents for non-payment of commission. In an ongoing effort to improperly harass and intimate
Bates, a Notice of Agency Action was issued along with a Petition prepared by Mr. Johnson on
November 26, 2008. The Petition included eight counts against Bates based on the same
allegations raised by Mr. Smalley in the Notice of Complaint.
Bates officially allowed his principal broker's license to expire on December 31, 2008. However,
on January 8, 2009, the UDRE unilaterally renewed Bates broker's license without approval or
notice to Bates.
An administrative hearing was scheduled for January 21, 2009 with administrative law judge J.
Steven Eklund presiding. Bates hired legal counsel Marshall S. Witt who prepared and filed a
Response to Petition on January 20, 2009.
In the Response to Petition, Bates specifically objected to the UDRE's jurisdiction over the
entire matter because applicable statutory lav/ did not authorize the UDRE to entertain
"^omplaiiW^efweeiT^
Petition also alleged that the UDRE had no authority to renew Bates' license without his
approval or payment of renewal fees.

x

^£0ry
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Present at the January 21, 2009 hearing were members of the Real Estate Commission (Sampson,
Hancock, Walker, Ashton and Tugaw-Madsen). Mr. Steinagel recused himself from participating
due to his former public statements to the press about the case and appointed Mr. Mark A.
Fagergren (Licensing/Education Director for the UDRE). During the first phase of the
administrative hearing on January 21, 2009, Mr. Witt objected to the entire proceeding because
the URDE had no legal jurisdiction over the subject matter and also because the allegations and
counts in the Petition were wholly derived from complaints about the non-payment of agent
commissions. The hearing went longer than expected and was continued to February 18, 2009.
On February 12, 2009, Bates' counsel filed a formal Motion for Declaratory Order seeking an
order form Judge Eklund on the issues raised at the January 21, 2009 hearing. The Memorandum
in support of the Motion for Declaratory Order contained the following arguments:

c-$S£j\

1.

The UDRE had no authority to unilaterally renew or reinstate Bates' broker
license.

2.

AH complaints by agents and all factual allegations in the UDRE's Petition were
derived from the issue of non-payment of commissions. Because the UDRE has
no jurisdiction over such disputes (according to Utah Admin. Rl 62-7-1), the
entire investigation and hearing as well as the Petition charges were unauthorized.

3.

Bates was not personally liable to pay agent commissions3 because all of the
agents signed independent contractor agreements directly with AHPro, not with
Bates.

At the February 18, 2009 hearing, testimonies of former AHPro agent (Donna Birdsall) and Mr.
Smalley were taken. Mr. Smaliey acknowledged in his testimony that the "trust account is okay,"
but admitted that the investigation was prompted by the "volume of calls from AHPro agents
with regard to nonpayment of commissions" and that Mr. Johnson had encouraged the
investigation. During the hearing, Ms. Gundersen also reasserted that the UDRE did have
authority to investigate and recommend charges against Bates also she affirmed that it routinely
renewed licenses when a pending adjudicative proceeding had been filed against the licensee and
the licensee requested the renewal*
Immediately after the hearing, Judge Eklund ordered Ms. Gundersen to direct the UDRE to
change the status of Bates' license status to "expired." During a teleconference between Judge
Eklund, Mr. Witt and Ms. Gundersen on February 26, 2009, Ms. Gundersen again affirmed that
Bates' license status had been changed to "expired." In fact, the license status was not changed
until after March 18, 2009.
After two additional teleconferences with respective counsel on February 26, 2009 and March 2,
2009, Judge Eklund issued Conclusions of Law and Recommend Order on Pending Motions
("Conclusions of Law") and an Order of Dismissal (attached on March 17, 2009.

' • : ' l

' The Petition included a baseless claim that Mr. Bates was personally liable to pay agents' commissions.
4
Bates never requested a renewal. Accordingly, the UDRE's typical justification for renewing an expired license
without meeting statutory requirements (itself a questionable practice) did not exist in Bates' case.
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By this time, Bates' new (and current) counsel had been retained to replace Mr. Witt. The
Conclusions of Law contains an overview of the proceedings/hearings in the matter and
addresses each of the four issues raised in the Motion for Declaratory Order. Judge Eklund
concluded:
1.

The question of personal contractual liability on the part of Bates was not
properly before the Court.

2.

The present action by the UDRE was directed only to Bates' broker license (not
his sales agent license).

3.

Under governing provisions, the UDRE did not have authority to unilaterally
renew or reinstate Bates' license, particularly because Bates never requested a
renewal. However, the surrender or expiration of a license does not divest the
UDRE of authority to continue investigating and prosecuting alleged violations
despite the expiration of a licensee's license prior to full resolution of a matter.

4.

Utah Admin. R162-7-1 is "clear and unambiguous" in divesting the UDRE of
jurisdiction to entertain complaints between licensees concerning claims to
commissions. Because the Counts of the Petition were premised on conduct
allegedly taken by Bates with respect to the payment of commissions to sales
agents, the UDRE did not have subject matter jurisdiction over those claims.

After final oral arguments on March 18, 2009 before the Real Estate Commission, Mr. Johnson,
Mr. Steinegal and others, the Real Estate Commission agreed to adopt the Conclusions of Law
prepared by Judge Eklund. Importantly, the Order of Dismissal specifically provides "The
November 26, 2008 Petition is thus dismissed with prejudice because the Division of Real
Estate lacked subject matter jurisdiction to investigate this case and then file this
adjudicative proceeding." (Emphasis added). Both the UDRE and the Real Estate Commission
signed the Order of Dismissal.
Bates welcomed the decision the belated admission by UDRE and Real Estate Commission that
it had no authority to even investigate the matter. By that time, however, Bates' had incurred
major financial expenses in defending against an unauthorized investigation and false charges.
Bates' reputation was also permanently damages as a result of statements by the UDRE to the
press and former agents.
Bates complied with every request by Mr. Smalley to provide information to the UDRE but Mr.
Smalley and Mr. Johnson intentionally misconstrued Bates email that "no future commissions
received after May 19, 2008 would be deferred" to mean that no further deferments whatsoever
would occur. Mr. Smalley and Mr. Johnson also claimed that AllPro's computer systems labeling
of checks as "issued" was an intentional misrepresentation attributable to Bates. The alleged
misrepresentations to the UDRE took a preeminent place in the dispute because the UDRE was
concerned that it did not have authority over the commission dispute and was looking for
-alternative-way of penaliztng-Btttes;

;7

Mr. Steinagel as Director of the UDRE hiew that the UDRE did not have jurisdiction over the
matter and public stated so on several occasions prior to the filing of the Petition. The actions of
Page 6 of 8
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Mr. Smalley, Mr. Johnson and the Real Estate Commission reveal an improper and malicious
directed at Bates that resulted in the twisting and violation of statutory and administrative
auimus
law in an effort to punish him.
The UDRE also violated the mandatory licensing provisions of Utah Code Ann. § 61-2-9 and
§ 61-2-2 and Utah Admin. Rl62-3-6 by twice unilaterally renewing Bates5 expired license
without his permission or approval. In sum, the UDRE wished to fabricate a license in order to
punish Bates and make it harder for him if he ever reapplied for a license. Such motivations are
clearly malicious and improper. During the period that Bates' license was illegally activated he
was attempting to sell personal property. Because he was incorrectly listed as a licensed broker,
Bates was unable to sell the property as a "for sale by owner/5 The UDRE placed Mr. Bates in a
conflict whereby he was required to falsely disclose in writing and represent to the public that lie
was an Active Principal Broker in the State of Utah when he was not.
On March 4, 2009, Wells Fargo Bank received a copy of a subpoena for Production of Records
issued by the UDRE seeking copies of records, checks, deposit slips (etc.) for two general
business accounts: MyHouse Realty ("MyHouse") and AllPro. MyHouse is a Utah limited
liability company that was established by Bates' son-in-law and former employee of AllPro,
Jeremy Lyman. Wells Fargo Bank belatedly notified Bates of the subpoena on Tuesday, March
17, 2009. However, the requested documents had been mailed to the UDRE on Monday, March
16, 2009 so a Motion to Quash would have been untimely.
0n

,<&?&K
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March 20, 2009, present counsel for Bates sent a letter to the UDRE demanding that AllPro's
bank records that had been provided (without proper notice) to the UDRE be returned and that
the UDRE retain no copies of those records. The letter made it clear that the current investigation
conducted against Jeremy Lyman was of the exact same nature and arose out of the exact same
allegations as those against Bates. The UDRE ignored the request and continued its
investigation.

Bates asserts that this collateral investigation was made because certain individuals (including
Mr. Sinai ley and Mr. Johnson) were unhappy with Bates5 "Motion for Declaratory Order"
against the Real Estate Commission and the Division of Real Estate and the pending dismissal
of the charges against Bates. Bates asserts that the investigation into MyHouse was a flagrant,
inappropriate and unauthorized effort to continue their investigation of Bates' activities even
after the UDRE and Real Estate Commission had admitted their lack of jurisdiction in the Order
of Dismissal.
NATURE OF THE CLAIM ASSERTED BY CLAIMANT:
•
•
•
•
•
•
.'<:*]:%

Violation of 42 U.S.C. § 1983
Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1988 a reimbursement of all attorney's fees
Malicious prosecution
Defamation
False light
Bates asserts that UDRE employees Charles Smalley^ Dee Johnson, Mark A. Fagergren ~
Mark Steinegal, Doyle C. Samson Jr., Gary R. Hancock, H. Blaine Walker, Kay R.
Ashton, and Stefanie Tugaw-Madsen acted with malice.
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•

Bates asserts that UDRE employee Charles Smalley intentionally or knowingly gave
false testimony in an administrative proceeding.

DAMAGES:
•
•
•
•

Attorney's fees and costs.
Loss of reputation, business
Emotional distress
Special, general and punitive damages in an amount to be proven at trial.

This notice complies with Utah Code Ann. § 63G-7-401. You now have 60 days to respond (see
Utah Code Ann. § 63G-7-403). Failure to respond within 60 days shall be deemed a denial of
this claim.
If you have any further questions, please contact my office.
Sincerely,
HEIDEMAN, MCKAY, HEUGLY

'fi

& OLSEN, L.L.C.

JUSTIN R. ELS WICK
Attorney for Douglas O. Bates
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November 21,2003

Douglas Bates
Ailpro
•1178 E. Brickyard Rd.
SLC.UT 84106

QearMr. Bates:.--.
Re;

,

Delinquent Board Account: $ 50,00

Your board account Js now over 90 days deHnquertt
A motion was passed at the last Board of Directors meeting to allow you 10 more
days from the date of Ihisfetterin which to rnaka payment In full.
Please contact os as soon as possible so as to avoid loss of membership and
disruption of services. The Salt Lake Boarcf Bylaws fsquire that trwe terminated for
nan payment, must re-apply for membership after paying any past due amounts.
' $:£&j§&?

We are available from 8:30-5:00 prn, Monday thru Friday to answer any questions
youjmay have regarding your account. Please contact US at, 501-542-8840 and ask
for ihe accounting department.
Sincerely,
SALT LAKH BOARD OF REALTORS®
Bryan R. Kohler
Chief Executive Officer

9
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Salt L
Board of REALTORS
230 W Towne Ridge Pkwy Ste 100
Sandy UT 84070
Office Phom: (601) S42-S86Q Fax Phone; ($01) 542-8371

Mathanfe! Cox
Allpro Realty Group Inc
1178 E Brickyard Road •
Salt U f a CRyW 64106

Invoice Date
Invoice #
Member #
Office*

Unit
Price

Item
Qty Coda Description
1 BUYO

Broker Key Buyout Fee n.cox

50.000
Total

06/25/08
5381907
8365164C6
1534

Extended
Amount Taxable
50,00
50,00
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ADDENDUM F - December 18, 2008, Letter to
Kohler from Bates (R.136).
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D u m b e r IS, 2008

,:M'\

AHPro Realty Group, Inc

iipf

;

^

'

Douglas Bates
XX7Z Brickyard Road
Salt Lake City, Utah
84105
Bryan Kahler, CEO
Saft Lake Board of Realtors
230 West Towne Ridge Parkway, Suite 200
Sandy, Utah
84047
RE; Salt U t e Board of Realtors Certified Letter Dated December 10,2C03
Reinstatement of Board Membership
According to the current bytews of the Salt Lake Board of Realtors, page 14, section 7, "All dues, fees,
fines, assessments, or other financial obligations to the Board shall be noticed to the delinquent Board
Member In writing setting forth the amount owed and due date." I never received any written notice of
this fee prior to the due date,
NsthanJei Cox inactivated his membership with the Salt Lake Board of Realtors In June 2008 and
reactivated wtth the Salt Lake Board In July, 2008. It is the practice of the Salt Lake Board of Realtors to
reverse the $50 delinquent fee charge for not returning a Risco key when the agent subsequently
reactivates board membership. Mr, Cox did reactivate but the Salt Lake Board did not reverse the
charge.

s**- „
1|||
^

'

Also, pursuant to a previous meeting held between myself and othef members of AllPro staff, with
Bryan Kohler and other board staff In 2007, you committed to me that you would always communicate
directly wfth me by telephone prior to even placing AHPro's name on the delinquent list that Is reviewed
by the Board of Directors.
'< For these reasons and others the action taken by the Salt Lake Board of Realtors against AllPro Realty
Group, toe and me was Inappropriate and without merit. Please Immediately restore my membership
with the Salt Lake Board of Realtors,
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December 29, 2008

Mr. Douglas O. Bates
Alipro Realty Group ino
1178 E Backyard Road
Salt Lake City, U7 84106
Dear Mr. Bates:
We received your letter dated December 18,2008 regarding your membership in
(he Salt Lake Board of REALTORS®, and have reviewed the history on your
account Your office was notified according to the bylaws of the Salt Lake Board
of REALTORS® fay email, mail and by phone, and remained Unpaid past the 90
day period. In that the Board of Dimctors has taken action there Is nothing we as
a staff Can do.
If you would like to reapply for membership you may do so, and the Board of
Directors wffl take your application into consideration at the next meeting
schedufed for January 28,2009. A membership application is enclosed.
Sincerely,
SALT LAKE BOARD OF R E A L T O R S *

Bryan Kohler
Chief Executive Officer

:% /
23 v West Towns Ridge Parkway, Suite 200 • SaDdy, UT 84070
Phone: (801) S42-mG * Fax: (801) 542-5841 • vsvnvshtzllois.conx
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Entity Details: SALT LAKE BOARD O F R E A L T O R S - Utah Business Search - Utah.gov

Utah Business Search - Details
SALT LAKE BOARD OF REALTORS
Entity Number: 554190-0140
Company Type: Corporation - Domestic - Non-Profit
Address: 230 W TOWNE RIDGE PKWY# 200 SANDY. UT 84070
State of Origin: UT
Registered Agent: BRYAN R KOHLER
Registered Agent Address:
230 W TOWNE RIDGE PARKWAY#200
SANDY, UT 84070

Status: Active
Status: Active W as of11/10/2010
Renew By: 08/13/2012
Status Description: Good Standing
Employment Verification: JNgt Registered with Verify Utah

History
Registration Date: 08/13/1917
Last Renewed: 07/19/2011

Additional Information
NAICS Code: 8139 NAICS Title: 8139-Business, Professional. Labor, Poli

Doing Business As
SLBR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT CO

Former Business Names
SALT LAKE REAL ESTATE BOARD

Refine your search by:
•
•
•
•
•

Search by:
Business Name
Number
Executive Name
Search Hints
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Entity Details: SALT LAKE BOARD OF REALTORS - Utah Business Search - Utah.gov

Name:
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ADDENDUM I - Bylaws of Salt Lake Board of
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BYLAWS OF THE SALT LAKE B 0ARD OF REALTORS®

WW
2

Revised July 2008

3

ARTICLE I - N A M E

4
5

Section I. Name. The name of this organization shall be the Salt Lake Board of REALTORS®, hereinafter referred
to as the "Board".

6
7
8

Section 2. REALTORS®. Inclusion and retention of the Registered Collective Membership Mark REALTORS® in
the name of the Board shall be governed by the Constitution and Bylaws of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
REALTORS® as from time to time amended.

9

ARTICLE H - OB JECTIVE3

10

The objectives of the Board are:

11
12

Section 1. To unite those engaged in the recognized branches of the real estate profession for the purpose of exerting
a beneficial influence upon the profession and related mterests.

13
14

Section 2. To promote and maintain high standards of conduct in the real estate profession as expressed in the Code
of Ethics of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®.

15
16

Section 3. To provide a unified medium for real estate owners and those engaged in the real estate profession
whereby their interests may be safeguarded and advanced.

17

Section 4. TG further the interests of home and other real property ownership.

18
_ 19
; \' x 20
11
22

Section 6. To designate, for the benefit of the public, those individuals authorized to use the terms REALTOR® and
REALTORS® as licensed, prescribed, and controlled by the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®.

23

ARTICLE H I - JURISDICTION

24
25
26
27

Section 1. The territorial jurisdiction of the Board as a Member of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
REALTORS® is: all of Salt Lake County and that portion of Davis County lying south of the north boundary of the
city of Farmington, Utah.

28
29
30
31

Section 2. Territorial jurisdiction is defined to mean: The right and duty to control the use of the terms REALTOR®
and REALTORS®, subject to the conditions set forth in these Bylaws and those of the NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®, in return for which the Board agrees to protect and safeguard the property
rights of the National Association in the terms.

32
33
34
35

;

Section 5. To unite those engaged in the real estate profession in this community with the Utah Association of
REALTORS® and the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®, thereby furthering their own objectives
throughout the state and nation, and obtaining the benefits and privileges of membership therein,

36
37
38
39
_j0
41
- r 42

5 -)

ARTICLEIV-MEMBERSHIP
Section I; There shall be six classes of Members as follows:
(A) REALTOR® Members. REALTOR® members, whether primary or secondary shall be:
(1) Individuals who, as sole proprietors, partners, corporate officers, or as branch office
managers are engaged actively in the real estate profession, including buying,
selling, exchanging, renting or leasing, managing, appraising for others for
compensation, counseling, building, developing or subdividing real estate, and who
niOTfltaiiroraT^
a state contiguous thereto. All persons who are partners in a partnership, or all
officers in a corporation who are actively engaged in the real estate profession within

l
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P 44
45
46
47

the state or a state contiguous thereto shall qualify for REALTOR® Membership
only, and each is required to hold REALTOR® Membership (except as provided in
(he following paragraph) in a Board of REALTORS® within the state or a state
contiguous thereto unless otherwise qualified for Institute Affiliate Membership as
described in Section 1 (B) of Article IV.

48
49
50
51
52
53

(a) In the case of a real estatefirm,partnership, or corporation, whose business
activity is substantially all commercial, only those principals actively engaged in the
real estate business ha connection with the same office, or any other offices within
the jurisdiction of the board in which one of the firm's principals holds REALTOR®
membership, shall be required to hold REALTOR® membership unless otherwise
qualified for Institute Affiliate Membership in Section 1(B) of Article IV.

54
55
56

(2) Individuals who are engaged in the real estate profession other than as sole
proprietors, partners, or corporate officers, or as branch office managers, and are
associated with a REALTOR® Member and meet the qualifications set out in Article V.

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
0
\65
'Hf! $>6

(3) Franchise REALTOR® Membership. Corporate officers (who may be licensed or
unlicensed) of a real estate brokeragefranchiseorganization with at least one hundred
(150) franchisees located within the United States, its insular possessions and the ,
commonwealth of Puerto Rico, elected to membership pursuant to the provisions in the
NAR Constitution and Bylaws. Such individuals shall enjoy all of therights,privileges
and obligations of REALTOR® membership (including compliance with the Code of
Ethics) except: obligations related to board mandated education, meeting attendance, or
indoctrination classes or other similar requirements; therightto use the term
REALTOR® in connection with theirfranchiseorganization's name; and the right to
hold elective office in the local board, state association and National Association.

fifty

67
68
69
70
71
72

(4) Primary and secondary REALTOR® Members. An individual is a primary member if
the Board pays state and National dues based on such Member. An individual is a
secondary Member if state and National dues are remitted through another Board. One of
the principals in a real estatefirmmust be a Designated REALTOR® member of the
Board in order for licensees affiliated with the firm to select the Board as their "primary3'
Board.

73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

(5) Designated REALTOR® Members. Each firm (or office in the case offilmswith
multiple office locations) shall designate in writing one REALTOR® Member who shall
be responsible for all duties and obligations of Membership including the obligation to
arbitrate pursuant to Article 17 of the Code of Ethics and the payment of Board dues as
established in Article X of the Bylaws. The "Designated REALTOR®" must be a sole
proprietor, partner, corporate officer, or branch manager acting on behalf of the film's
principals) and must meet all other qualifications for REALTOR® Membership
established in Article V, Section 2, of the Bylaws.

81
82
83
84
85

(B) Institute Affiliate Members. Institute Affiliate members shall be individuals who hold a
professional designation awarded by an Institute, Society, or Council affiliated with the
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS® that addresses a specialty area other than
residential brokerage or individuals who otherwise hold a class of membership in such Institute,
Society or Council that confers the right to hold office, Any such individual, if otherwise eligible,
riayxIeizttoiioidi^EALTO^
membership.

87
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( C ) Affiliate Members. Affiliate Members shall be individuals or firms who are engaged in a real
estate support service and are in sympathy with the objectives of the Board,

90
91
92
93

(D) Public Service Members. Public Service Members shall be individuals who are interested in
the real estate profession as employees of or affiliated with educational, public utility,
governmental or other similar organizations, but are not engaged in the real estate profession on
their own account or in association with an established real estate business.

94
95
96

(E) Honorary Members. Honorary Members shall be individuals not engaged in the real estate
profession who have performed notable service for the real estate profession, for the Board, or for
the public.

97
98
99
100
101

(F) Student Members. Student Members shall be individuals who are seeking an undergraduate or
graduate degree with a specialization or major in real estate at institutions of higher learning, and
who have completed at least two years of college and at least one college level course in real
estate, but are not engaged in the real estate profession on their own account or not associated with
an established real estate office.

102
103
104
105
106

Section 2. Inactive Members (Principal). REALTOR® (Principal) An Inactive Member shall be a former
REALTOR® Member in good standing who, following submission of a written request for such status and
approval by the Board of Directors, shall be placed on the inactive roll. Inactive Members shall have such
rights and privileges as the Board of Directors may from time to time prescribe, except the right to vote,
the right to hold elective office and the right to use the designation REALTOR®.

r^^Jn
' ':~\5]8
. 109
110
111
112
113
114

(1) The Board Membership of a REALTOR® Member may be placed on an inactive
status for a period not to exceed thirty six months following approval by the Board of
Directors of a written request for such status,
(2) Inactive status shall be granted only upon payment of an annual inactive fee which shall be
fixed by the Board of Directors, payment of all outstanding accounts and return of all Board
property in the possession of the member requesting inactive status. If a member is inactive from
the Board for a year or more and has not paid the yearly inactive fee, payment of an application
fee and annual dues will be required to reactivate his/her membership

115

*

-

'

"

•

'

'

116

ARTICLE V - QUALIFICATION AND ELECTION

117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130

Section 1. Application. An application for membership shall be made in such manner and form as may be prescribed
by the Board of Directors and made available to anyone requesting it. The application form shall contain among the
statements to be signed by the applicant (1) that applicant agrees as a condition to membership to thoroughly
familiarize himself/herself with the Code of Ethics of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®, the
Constitutions, Bylaws, and Rules and Regulations of the Board, the State and National Associations, and if elected a
Member, will abide by the Constitutions and Bylaws and Rules and Regulations of the Board, State and National
Associations, and if a REALTOR®, will abide by the Code of Ethics of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
REALTORS© including the obligation to arbitrate controversies arising out of real estate transactions as specified
by Article 17 of the Code of Ethics, and as further specified in the Code of Ethics and Arbitration Manual of the
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®, as from time to time amended; and (2) that applicant consents that
the Board may invite and receive information and comment about applicant from any Member or other persons, and
that applicant agrees rhalany informatioji-and comment furnished-Jo the Board by ajiy^person in response to the
invitation shall be conclusively deemed to be privileged and not form the basis of any action for slander, libel, or

A
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defamatiou of character. The applicant shall, with the form of application, have access to a copy of the Bylaws,
Constitution, Rules and Regulations, and Code of Ethics referred to above.

Hll

?*,#• Section 2. Qualification.

135
136
137
138
139
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(A) An applicant for REALTOR® Membership who is a sole proprietor, partner, corporate officer, or
branch office manager of a real estate firm shall supply evidence satisfactory to the Chief
Executive Officer that he/she is actively engaged in the real estate profession and maintains a
current, valid real estate broker's or salesperson's license or is licensed or certified by an
appropriate state regulatory agency to engage in the appraisal of real property, has a place of
business within the state or a state contiguous thereto (unless a secondary member), has no record
of recent or pending bankruptcy, has no record of official sanctions involving unprofessional
conduct, agrees to complete a course of instruction covering the Bylaws and Rules and
Regulations of the Board, the Bylaws of the State Association, and the Constitution and Bylaws
and Code of Ethics of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®, and shall pass such
reasonable and nondiscriminatory written examination thereon as may be required and shall agree
that if elected to membership, he/she will abide by such Constitution, Bylaws, Rules and
Regulations, and Code of Ethics.
NOTE 1. Article IV, Section 2, of rhe NARBylaws prohibits Member Boards from knowingly
granting REALTOR® membership to any applicant who has an unfulfilled sanction pending
which was imposed by another Board or Association of REALTORS® for violation of the Code
of Ethics.
( B ) Individuals who are actively engaged in the real estate profession other than as principals,
partners, corporate officers, or branch office manager in order to qualify for REALTOR®
Membership, shall at the time of application, be associated either as on employee or as an
independent contractor with a Designated REALTOR® Member of the Board or a Designated
REALTOR® Member of another Board (if a secondary member) and must maintain a current,
valid real estate broker's or salesperson's license or be licensed or certified by an appropriate state
regulatory agency to engage in the appraisal of real property, have no record of official sanction
involving unprofessional conduct, shall complete a course of instruction covering the Bylaws and
Rules and Regulations of the Board, the By 1 aws of the State Association, and the Constitution and
Bylaws and Code of Ethics of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS® and shall pass
such reasonable and nondiscriminatory written examinations thereon as may be required and shall
agree in writing that if elected to membership he/she will abide by the Code of Ethics of the
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®, and by the Constitution, Bylaws, and Rules and
Regulations of the local Board, State Association, and the National Association.

166
167

(C) The Board will also consider the following in determining an applicant's qualifications for
REALTOR® membership:

163
169

(I) All final findings of Code of Ethics violations and violations of other membership
duties in any other association within the past three years.

170

(2) Pending ethics complaints (or hearings),

171

(3) Unsatisfied discipline pending.

172

(4) Pending arbitration requests (or hearings).

4
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(5) Unpaid arbitration awards or unpaid fiuancial obligations to tiny other association or
association MLS.
(6) Any misuse of the term REALTOR® or REALTORS® in (he name of the
applicant's firm
177

(7) No record of official sanctions involving unprofessional conduct

178
179
180
J 81
] 82
183
184
J 85
186

NO RECENT OR PENDING BANKRUPTCY is intended to mean that the applicant or any real estate firm in
'which the applicant is a sole proprietor, general partner, corporate officer, or branch manager is not involved in any
pending banlcruptcy or insolvency proceedings or, has not been adjudged bankmpt in the past three years. If a
bankruptcy proceeding as described above exists, membership may not be rejected unless the Board establishes that
its interests and those of its members and the public could not be adequately protected by requiring that the bankrupt
applicant pay cash in advance for applicable Board fees for up to one year from the date that membership is
approved or from the date that the applicant is discharged from bankruptcy (whichever is later). In the event that an
existing member initiates bankruptcy proceedings, the member may be placed on a "cash basis" from the date that
bankruptcy is initiated until one year from the dale that the member has been discharged from bankruptcy.

187
188
189
L90

NO RECORD OF OFFICIAL SANCTIONS INVOLVING UNPROFESSIONAL CONDUCT is intended to mean
that the Board may only consider judgments within. 1he past three years of violations of (1) civil rights laws, (2) real
estate license laws, or (3) other laws prohibiting improfcssional conduct against die applicant rendered by the courts
or other lawfitJ authorities.

i j>l
192
193
194
195
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197
198
199
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203

"Provisional" membership may be granted in instances where ethics complaints or arbitration
requests (or hearings) are pending in other associations or where the applicant fbr membership has
unsatisfied discipline peuding in another association (exceptforviolations of the Code of Ethics;
See Article V, Section 2(A) NOTE 1) provided all other qualifications for membership have been
satisfied. Associations may reconsider the membership status of such individuals when all pending
ethics and arbitration matters (and related discipline) have been resolved or if such matters are not
resolved within six months from the date that provisional membership is approved. Provisional
members shall be considered REALTORS© and shall be subject to all of the same privileges and
obligations of REALTOR® membership. If a member resigns from another association with an
ethics complaint or arbitration requesl pending, the association may condition membership on the
applicant's certification that he/she will submit to the pending ethics or arbitration proceeding (in
accordance with the established procedures of the association to which the applicant has made
application) and will abide by the decision of the hearing panel.

/£jgs£x Section 3. Election. The procedure for election to membership shall be as follows:
•''wi-V*'*"'''/

'''^$$?y
206

(A) The Chief Executive Officer shall determine whether the applicant is applying for the
appropriate class of membership.

207
208

(B) Tbe Chief Executive Officer shall notify the Board of Directors of all applications for
membership.

209
210
211
212

( Q The Board of Directors shall review the qualifications of the applicant at the next regularly
scheduled Board of Directors meeting and then vote on the applicant's eligibility for membership.
If the applicant receives a majority vote of the Board of Directors, he/she shall be declared elected
to membership and shall be advised by written notice.

213
214

(D) The Board of Directors may not reject an application without providing the applicant with
advance notice of the findings, an opportunity to appear before the Boaid of Directors, to call
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orientation in another association, provided that REALTOR© membership has been continuous, or that any
break in membership is for one year or less. Failure to satisfr' this requirement within sixty days of the date
of application (or alternatively, the date that provisional membership was granted), will result in denial of
the membership application or termination of provisional membership and the forfeiture of any dues and
application fee paid.

263
254

NOTE: Orientation programs must meet Hie learning objectives and minimum criteria established from
lime to time by the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®.

265
266
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Section 7. Continuing Member Code of Ethics Training: Effective January 1,2001 through December 31,
2004, and for successive four year periods thereafter, each REALTOR® Member of the Board shall be
required to complete quadrennial ethics training of not less than two hours and thirty minutes of
instructional time. This requirement will be satisfied upon presentation of documentation that the member
has completed a course of instruction conducted by (his or another board/association, the State Association
of REALTORS®, die NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®, or any other recognized
educational institution or provider which meets the learning objectives and minimum criteria established by
the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS® from time 1o time. REALTOR® Members who have
completed the training as a requirement of membership in another association and REALTOR® Members
who have completed the New Member Code of Ethics Orientation during any four year cycle shall not be
required to complete additional ethics (raining until a new four year cycle commences. Failure to satisfy
this requirement shall be considered a violation of a membership dutyfor which REALTOR® membership
shall be suspended until such time as the training is completed

278
279
280

Members suspended for failing to meet the requirement for the first four (4) year cycle (2001-2004) will
have until December 31,2005 to meet the requirement. Failure to meet the requirement by that time will
result in automatic termination of membership.

28 I
2X2
283
284
285

Failure to meet the requirement for the second (2005 - 2008) cycle and subsequent four (4) year cycles will
result in suspension of membership for the first two months (January and February) of the year following
the end of any four (4) year cycle or until the requirement is met, whichever occurs sooner. On March 1 of
that year, the membership of member who is still suspended as of thai date will he automatically
terminated.
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ARTICLE VI - PRIVILEGES AND OBLIGATIONS

;
i
289
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Section I. The privileges and obligations of Members, in addition to those otherwise provided in these
Bylaws, shall be specified in this Article.
Section 2. Any Member of the Board may be reprimanded, fined, placed on probation, suspended* or
expelled by the Board of Directors for a violation of these Bylaws and Board Rules and Regulations not
inconsistent with these Bylaws, after a hearing as provided in the Code of Ethics and Arbitration Manual of
the Board. Although Members other than REALTORS® are not subject to the Code of Ethics nor its
enforcement by the Board, such Members arc encouraged to abide by the principles established in the Code
of Ethics of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS® and conduct their business and
professional practices accordingly. Further, Members other than REALTORS® may, upon
recommendation by a hearing paael of the Professional Standards Committee, be subject to discipline as
described above, for any conduct, which in the opinion of the Board of Direc tors, applied on a
nondiscriminatory basis, reflects adversely on the terms REALTOR® or REALTORS®, and the real estate
industry, or for conduct that is inconsistent with or adverse to the objectives and purposes of the local
Board, the State Association, and the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®.
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Section 3. Any REALTOR® Member of the Board may be disciplined by the Board of Directors for
violations of the Code of Ethics or other duties of membership, after a hearing as described in the Code of
Ethics and Arbitration Manual of die Board, provided that the discipline imposed is consistent with the
discipline authorized by the Professional Standards Committee of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
REALTORS® as set forth in the Code of Ethics and Arbitration Manual of the National Association.
306
307
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Section 4. Resignations of Members shall become effective when notice is received in writing by the
Board, provided, however, that if any Member submitting the resignation is indebted to the Board for dues,
fees, fines, or other assessments of the Board or any of its services, departments, divisions, or subsidiaries,
tbe Board may condition the right of the resigning Member to reapply for membership upon payment in full
of all such monies owed.

311
312
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Section 5. If a Member resigns from the Board or otherwise causes membership to terminate with an ethics
complaint pending, the Board of Directors may condition the right of the resigning Member to reapply for
membership upon the applicant's certification that he/she will submit to the pending ethics proceeding and
will abide by the decision of the hearing panel;.

315
316
317

(A) If a Member resigns or otherwise causes membership to terminate, the duty to submit to arbitration
continues in effect even after membership lapses or is terminated, provided that the dispute arose while the
former member was a REALTOR®.

3 IS

Section 6. REALTOR® Members.

319
320
321

(A) REALTOR® Members, whether primary, or secondary, in good standing whose financial
obligations to the Board are paid in full shall be entitled to vote and to hold elective office in the
Board.

322
323

(B) REALTOR® Members may use the terras REALTOR® and REALTORS®, which use shall
be subject to the provisions of Article VIH.

324
325

(Q REALTOR® Members have the primary responsibility to safeguard and promote 1he
standards, interests, and welfare of the Board and the real estate profession.

325
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(D) If a REALTOR® Member is a principal in a firm, partnership, or corporation and is suspended
or expelled, the firm, partnership, or corporation shall not use the terms REALTOR® or
REALTORS® in connection with its business during the period of suspension, or until
readmission to REALTOR® Membership, or unless connection of the disciplined member with
the firm, partnership, or corporation is severed, "whichever may apply. The membership of all other
principals, partners, or corporate officers shall suspend or terminate during the period of
suspension of the disciplined Member, or until readmission of the disciplined Member, or unless
connection of the disciplined Member with die firm, partncrsliip, or corporation is severed,
whichever may apply. Purther, lite membership of REALTORS® other than principals who are
employed by or affiliated as independent contractors with the disciplined Member shall suspend or
terminate during the period of suspension of the disciplined Member or until readmission of the
disciplined Member or until connection of the disciplined Member with the firm, partnership, or
corporation is severed, or unless the REALTOR® Member (Non Principal) elects to sever his
connection with the REALTOR® and affiliate with another REALTOR® Member in good
standing in the Board, whichever may apply. If a REALTOR® Member who is other than a
Principal in a firm, partnership, or corporation is suspended or expelled, the use of the terms
REALTOR® or REALTORS® by the firm, partnership, or corporation shall not be affected.
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(E) In any action taken against a REALTOR® Member for suspension or expulsion under Section
6(D) n e r e ° £ notice of such action shall be given to all REALTORS® employed by or affiliated as
independent contractors with such "REALTOR® Member and they shall be advised that the
provisions in Article VT, Section 6(D) shall apply.

347
348
345

Section 7. Institute Affiliate Members. Institute Affiliate Members shall have right*; and privileges and be
subject to obligations prescribed by the Board of Directors consistent with the Constitution and Bylaws of
the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®.

350
351
352
353

NOTE: Local Associations establish the rights and privileges to be conferred on Institute Affiliate
Members except that no Institute Affiliate Member may be granted the right to use the term REALTOR®
or the REALTOR® logo; to serve as President of the local association or to be a Participant in the local
association's Multiple Listing Service.

354
355

Section 8, Affiliate Members, Affiliate Members shall have rights and privileges and be subject to
obligations prescribed by the Board of Directors.

356
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Section 9. Public Service Members. Public Service Members shall have rights and privileges and be subject
to obligations prescribed by the Board of Directors,

358
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Section 10. Honorary Members. Honorary Members shall have only the right to attend meetings and
participate in discussions.

360
361

Section 11. Student Members. Student Members shall have rights and privileges and be subject to
obligations prescribed by the Board of Directors.

362
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Section 12. Certification by REALTOR®. Once each year, at a time designated by the Board of Directors,
the Designated REALTOR® Members of the Board shall certify to the Board on a form provided by the
Board, a complete listing of all individuals licensed or certified in thcRE^iLTOR®'^ office(s) and shall
designate a primary Board for each Individual who holds membership. Designated REALTORS® shall also
identify any non-member licensees in the REALTOR®'s office(s) and if Designated REALTOR® dues
have been paid to another Board based on said non-member licensees, the Designated REALTOR® shall
identify die Board to which dues have been remitted. These declarations shall, be used for purposes of
calculating dues under Article X, Section 2(A) of the Bylaws. Designated iREALTOR® Members shall also
notify the Board of any additional individuals) licensed or certified with line firm(s) within thirty days of
the date of affiliation or severance of the individual, Any broker who rails to notify the Board of an
indi viduol(s) licensed or certified with his/her firm within thirty days of the date of affiliation or severance
of the individual, as required by this Section, wUl bo assessed a fine as determined aonually by the Board of
Directors for each unreported licensee. Failure to pay this fine will be treated under the provisions of
ARTICLE X, Section 4, of these Bylaws. Any broker who fails to provide: the annual certification by the
due dale wilt be assessed a fine as determined annually by the Board of Directors.
Section 13. Harassment. Any member of the board may be reprimanded, placed on probation, suspended or
expelled for harassment of a board employee or Board Officer or Director after a hearing in accordance
with the established procedures of the board. Disciplinary action may also consist of any sanction
authorized in the Board's Code of Ethics and Arbitration Manual. As used In this Section, harassment
means any verbal or physical conduct including threatening or obscene language, unwelcome sexual
advances, stalking, actions including strikes, shoves, kicks, or other similar physical contact, or threats to
do the same, or any other conduct with the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an
individuals work performance by creating a hostile, intimidating or offensive work environment. The
decision of the appropriate disciplinary action to be taken shall be made by the investigatory team
9
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comprised of the President, President-elect aud/or Vice President and one member of the Board of
Directors selected by thz highest ranking officer not named in the complaint, upon consultation with
counsel for the board. If the complaint names the President, President-Elect or Vice President, they may not
participate in the proceedings and shall be replaced by the Immediate Past President or, alternatively, by
another member of the Board of Directors selected by the highest ranking officer not named in the
complaint

A R T I C L E VH- PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS AND ARBITRATION

393
394
395
396
397
398
399

Section 1. Code of Ethics and Arbitration Manual of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®.
The responsibility of the Board and of Board Members relating to the enforcement of the Code of Ethics,
the disciplining of Members, and the arbitration of disputes, and the organization and procedures incident
thereto, shall be governed by the Code of Ethics and Arbitration Manual of the NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®, as amended from time to time, which is by this reference incorporated
into these Bylaws, provided, however, thai any provision deemed inconsistent with state law shall be
deleted or amended to comply with state Jaw.

400
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Section 2. Duty and Responsibility of Every REALTOR®. Tt shall be the duty and responsibility of every
REALTOR® Member of this Board to abide by tlic Constitution and Bylaws and the Rules and Regulations
of the Board, the Constitution and Bylaws of the State Association, the Constitution and Bylaws of the
NATIONAL ASSOCrATION OF REALTORS®, and to abide by the Code of Ethics of the NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®, including the duty to arbitrate controversies arising out of real estate
transactions as specified by Article 17 of the Code of Ethics, and as further defined and in accordance with
the procedures set forth in the Code of Ethics and Arbitration Manual of this Board as from time to time
amended.

408
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Section 3. Cooperative Professional Standards Enforcement Agreement The Board and Board members are
also responsible for the enforcement of the Code of Ethics, the disciplining of members, the arbitration of
disputes, and the organization and procedures incident thereto, consistent with the Cooperative Professional
Standards Enforcement Agreement entered into by the Board, which by this reference is made a part of
these Bylaws.

413

A R T I C L E V m - USE O F TEDE T E R M S REALTOR® AND REALTORS®

418
419
420

Section 1. Use of the terms REALTOR® and REALTORS® by Members shall, at all times, be subject to
the provisions of the Constitution and Bylaws of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS® and
to the Rules and Regulations prescribed by its Board of Directors. The Board shall have the authority to
control, jointly and in full cooperation with the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®, use of the
terms within its jurisdiction. Any misuse of the terms by members is a violation of a membership duty and
may subject members to disciplinary action by the Board of Directors after a hearing as provided for in the
association's Code of Ethics and Arbitration Manual.

All
422
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Section 2. REALTOR® Members of the Board shall have the privilege of using the terms REALTOR®
and REALTORS® in connection with their places of business within the state or a state contiguous thereto
so long as they remain REALTOR® Members in good standing. No other class of Members shall have this
privilege.

425
426
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Section 3. A REALTOR® Member who is a Principal of a real estate firm, partnership, or corporation may
use the terms REALTOR® and REALTORS® only if all the Principals of such firm, partnership, or
corporation who are actively engaged in the real estate profession within the state or a state contiguous

w
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thereto arc REALTOR® Members of the Board or Institute Affiliate Members as described in Section 1(B)
of Article IV.
(A) En the case of a REALTOR® Member who is a principal of areaJ! estate firm, partnership, or
corporation whose business activity is substantially all commercial, the rij*ht to use the term REALTOR®
or REALTORS® shall be limited to the office locations in which a principal, partner, corporate officer, or
branch office manager of the firm, partnership, or corporation holds the REALTOR® membership. If a
firm, partnership, or corporation operates additional places of business in which no principal, partner,
corporate officer, or branch office manager holds REALTOR® membership, the term REALTOR® or
REALTORS® may not be used in any reference to those additional place; of business.

437
438
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Section 4. Institute Affiliate Members shall not use the terms REALTOR® or REALTORS®, nor the
imprint of (he emblem seal of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®.

A R T I C L E IX - STATE AND NATIONAL M E M B E R S H I P S

440
441
442
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Section 1. The Board shall be a Member of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS® and ihe
Utah Association of REALTORS®. By reason of (he Board's Membership, each REALTOR® Member of
the Member Board shall be entitled lo membership in the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®
and the Utah Association of REALTORS® without further payment of dues. The Board shall continue as a
Member of the State and National Associations, unless by a majority vote of all of its REALTOR®
Members, decision is made to withdraw, in which case the State and Naticnal Associations shall be notified
at least one month in advance of the date designated for the termination of such membership.

447
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Section 2. The Board recognizes die exclusive property rights of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
REALTORS® in the terms REALTOR® and REALTORS®. The Board shall discontinues use of the terms
in any form in its name upon ceasing to be a Member of the National Association, or upon a determination
by the Board of Directors of the National Association that it has violated tk$ conditions imposed upon the
terms.

452
453
454
455

Section 3. The Board adopts the Code of Ethics of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®
and agrees to enforce the Code among its REALTORS®. The Board and all of its Members agree to abide
by the Constitution, Bylaws, Rules and Regulations, and policies of the NEttional Association and the
UTAH ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®.

„ :v

J ARTICLE X MEMBER DUES, ASSESSMENTS AND COMMUNICATION

457
458
459
46*0

Section I. Application Fee. The Board of Directors may adopt aa application fee for REALTOR®
Membership in a reasonable amount, not exceeding three times the amount of the annual dues for
REALTOR® Membership, which shall be required to accompany each application for REALTOR®
Membership and which shall become the property of the Board upon final approval of the application.

461

Section 2, Dues. The annual dues of Members shall be as follows:

462
463
464
465
466
467

(A) REALTOR® Members: The annual dues of each Designated RE/ULTOR® Member shall be
in such amount as established annually by the Board of Directors, plus an additional amount
to be established annually by the Board of Directors tiroes the number of real estate
salespersons and licensed or certified appraisers who (1) are employed by or affiliated as
independent contractors, or who are otherwise directly or indirectly licensed with such
REALTOR® Member and (2) are not REALTOR® Members of any Board in the state or a
11
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state contiguous thereto or Institute Affiliate Members of a Board. In calculating the dues
payable to the Board by a Designated REALTOR® Member, non-member licensees as
defined in Section 2(A) (1) and (2) of this -paragraph shall not be included in the computation
of dues if the Designated REALTOR® has paid dues based on said non-member licensees in
another Board in the state or a state contiguous thereto, provided the Designated REALTOR®
notifies the Board in writing of the identity of the Board to which dues have been remitted. Tn
the case of a Designated REALTOR® Member in a firm, partnership, or corporation whose .
business activity is substantially all commercial, any assessments for non-mcraber licensees
shall be limited to licensees affiliated with the Designated REALTOR® (as defined in (1) "
and ( 2 ) o f ti,is paragraph) in the office where the Designated REALTOR® holds membership,
and any other offices of Ihe firm located within the jurisdiction of this board.
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(l) For the purpose of this Section, a REALTOR® Member of a Member Board shall be held
to be any Member who has a place or places of business within the state or a state
contiguous thereto and who, as a principal, partner, corporate officer, or branch office
manager of a real estate firm, partnership, or corporation, is actively engaged in the real
estate profession as defined in Article III, Section 1, of the Constitution of the
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®. An individual shall be deemed to be
licensed with a REALTOR® if the license of the individual is held by the REALTOR®,
or by any broker who is licensed with the REALTOR®, or by any entity in which the
REALTOR® has a direct or indirect ownership interest and which is engaged in other
aspects of the real estate business (except as provided for in Section 2 (a) (1) hereof)
provided that such licensee is not otherwise included in the computation of dues payable
by the principal, partner, or corporate officer or branch office manager of the entity.

•

A REALTOR® with a direct or Indirect ownership interest in an entity engaged
exclusively in soliciting and/or referring clients and customers to the REALTOR® for
consideration on a substantially exclusive basis shall annually file with the association on
a form approved by the association a list of the licensees affiliated-with that entity and
shall certify that all of the licensees affiliated with the entity are solely engaged in
referring clients and customers and are not engaged in listing, selling, leasing, managing,
counseling or appraising real property. The individuals disclosed on such form shall not
be deemed to be licensed with the REALTOR® filing the form for purposes of this
Section and shall not be included in calculating the annual dues of the Designated
REALTOR®.
Membership dues shall be prorated for any licensee included on a certification form
submitted to the association who during the same calendar year applies for REALTOR®
membership in the association. However, membership dues shall not be prorated if the
licensee held REALTOR® membership during the preceding calendar year.

506
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(B) REALTOR® Members. The anuual dues of REALTOR® Members other than the Designated
REALTOR® shall be in such amount as established annually by the Board of Directors.

508
509
510

(C) Institute Affiliate Members. The annual dues of each Institute Affiliate Member shall be
established in Article II of the Bylaws of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
REALTORS®.

511
512
513
514

NOTE: The Institutes, Societies and Councils of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION" OF
REALTORS® shall be responsible for collecting and remitting dues to the Nationat Association
for Institute Affiliate Members ($75.00). The National Association shall credit $25.00 to the
account of a local association for each Institute Affiliate Member whose office address is within
12
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the assigned territorial jurisdiction of that Association, provided, however, if Che office location is
also within the territorial jurisdiction of a Commercial Overlay Board (COB), the $25.00 amount
will be credited to the COB, unless the Institute Affiliate Member directs that the dues be
distributed to the other Board. The National Association shall also credit $25-00 to the account of
slate associations for each Institute Affiliate Member whose office address is located within the
territorial jurisdiction of the state association. Local and state associations may not establish any
additional entrance, initiation fees or dues for Institute Affiliate Members but may provide service
packages to which Institute Affiliate Members may voluntarily subscribe.
523
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(D) Affiliate Members, The annual dues of each Affiliate Member shall be in such amount as
established annually by the Board of Directors.

525
526

(E) PubHc Service Members. The annual dues of each Public Service Member shall be in such
amount as established annually by the Board of Directors.

527
528

(F) Honorary Members. Dues payable, if any, shall be in such amount: as established annually by
the Board of Directors.

529
530

(G) Student Members. Dues payable, if any, shall be in such amount z& established annually by the
Board of Directors.

531
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Section 3. Annual Dues Payable. Annual dues for all renewing members shall be payable annually in
advance on the first day of October. If the dues arc not received by close of business on last business day
in November, the member wDi be assessed a late fee determined by the Board of Directors. If dues are not
received by close of business on last business day in December, three months after the initial due date,
membership shall be automatically terminated and all services cease. The terminated member may apply
for reinstatement in a manner prescribed for new applicants by payment of the application fee and the
unpaid dues. In the event a sales licensee or a licensed or certified appraiser is dropped for nonpayment of
annual Board dues, and the individual remains licensed with the Designated REALTOR® 's firm, the dues
obligation of the Designated REALTOR® (as set forth in Article X, Section 2 (a)) will be increased to
reflect the addition of a non-member licensee. Dues shall be calculated from the first day of the current
fiscal year and are payable within 30 days of the notice of termination. If the Designated REALTOR®
does not pay the increased dues by close of business on the last business d*iy in January or inactivate the
terminated licensee by that time, the membership of the Designated REALTOR® will automatically
terminate. The Designated REALTOR® may apply for reinstatement by paying all of his/her outstanding
personal dues and by paying the application fee. There shall be no refund of dues after the first day of die
dues year.

547
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(A) New Member Dues: Dues for new members shall be computed from the first day of the month in
which a Member is notified of election and shall be prorated for Ihc remainder of the year.

549
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Section 4. Nonpayment of Financial Obligations. If prorated dues (other than annual dues, above), fees,
fines,
or other assessments including amount; owed to the Board or the Board's Multiple Listing Service
are not paid within one month after the due date, the nonpaylng Member is subject to suspension at the
discretion of the Board of Directors. Two months after the due date, membership of the nonpaying Member
may be terminated at the discretion of the Board of Directors. Three months after the due date, membership
of the nonpaying Member shall automatically terminate unless within that time the amount due is paid.
However, no action shall be taken to suspend or expel a Member for nonpayment of disputed amounts until
the accuracy of the amount owed has been confirmed by the Board of Directors. These confirmations shall
occur at the meetings Immediately prior to the suspension or termination. A former Member who has had
his/her membership terminated for nonpayment of dues, fees} fines, or other assessments duly levied in
accordance with the provisions of these Bylaws or the provisions of other Rules and Regulations of the
13
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Board or any of its services, departments, di visious or subsidiaries, may apply for reinstatement in a
manner prescribed for new applicants for membership after making payment in full of all accounts due as
of the date of term ination.
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Section 5. Deposit All monies received by the Board for any purpose shall be deposited lo ihe credit of the
Board in a financial institution or institutions selected by resolution of the Board of Directors.

565
566
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Section 6. Expenditures. The Board of Directors shall monitor the finances of the Board on a regular and
ongoing basis. Capital expenditures in excess of $25,000 may not be made unless authorized by the Board
ofDirectors.

568
569
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Section 7. Notice of Dues, Fees, Fines, Assessments, and Other Financial Obligations of Members. All
dues, fees, fines, assessments, or other financial obligations to the Board shall be noticed to the delinquent
Board Member in writing setting forth the amount owed and due date.

57 i
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Section 8. The dues of REALTOR® Members who are REALTOR® Emeriti (as recognized by the
National Association), Past Presidents of the National Association or recipients of the Distinguished
Service Award shall be waived.

574
575

Section 9. Members agree and authorize the Board to communicate with them by fcx, telephone or email
on all business of the Board, unless otherwise required by the Code of Ethics and Arbitration Manual.

576

ARTICLE X I - O F F I C E R S & DIRECTORS

577

Section I. The government of the Board shall be vested in the Board of Directors.

578
579

Section 2. The Board of Directors shall consist of sixteen REALTOR® members as defined in Articles IV
and V. The sixteen Directors shall be:
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(A) Eleven REALTOR® Members as defined in Articles IV and V who are elected by the
REALTOR® members of the Board.
(1) The process whereby YOtes shall be cast by the REALTOR® Members of the board to
elect these eleven Directors shall be prescribed by a resolution of the Board of Directors.
This resolution requires a minimum of twelve votes to pass.
(2) Directors so elected shall serve a term of four years.
(B) Tlirec active REALTOR® Members of the Board from the three real estate brokerage firms
with the greatest number of REALTOR® members in the Board shall be appointed in die
following manner.
(1) On July 3 Ist of each year, the Chief Executive Officer shall count the total number of
REALTOR® members of the Board in the offices and branch offices affiliated with a
Principal Broker. To be included in the counting, a Branch Office must have a
Designated REALTOR® member of the Board as defined in Article IY Section 1
Subsection (A) (4).
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(2) The Chief Executive Officer shall present his/her findings to the Board of Directors at
their next regularly scheduled meeting.
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0) The Board of Directors shall appoint as a Director the Principal Broker of the three
with the greatest number of REALTOR® members of the Board. The Principal
Broker shall serve as a Director foi a term of one year, The Principal Broker thus
appointed must be a REALTOR® member of the Board. In the event the Principal
Broker is nnwilling.or unable to serve as a Director for a term of one year, the Principal
Broker may designate a REALTOR® Member of the Board as defined in Articles TV and
V and who is affiliated with the Principal Broker to serve as a Director for a term of one
year.

604

(C) The Immediate Past President who shall serve a term of one year.

605
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(D) One REALTOR© member of the Board as defined in Articles TV and V whose principal place of
business is in the south Davis County area or is an active member of the Davis County Agents
Association.
(1) The Davis County Agents Association shall nominate two candidates for director at one of its
weekly meetings prior to the general board election. The director from the Davis County
Agents Association shall be elected from the two candidates by members of the Board
pursuant to a resolution of the Board of Directors.
(2) The Director elected from the Davis County Agents Association shall serve a terra of four
years,
Section 3. No REALTOR® Member elected as a Director may serve more than two consecutive terms on
the Board of Directors. There shall be no more than two elected Directors from the same firm (Brokerage)
on the Board of Directors at any time, unless that third Director from the same firm (Brokerage) is the
Director from Davis County.

621
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Section 4. Eligibility. In order to be eligible for election to the Board of Directors, a REALTOR®
shall have been a member of the Board in good standing for a minimum of three years, and have
served on or been actively involved with a committee, taskforce, workgroup or Leadership UAR. in a
REALTOR® Association in the State of Utah for at least one year.

625

Section 5. Nominations

m
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(A) The President shall appoint, subject 1o the approval of the Board ofDirectors, a Nominating
Committee of at least five REALTOR® Members, one of whom shall be the most recent active
Past President of the Board who shall act as Chair of the Committee, whose duty it will be to
select REALTOR® Members in good standing pursuant to Section 2 and Section 3 of this Article,
for each of the offices of Director expiring at the end of the present ye*ir or in which a vacancy
exists due to temporary appointment under Article XI, Section 5, Subsection (F) of these Bylaws
and nominate them at a regular meeting of the Board membership . At that meeting additional
nominations may be made. Within 30 days after the meeting, the names of all nominees shall be
printed on <he official ballot and the ballot shall be delivered to all RE/^LTOR® Members iti good
standing entitled to vote. The process whereby votes shall be cast shall be prescribed by a
resolution of the Board ofDirectors. This resolution requires a minimu m of twelve voles to pass*

637
63S

(B) AH nominations are to appear on the ballot in alphabetical order and a ballot shall be delivered
to all REALTOR® Members in good standing. A blank space for write-in voting shall be provided
15
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on the ballot in case the member desires to vote for someone whose name does not appear on the
ballot
(C) A committee of not less than three nor more than live, which has previously been appointed
by the President and approved by the Board of Directors, shall meet and count the ballots and shall
certify the results to the President and the Chief Executive Officer of the Board. The candidates
for the expiring terms receiving the highest number of votes cast will be declared elected. Tf any
vacancy or vacancies exist due to temporary appointment under Subsection (F) of these Bylaws,
the person or persons receiving the next highest number of votes shall be declared elected for the
unexpired term or terms then remaining for such office or orifices. At any time within seven days
following certification of the ballots, one-fourth of the REALTOR© Members may, by petition,
require a review of the election results by the Board of Directors.
650
651

(D) The process for determining the outcome in the event of a tie shall be decided by a resolution
of the Board of Directors. This resolution requires a minimum of twelve votes to pass.

652
653

(E) The President or the Chief Executive Officer will immediately announce the results of the
election to Ihe Board membership.

654
655
656
657
658

(F) Vacancies by resignation or otherwise in the Board of Directors shall be filled by a vote of the
Board of Directors. Directors so elected shall serve through the end of the year in which they are
appointed or until a new replacement Director is selected by the general membership. At the next
general election, the membership shall elect a replacement Director or Directors for a fouryear
term

659

Section 6. Resignation of Directors

660

(A) A Director may resign at any time giving written notice of resignation to the Board.

661
662

(B) A resignation of a Director is effective when the notice is received by the Board unless the
notice specifies a later effective date.

663
664

(C) The failure lo attend a specified number of Board meetings or failure to meet other specified
obligations of Directors shall be effective as a resignation when confirmed by an affirmative
vote of a majority of the Board of Directors then in office.

:
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Section 7. Removal of Officers andJDircctors. Tn the event that an Officer or Director is deemed
to be incapable of fulfilling the duties for which elected, but will not resign from office
voluntarily, the Officer or Director may be removed from office under the following procedure:

670
671
672
673
674

(A) A petition requiring the removal of an Officer or Director and signed by not less than onethird of the voting membership or a majority of all Directors shall be filed with the President,
or if the President is the subject of the petition, with the next-ranking officer, and shall
specifically set forth the reasons the individual is deemed to be disqualified from further
service.

675
676

(B) Upon receipt of the petition, and not less than twenty days nor more than forty-five days
thereafter, a special meeting of the Board of Directors of the Board shall be held, and the sole
16
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business of the meeting shall be to consider the charge against the Officer or Director, and to
render a decision on such petition.

%£>•£>.£ •'
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(C) Tbe special meeting shall be noticed to all Board of Directors at least ten clays prior to the
meeting, and shall be conducted by the President of the Board unless the President's
continued service in office is being considered at the meeting. In such case, the next-ranking
officer will conduct the meeting of the hearing by the Directors. Provided a quorum is present,
a three-fourths vote of Directors present and voting shall be required for removal from office. .

684

Section 8. Election of Officers

685
686
687
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(A) The elected officers of the Salt Lake Board of REALTORS® shall be a President, a PresidentElect, who must be in the second or third year of his/her term as a Director, and who shall serve as
First Vice President, a Second Vice President and a Treasurer for the ensuing year. All elected
officers roust have served at least one year as a Director in their current term before they are
eligible to serve in an elected office, unless they are serving in a successive terra In the absence
of unforeseen events, the President-Elect shall succeed to the Presidency the following year,
subject to ratification by the Board of Directors;.

692
693
694
695
696
697
698
699

(B) Immediately following the election of die Board of Directors, the Chief Executive; Officer
shall accept applications from elected Directors who wish to be considered for an elected office.
An applicant may apply or be nominated for one office only. As soon as reasonably possible but
prior to the next regularly scheduled Board of Directors meeting, a special meeting of the Board of
Directors shall be held to present the applicants for elected office and to accept further
nominations. Following the special meeting, and at the next regularly scheduled meeting of Hie
Board of Directors, Officers shall be elected in a manner prescribed by a resolution of the Board of
Directors. Thh resolution requires a minimum of twelve votes to pass.

700
701
702

(C) At a time and place determined by the Board of Directors, the new Officers and Directors
shall take the Oath of Office and assume their positions for the ensuing year, or until their
successors are duly qualified.

703
704
70£

Section 9. The duties of the officers shall be such as fheir titles, by general usage, would indicate and
such as may be assigned to them respectively by the Board of Directors from time to time, and such as
that arc required by law.

1

J
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Section 10. The Board of Directors may employ an Executive Officer to be known as the Chief
Executive Officer, whose duties and responsibilities shall include those normally considered that of a
Chief Executive Officer unless otherwise designated by the Board of Directors. The salaried personnel
necessary to properly conduct the activities of the Board shall be under the direction of the Chief
Executive Officer unless otherwise specifically designated by the Board of Directors.

71!
712
713
714
715

Section 11. The elected Officers, along with the Chief Executive Officer, as a uoti-voting member,
shall constitute the Executive Committee of the Board of Directors. This committee shall be
empowered to take actions and transact business of an emergency nature between meetings of the
Board of Directors and shall report such actions and transactions in full to the Board of Directors at ib
next scheduled meeting.

716
717
71S

Section 12. Salaried office personnel shall be bonded in such amounts as the Board of Directors shall
deem necessary, with the cost to be paid by the Board. All Officers, Directors and ex-officio Officers
and Directors shall be defended and indemnified by the Board against ell liabilities for actions taken in
17
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the reasonable exercise of their official duties and capacities. Said indemnification sboli also include
payment of all attorney's fees and court costs incurred as a result of any lawsuit or claim brought
against them. This indemnification is intended to apply to negligent acts or omissions and all other
conduct not constituting fraud, theft or a willful violation of criminal law.

723
724
725
726
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Section 13. UAR DIRECTORS There shall be one REALTOR® member of the Board qualified to
serve as a member of the Board of Directors of the Utah Association of REALTORS® for each 1,000
members of the Board or fraction thereof, Four UAR Directors shall be elected by a vote of the
REALTOR® members of the Board and shall serve a two year term; the terms of office shall expire on
Ihe date of the NAR annual meeting. The remaining Directors will be appointed by the Board of
Directors and each will serve a one year term. The President of the Board shall serve during his/her
term of office and the Chief Executive Officer of the Board shall be a non-voting member. The
election process shall be in a manner prescribed by a resolution of the Board of Directors. This
resolution requires a minimum of twelve votes to pass.

732
733
734

(A) The UAR Board ofDirectors meets at regularly scheduled intervals or at the call of the President
of the Utah Association of REALTORS®. Directors will automatically forfeit their directorship if
absent from two meetings in the calendar year without prior notification.

735

Section 14. NAR DIRECTORS.

736
737
738
739

The number of National Directors representing the Board at the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
REALTORS® meetings shall be based on the criteria established by the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF REALTORS®. In order to qualify for selection BS a National Director, Board members must have
served on the Board of Directors during the past ten years from the time of selection.

740

(A) If the Board is entitled to one NARDirector, the current President will serve a one year term.

741
742

(B) If the Board is entitled to two NAR Di rectors, the current President and Past President will serve a
one year term.

743
744

(C) If the Board is entitled to three NAR Directors, the current President, Past President and President*
Elect (first Vice President) wi II serve a one year term,

^ ' '" \
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748

749

(D) If the Boaixl is entitled to four NAR Directors, the current President, Past President, PresidentElect (first Vice President) and past-past President will serve a one year term.
(E) If the Board is entitled to additional NAR Directors, the member will be appointed by a resolution
of the Directors of the Salt Lake Board of REALTORS®.

ARTICLE X n MEETINGS

750
751

Section 1. Annual Meetings. The annual membership meeting of the Board shall be held during July of
each year, the dale, place, and hour to be designated by the Board of Directors.

752
753
754

Section 2. Meetings of Directors. The Board of Directors shall designate a regular time and place of
meetings. Absence from three regular meetings during the fiscal year of the Board without an excuse
deemed valid by the Board of Directors shall be construed as resignation.
18
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Section 3. Other Meetings. Meetings of the Members may be held at other times as the President or the
Board of Directors may determine, or upon the written request of at teast 5% of the Members eligible
to vote.
Section 4. Notice of Meetings. Notice shall be given to every Member entitled to participate in the
meeting at least one week preceding all meetings. If a special meeting is called, it shall be
accompanied by a statement of the purpose of the meeting.
Section 5. Quorum. A quorum for the transaction of business at any meeting other than a meeting of
the Executive Committee shall consist of the Members eligible to vote who are in attendance at the
meeting.

764
765

Section 6. Board of Directors Quorum. A quorum for the transaction of business at a meeting of the
Board of Directors shall be nine.

766
767
768

Section 7, Executive Committee. A quoirum for the transaction of business at a meeting of the
Executive Committee shall be three voting members of Hie Executive Committee. AH decisions of the
Executive Committee require a minimum of three votes.

769

ARTICLE X i n - COMMITTEES

770
771

Section 1. Standing Committees. The following standing committees shall be appointed, function and
fill the responsibilities provided for in these Bylaws.

772

(A) Grievance Committee

773

(B) Professional Standards Committee

774

(C) Governmental Affairs Committee

775

(D) Education Committee
Section 2. Special Committees. The President shall appoint, subject to the confirmation of the Board
of Directors, such other special committees as may be deemed necessary.

776
779
780

Section 3. Organization. All committees shall be of such size and shall have duties, functions, and
powers as assigned by the President or the Board of Directors except as otherwise provided in these
bylaws.

781
782
783
784

Section 4. Quorum. Except as provided elsewhere in these Bylaws or the Code of Ethics,
Professional Standards and Arbitration Manual, at meetings, whether regular or special, a majority of a
committee shall constitute a quorum except that when a committee consists of more than nine
members, frve shall constitute a quoaim.

785
786
787

Section 5. Meetings. Committees shall meet upon the call of die President or upon the call of the Chair
of the Committee, or at the request of any three members of any Committee. Committee members shall
be given notice of all meetings not less than five days prior to the date set for such meetings.
19
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Section 6. Absences. Absences from three regular meetings during the fiscal year of the Board, by any
Committee member, without an excuse deemed valid and so recorded by the Chair of that Committee
shall be considered a resignation and me vacancy shall be filled as herein provided for original
appointees.

792

Section 7. Grievance Commillee

793
794

(A) The Grievance Committee shall consist of at least twelve REALTOR© members to good
standing. Six members shall be appointed each year for a two year term.

795
796
797
798

(B) The Grievance Committee's function is to make only such preliminary evaluation of
complaints or arbitration requests against members as would be required to determine whether the
complaint warrants further consideration by a hearing panel of the Professional Standards
Committee.

799
100
801
802
803

Section 8. Professional Standards Committee, The Professional Standards Committee shall consist of
at least eighteen REALTOR® members in good standing. Six members will be appointed each year to
a three year term. Members of the Professional Standards Committee shall be selected to serve on
hearing panels as required, to arbitrate disputes and to serve as a hearing panel when required on
matters of alleged unethical conduct

804
805
806
807

Section 9.. Governmental Affairs Committee. It shall be the duty of this committee to study and make
recommendations on all matters concerning the real estate industry that are before aU legislative and
governmental bodies and perform such other duties pertaining lo Governmental Affairs as may be
referred to h by the Board of Directors.

808
809
810

Section 10. Education Committee. It shall be the duty of this committee to develop, coordinate and
implement educational courses and training programs and to maintain research and educational
material for the members' benefit

811
812

Section U . Special Committees. Tlie duties of any special committees shall be as established and
directed by die Board of Directors,

g^

ARTICLE XIV - FISCAL AND ELECTIVE YEAR

'{'.:" v j The fiscal and elective year of the Board shall be January I to December 31.

815

ARTICLE X V - R O B E R T ' S RULES OF ORDER

816
817

Robert's Rules of Order, latest edition, shall be recognized as the authority governing the meetings of the Board, its
Board of Directors, and committees, in all instances wherein its provisions do not conflict with these Bylaws.

818

ARTICLE XVI - AMENDMENTS

819
820
821
822
823

Section 1. These Bylaws may be amended in the following manner: A meeting must be called at which the
proposed amendments will be discussed and voted upon. The proposed amendments must be plainly stated
in the call for the meeting. Written notice of meetings at which such amendments arc to be considered
must be delivered lo every REALTOR® Member not more than thirty days nor less than ten days prior lo
the date setforthe hearing.
20
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Section 2. Amendments to these Bylaws made necessary by mandate of federal, state or Jocal laws,
ordinances, judgements and orders of courts of competent jurisdiction, or at the direction of the
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®, may be made upon the recommendation of the Executive
Committee and Board Counsel and with the approval of the Board of Directors without being submitted to
the membership for vote as detailed in Section 1 above, Written, notification of all amendments made to
these Bylaws under this section must be given to all Board members within thirty days of such amendment.
This written notice may be given by letter, in the Board magazine, by email, or any combination of these.
Section 3. Amendments to these Bylaws affecting the admission or qualification of REALTOR®, Institute
Affiliate Members, the use of the terms REALTOR®, REALTORS®, or any alteration in the territorial
jurisdiction of the Board shall become effective upon their approval as authorized by the Board of Directors
of the National Association of REALTORS®.

835

ARTICLE XVH - DISSOLUTION

836
837
838

Upon the dissolution or winding up of affairs of this Board, the Board of Directors, after providing for the payment
of all obligations, shall distribute any remaining assets to die Utah Associalion of REALTORS® or, witliin its
discretion, to any other non-profit tax exempt organization.

839

ARTICLE XVHT- MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE

840
841

Section I. Authority. The Board shall, for the use of its Members ensure that a Multiple Listing Service is
available for their participation.

842
843
#44
845
846
847
848
849
850

Section 2, Purpose. A Multiple Listing Service is a means by which authorized Participants make blanket
unilateral offers of compensation to other Participants (acting as subagents, buyer agents, or in other agency '
or nonagency capacities defined by law); by which cooperation among participants is enhanced; by which
information is accumulated and disseminated to enable authorized Participants to prepare appraisals,
analyses, and other valuations of real property for bona fide clients and customers; by which Participants
engaging in real estate appraisal contribute 1o common databases; and is a facility for the orderly
correlation and dissemination, of listing Information so participants may better serve their clients and the
public. Entitlement to compensation is. determined by the cooperating broker's performance as a procuring
cause of the sale (or lease).

851

Section 3. Governing Documents. The Board of Directors shall make best efforts to ensure that any
Multiple Listing Service made available to its members pursuant to this Article will conform to its
corporate charter, constitution, bylaws, rules, regulations, and policies, practices, and procedures at all
times to the Constitution, Bylaws, Rules, Regulations, and Policies of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
REALTORS®.
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Section 4. Participation. Any REALTOR© member of this or any other Board who is a principal, partner,
corporate officer, or branch manager acting on behalf of the principal, without further qualification, shall be
eligible to participate in a Multiple Listing upon agreeing in writing to conform to the Rules and
Regulations thereof and to pay the costs incidental thereto, However, under no circumstances is any
individual or firm, regardless of membership status, entitled to Multiple Listing Service membership or
participation unless he/she holds a current, valid real estate broker's license and are capable of offering and
accepting compensation to and from other Participants or is licensed or certified, by an appropriate state
regulatory agency to engage in the appraisal of real property. Use of informal ton developed by or published
by a Board Multiple Listing Service is strictly limited to the activities authored under a Participant's
Hcensure(s) or certification and unauthorized uses arc prohibited. Further, nor.e of the foregoing is intended
to convey participation or membership or any right of access to information developed by or published by a
Board Multiple Listing Service where access to such information is prohibited by law.
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Section 5. Access to Comparable and Statistical Information. Board Members who are actively-engaged in
real estate brokerage, management, mortgage financing, appraising, land development, or building, but who
do not participate in the MLS, are nonetheless entitled to receive, by purchase or lease, all information,
other than current listing information, that is generated wholly or in part by the MLS including
"comparable" information, "sold" information, and statistical reports. This information is provided for the
exclusive use of Board Members and individuals affiliated with Board Member* who arc also engaged in
the real estate business and m a y not be transmitted, retransmitted, o r provided in any manner to any
unauthorized individual, office, or firm except as otherwise specified in the M L S Rules and Regulations.
Board members who receive such information, either as a Board service o r through t h e Board s M L S , are
subject to the applicable provisions of the M L S Rules and Regulations whether they participate m the M L S
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Section 6 Subscribers. Subscribers (or users) of the M L S may include non-principal brokers, sales
associates, and licensed and certified appraisers affiliated with Participants. Subscribers also include
affiliated unlicensed administrative and clerical staff, personal assistants, and individuals seeking licensure
or certification as real estate appraisers w h o are under the direct supervision o f an M L S Participant or the

S83

Participant's licensed designee.

884

Statements ofPolicy

885

1.

S t a t e m e n t s of N A R M e m b e r s h i p Policy Related to I m p l e m e n t a t i o n of Board of C h o i c e

886
887
888

•

A. T h e primary board of affiliation elected by a R E A L T O R ® must b e i n the state where the R E A L T O R ®
is licensed and maintains his/her principal place of business. Licensees affiliated with a R E A L T O R ® firm
may choose a s their "primary" board any boaixi in the state where th« firm maintains a "Designated"

889

REALTOR®.

890
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B . Membership shall b e available in a secondary board on terms and conditions no more stringent than the
requirements established in the board's Bylaws for REALTOR® membership. The privileges o f
membership shall be the same including the right to vote and hold office. Membership will be granted to
individuals who hold R E A L T O R ® or REALTOR®-ASSOCIATE membership in their primary board
without any requirement that the Designated REALTOR® they are licensed o r affiliated with hold
membership in the secondary board. However, M L S services will only be available if the Designated
R E A L T O R ® participates In the M L S . Board dues shall not include a national allocation since N A R dues
have b e e n paid through the member's primary board. A state allocation may only be included if the
member's primary board is located in a different state.
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C. REALTORS® shall be entitled to purchase services from the board without the necessity of holding
membership in the board. Service fees will be determined by the Board of Directors. However, the Board
may require that a REALTOR® (principal) be licensed in the state as a conditiou of MLS participation.
2 . Concerning Board of Choice Across State Lines. Members may join a primary board across contiguous state
• lines. State association membership would be in the state where primary board membership is h e l d
3.

Portability of Membership Records (Files). In order to facilitate timely processing of applications for
membership and to assist in determining an applicant's qualification for R E A L T O R ® membership, the Board
shall, based on a request from another association, share information about current or former members.
Minimum "core" member information shall include:

909

A . Previous applications for membership.

910
911

B . All final findings of C o d e of Ethics violations and violations of other membership duties within the past
three years (when available).
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C. Pending complaints alleging violations of the Code of Ethics or alleging violations of other membership
duties.
D. Incomplete or (pending) disciplinary measures.

'•^^'
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E. Pending arbitration requests (or hearings).

916
917
918
919

F. Unpaid arbitration awards or unpaid financial obligations to the Board or its MLS. The Board may, at its
discretion, consider information received from other associations when determining whether an applicant
satisfies the Board ^.membership requirements as established hi the Board* sJBylaws (not to exceed NAR's
Membership Qualification Criteria).

920
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4.

Clarification of the Tenn "Principal'*: The term ''principal** as used in the MAR Constitution and Bylaws and in
other relevant policies, includes licensed or certified individuals who are sole proprietors, partners in a
partnership, officers or majority shareholders; of a corporation, or office rminagers (including branch managers)
acting on behalf of principals of a real estate firm,

5.

Secondary Membership in a Board/Association; When a member has joined a primary association and paid
local, state, arid national dues, secondary membership may be held in a locstl association in another state
(provided the applicant meets all of Ihe qualiilcations for membership) without holding membership in that state
association, or alternatively, secondary membership may be held directly in the slate association without
holding membership in a local association in that state.

6.

Membership .Requirements Related to Multiple Office Locations

932
933
934
935

A. When considering an applicant for .REALTOR® membership who is a principal in a real estate firm,
associations have an obligation to determine that all of the principals of the ireal state firm who are actively
engaged in the real estate business in the state are either applying for or already hold REALTOR®
membership (or Institute Affiliate membership, if applicable) in a board or association.

936
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B. Jf an association (local, state or national) is notified by another association that a REALTOR® member
has an office location elsewhere in the state that is not functioning as a "REALTOR®-office" (i.e.,
licensees affiliated with the office arc not members or are not accounted lor under the DR dues formula)
the association where the REALTOR® holds primary membership shall be responsible, in cooperation with
the state and national associations, for ensuring compliance with applicable membership policies (Le., that
said licensees hold membership in the REALTOR©'s primary association - or some other association in the
state where the firm maintains a designated REALTOR® presence - or that dues have been paid to an
association based on non-member licensees affiliated with me office.
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